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ABSTRACT
THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF CURRICULUM
MATERIALS TO TEACH SPECIFIED OBJECTIVES OF
DEDUCTIVE REASONING TO SELECTED
SECONDARY STUDENTS
(June 1975)

Robert Howard London, M. Ed, University
Pennsylvania, 1971
,

of

Directed by: Dr. William Masalski

The purpose

of this study

was

to

develop and evaluate curriculum

materials designed to teach selected aspects of deductive reasoning to
selected secondary students.

(1)

Specifically, the purpose of this study was:

to determine appropriate objectives of deductive reasoning for selected

secondary students,

(2) to

develop curriculum materials for accompHshing

the identified objectives, and

(3) to

evaluate the effectiveness of the materials

for helping selected students reason deductively as defined by the objectives.
In

order to insure that appropriate objectives were chosen, the

investigator conducted an extensive critical review of the literature

(1)

at

including:

research which indicates the percentage of students without formal tr ain in g
a given age who had mastered a specified principle of conditional reasoning

in a specified written

form,

(2)

theoretical assumptions concerning the

given age, and
students’ capabilities in reference to deductive reasoning at a

ix

(3)

research which indicates whether students

at a particular age given an

experimental treatment can master a specified principle of conditional reasoning
in a specified written

On

form.

the basis of the review, the investigator identified nine objectives

judged most appropriate for the scope of this study.

The objectives were

master the converse

of the

principle, the inconsistent

principle, and the consistent

"At least” form,
1.

not P,

form

of the

forward conditional principle

initial target population

"If -then"

was eighth grade

The second portion of

the study

form with abstract

included five field tests.

The

was concerned with

final field test

ability eighth

The

The

the field test indicated that the materials

the development

field testing

procedure

was conducted with ten average

grade mathematics students.

final evaluation of the

content.

students.

and field testing of the curriculum materials.

were ready for a

The results

grade mathematics class and an average

mathematics class were selected for the evaluation.

x

of

final evaluation.

curriculum materials was conducted

Glenbrook Middle School in Longmeadow, Massachusetts.
ability seventh

in

concrete-familiar content, in "If-then” form with

concrete-familiar content, and in

The

forward conditional

(At least one of the following two statements is true:

2. Q) with'

or above average

form

to

at the

An above average

ability eighth

grade

The two major research questions and the results
for each question

were as follows:
1*

l

ability seventh

ea st ninety percent

of the students in the above average

grade mathematics class which served as the experimental
group

for this study master the terminal objectives of the
curriculum materials?

The answer

to question

one is "yes.

"

All twenty-two students passed

the terminal objectives.
2.

Did

at least ninety percent of the students in the

average ability

eighth grade mathematics class which served as the experimental group for
this study

master

the terminal objectives of the curriculum materials?

The answer

to question

two

is "yes. "

twenty-four mastered the terminal objectives.

xi

Twenty-two students out

of

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

The incredible increase

in

man’s knowledge

in the twentieth century

has confronted educators with the fact that schools cannot possibly teach the
students all the necessary facts they need in order to function effectively in an

everchanging world.

hope

to

It

has become increasingly clear that "the school cannot

produce an educated adult unless

it

insures, through its curriculum,

both the desire and wherewithal for carrying on self-directed learning after
school days have

come

to an

end (Rubin and Parker, 1966,

.

p.

"

The

above observations have generated controversy over the relative importance
of content and process (skills

necessary

utilize content to effect solutions to

Recently, a

teaching of process.

number

to acquire, organize, generate,

problems) in American education.

of educators

have clearly emphasized the

"The
Rubin and Parker (1966), for example, state that

substance of our proposition is that process.
of content and

and

most appropriate base

.

.

is, in fact, the highest

for curriculum change.

It

is

form

through the

perpetual endeavor,
t^^hin g Of process that we can best portray learning as a
the end of school
and not something which terminates with

jp.

lj

•

2

While conventional education usually starts with the question,
M

what information and knowledge must the individual know?" and then
organizes

the curriculum around the knowledge which is to be transmitted
to the student,

"Process education recognizes

that the first and

curriculum and instruction should be those
he

is to

manner

skills

foremost objective of

which the learner needs

if

acquire, organize, generate, and utilize in a satisfying and productive
the wealth of information and knowledge available to

him

(Cole, 1972,

p . 24]."
Increased interest in process education has resulted in a need for

curriculum materials which teach appropriately identified process
In the field of

mathematics education, which

will

skills.

be the specific focus of

this

study, one need is for tested curriculum materials which teach deductive

reasoning, an essential skill needed to organize, acquire, generate, and
utilize

mathematical content.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose

of this study is to develop and evaluate curriculum

materials designed to teach specified aspects of deductive reasoning to
selected secondary school students.

(1)

Specifically, the investigator will:

determine selective objectives of deductive reasoning,

(2)

develop

curriculum materials for accomplishing the identified objectives, and

3
(3)

evaluate the effectiveness of the materials
for helping selected students

reason deductively as defined by the
objectives.

Definition of

In this section, three

defined:

order

Terms

terms used

in the

Purpose of the Study will be

deductive reasoning, objectives, and curriculum
materials.

to clarify the definition of deductive
reasoning the

In

term

"conditional reasoning" will be defined.

Deductive Reasoning
Deductive reasoning generally refers to "the process of logical
thought moving from general principles to particular cases (Good, 1959,
p. 16§J

.

”

In this study the student’s ability to reason deductively will be

defined as the ability to apply a specified principle of conditional reasoning
to a given

problem presented

in written

form.

Conditional Reasoning
Conditional reasoning is defined as reasoning with deductive arguments
in

is,

which either the premise(s) or the conclusion contains a conditional;
a sentence of the form,

An example
states

"If.

.

.

,

then.

that

..."

of such a principle is the

forward conditional which

4

From

the

premise:

If

and the premise:

p

we can

Q

conclude:

P, then

Q

For example,

From

the

premise:

"If the shirt is

Jim's, then the shirt

is

blue.

and the premise:

"The shirt

is

we can

"The shirt

is blue. "

conclude:

Jim's."

Objectives
Objectives as used in this study refer to instructional outcomes
stated in terms of performance (Mager, 1971, p.

Specifically, the

viii).

type of instructional outcome this study is concerned with

correctly reason deductively

if

is the ability to

given a problem presented in a specified

written form requiring a specified principle of conditional reasoning.

Curriculum Materials
Curriculum materials refers
four components:

(1)

determine the degree
(3)

to a product including the following

stated instructional objectives,
to

(2)

diagnostic tests to

which students have reached the defined objectives,

instructional materials to achieve the objectives and a clearly specified

procedure for using the materials, and
students have achieved the objectives.

(4)

posttests to

measure whether

the

5

Significance of the Problem

The significance of the problem has three dimensions.

The

first

involves the importance of research in deductive reasoning, the second and
third involve the practical significance of the present study.

The goal of improving students' deductive reasoning
received

number

much support

of

as an important goal of education.

ability has

"The reports

commissions and conferences on school mathematics,

of a

e. g.

Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics, Commission on Mathematics,
and Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, have contained

recommendations concerning the role of deductive reasoning
mathematics curriculum jRoberge, 1972,
ability to

reason deductively as one of six

p. 197j

.

"

in the

emerging

Scandura identified the

abilities (the

remaining five were:

axiomatization, particularization, induction, the ability to describe mathematical
content, and the ability to understand mathematical content) necessary to do

mathematics.

Also, major curriculum projects in critical thinking such

as the Cornell Critical Thinking Project, the University of Wisconsin Verbal

Arguments Project, and
have

all identified

In addition, the

the Ohio State University Critical Reading Project

deductive reasoning as a central aspect of critical thinking.

importance of the relationship between the development

deductive reasoning ability and Piagetian stage development has been

of

6

recognized by cognitive developmental theorists as well as by curriculum
developers in mathematics and critical thinking.
Despite this general recognition of the importance of deductive
reasoning, as recently as 1963, Ennis (1963) reported that there was very
little

published research on deductive reasoning.

At that time a careful

review of the literature turned up fewer than two published studies per year
on the more general topic of critical thinking.

amount

of published

However, since 1963, the

research in deductive reasoning has increased

Studies, such as those by Ennis and Paulus (1965), Gardiner

significantly.

(1965), Howell (1965),

Martens

(1967), Miller (1968),

and Roberge (1970),

have provided strong support for the contention that adequate development
of deductive reasoning abilities does not result

process; that

is, direction

development.

Simcox

(1970),

merely from the growing up

and special training seem to be necessary for

its

Other studies, such as those by Hyram (1967), Miller (1969),

and Lowerre (1972), have demonstrated that within the limits

effective in
of generalizability of their studies, special training should be

improving deductive reasoning

ability.

This study is important because

it

curriculum
attempts to extend and refine research developing effective
materials which provide direct training in deductive reasoning.
Secondly, the present study

is of

practical significance because

it

materials to achieve
provides secondary teachers with tested curriculum
reasoning.
selective objectives for teaching deductive

Justifiably,

much

of

7

the research in providing direct training in deductive reasoning has
been

more concerned

with the theoretical issue of whether such instruction could

be effective, rather than the practical issue of whether the instruction could

be reproduced by classroom teachers.

Because of the attention paid

to the

theoretical issue, little effort has gone into producing or disseminating

curriculum materials for the classroom teacher.

This study provides

materials for teacher use by making use of a procedure (developed and tested

by Lowerre and Scandura) for constructing diagnostic tests and instructional
materials dealing with specified objectives of deductive reasoning.
Thirdly, this study is important because

it

attempts to provide

educators with valuable information for determining the appropriateness of
objectives for teaching deductive reasoning to secondary students.

The

information is provided as a result of a careful review (as described in the

Design of the Study) of the literature on deductive reasoning.

Specifically,

the review discusses implications of the literature concerning the appropriate-

ness of objectives which specify a principle of conditional reasoning and a
specific written

mastered.

form (further described

in the following section) to

be

8

Design of the Study

This section will outline the procedure used to
achieve the purpose
of the study.

(2)

The design centers on:

what steps were involved

(1)

how

the objectives

were determined,

in developing the curriculum materials for

accomplishing the identified objectives, and

(3)

how

the effectiveness of the

materials was evaluated.
Before the procedure for determining the objectives
is

appropriate to review the form of the objectives.

specify two dimensions of deductive reasoning.

The

is outlined it

Each objective

will

first dimension will be

the principle of conditional reasoning (as previously defined) which the

student will be required to apply, and the second will be the nature of the

written form of the problem.

Lowerre and Scandura

(1972) have identified the following five

dimensions over which the written form of the problem can vary:
of statements in
of

(5)

premises

in

message

messages,

terminology used.

to reality, (2) complexity of context,

(4)

(3)

relation

(1)

availability

required length of the chain of inference, and

For each dimension,

difficulty levels

were

identified.

Objectives in this study state the principle (s) of conditional reasoning to be
applied and the difficulty level of the written form for each of the five

dimensions identified above.
In

order

to insure that appropriate objectives

were chosen,

the

investigator conducted an extensive critical review of the literature including:

9
(1)

research which indicates the percentage of students without formal

training at a given age

who have mastered a

reasoning in a specified written form,

(2)

specified principle of conditional

theoretical assumptions concerning

the students' capabilities in reference to deductive thinking at a given age,

and

(3)

research which indicates whether students

at

a particular age, given

an experimental treatment, can master a specified written form of a principle
of conditional reasoning.

To determine
all

the final objectives, the investigator first eliminated

those objectives which the review of the literature indicated were

inappropriate because either

(1)

a majority of the students would have already

achieved the objectives because of normal growth, or

(2)

effective replicable

materials were already available for achieving the objective, or
considerations indicated

it

(3)

theoretical

would be likely that students would not be

intellectually capable of achieving the objectives.

From

the remaining

literature
objectives, the investigator chose those which the review of the

indicated

were most appropriate and

fell

within the scope of this study.

The second portion of the study involved the development
curriculum materials

first step in the

procedure

is to identify the

in the first portion of the study).

first draft of the

The procedure the

to achieve the identified objectives.

investigator used to develop the materials is

diagrammed

in figure 1.

The

terminal objectives (accomplished

The second step

curriculum materials

of

is the

development of a

to achieve the objectives,

hi developing

Figure

Procedure for developing the
curriculum materials

1.

FINISH

4
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the materials, the
Investigator followed a
procedure, outlined by

Lowerre

and Seandura (1972), for
the development of
individualized materials for
deductive reasoning based on
the application of logical
inference rules.

procedure includes the following
four aspects:

(1)

That

the materials include a

pretest for each logical rule
to determine whether,
and in which reading
contexts, each student can use
the student's

its

to indicate

in

a

more

instruction is based directly on

(3)

each student studies the use of

difficult setting only after

use in simpler settings, and

(4)

curriculum materials.

The

he/she has

the materials include posttests

whether the specified objectives have
been met.

this step the investigator

materials.

(2) initial

performance on the pretest,

a logical inference rule

mastered

it,

In addition,

during

had selected colleagues critically review
the

The third step

of the procedure is to field test the

field testing included questioning

by the investigator of the

students after completion of the materials to
determine difficulties encountered

by the students.

The fourth step of the procedure determines whether the

materials were adequately effective.

If

at least ninety percent of a

minimum

of ten students achieve the objectives, then the
materials are considered ready

for final revision and evaluation.

If

the materials do not

meet

that criteria,

then the materials are returned to the second step for further
development and

refinement.

The third part

of the study evaluated the effectiveness of the curriculum

materials in achieving their stated objectives.

Selected students without

12
training were instructed with the
curriculum materials and then were tested
to ascertain

whether the objectives have been mastered.

materials would be judged effective

if at

The curriculum

least ninety percent of the selected

students achieved the objectives.

The following aspects
(1)

-ga-JQpling

of the design

and ar rangements

:

how were

need further clarification:
the sample of students selected

and under what conditions and arrangements were the
curriculum materials

to

\

be administered?;

(2)

instrumentation

:

what procedures were used

to develop

and evaluate the instruments for testing the effectiveness of the materials;
and

(3)

the rationale for the simplicity of the design.

Each

of these points

will be clarified separately.

Sampling and Arrangements

The limited resources of
small sample (fifty-six

in the

the investigator necessitated a relatively

experimental classes) be taken from one school.

Nevertheless, given the limitations of the sample size, the investigator took
the following steps to

other samples:

(1)

maximize

the possible gene raliz ability of the study to

investigated the willingness of public schools within one

hour’s driving distance of Amherst to participate in the study, and

(2)

selected

the school (from the set of schools which indicated a willingness to participate
in the study)

which would result in a sample which would seem

the possible gene raliz ability of the study.

to

maximize

13

The school was selected not only on

the basis of

demographic

considerations, but also on the basis of the nature of the arrangements allowed
within the school.

Specifically, the investigator tended to select the school

where the arrangements were most similar

to an actual

The following are three hypothetical arrangements

:

(1)

classroom

setting.

The curriculum

materials are introduced naturally into the students’ curriculum.

The students

are familiar with individualized instruction and diagnostic testing; no additional

personnel or special arrangements are necessary.
the curriculum materials as a disruption of

curriculum materials are introduced

normal

The students do not view
activities, (2)

into the student's

The

curriculum but special

For example, the students are required

arrangements are necessary.

to

receive the instruction in a separate room with the investigator administering
the materials.
instruction,
to give

Also, the students are not familiar with individualized

(3)

The sample

is selected

from those students who volunteer

up a study period over a specified period

instruction.

The investigator administers

and their parents are required

to sign

nature of the experiment and what

is

of

time

to receive the

the treatment and the students

a form which briefly explains the

expected of the student; for example,

attendance until completion.

The preference
to

example one.

of the investigator

was for a

setting

most similar

Examples two and three represent two acceptable

alternatives.

14

Of course, a setting similar
similar to example three.

to

example two was preferable

to

a setting

(The investigator was successful in locating a

school with conditions similar to example one.)

Instrumentation
Objectives tests were developed by the investigator to measure

whether the specified objectives had been mastered.

Generally, the investigator

used procedures congruent with those recommended by Gronlund

(1968),

Travers (1950), and Wood (1961) for developing objective

The procedure

tests.

included measures to insure reliability and content validity.

Rationale

To understand

the appropriateness of the design,

it is

important to

realize that the present study is decision-oriented rather than conclusionoriented.

A

decision-oriented study

is

accomplish a specific practical goal.
goal

is the

an investigation carried out to

In this study, the specific practical

development of curriculum materials designed

to teach specified

objectives of deductive reasoning to selected secondary students.

Cronbach

and Suppes (1969) note that "The excellence of the product being developed.
should be the ruling concern of the decision-oriented inquiry.

.

.

Rigor in

[decision-oriented) research is likely to express itself differently than the

rigor of conclusion-oriented research

{p.

170j

.

"

If

the evaluation portion

.

.
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of the present study
to

were

to

be conclusion-oriented, the emphasis would be

demonstrate a significant difference on some measure (s)

in favor of the

students using the curriculum materials over other students (perhaps a
control group) using another treatment.

would be called for than that

more rigorous design

In that case, a

of the present study.

is decision-oriented; therefore, an appropriate

However, the present study

emphasis

of the evaluation

portion is to demonstrate that the curriculum materials (when given to a

sample under conditions as explained previously) were
percent level

(a figure

suggested in

much

effective at the ninety

of the literature

on programmed

instruction) in achieving the stated objectives.

It

should be clear that

percent level, then there

is

if

the materials are effective at the ninety

a strong indication that the curriculum materials

would produce a significant difference over a control group treatment;
is,

conclusion-oriented research would be appropriate.

research

is not within the

In

summary,

that

However, such

scope of the present study.

this study

was primarily concerned with the development

investigator’s
of excellent curriculum materials; therefore, the bulk of the
efforts

were directed toward selecting appropriate objectives and developing

and field testing the curriculum materials.
helped to insure effective materials.

Quality and rigor in those efforts

16

The remaining chapters describe the fulfillment
outlined on the preceding pages.

of the study

Chapter II provides information for

determining the appropriateness of selected objectives of deductive reasoning
for secondary students; Chapter III discusses the development of the

curriculum materials, including the pretests and the posttests; and Chapter
IV describes the evaluation of the curriculum materials.

Finally, Chapter

V

reports the conclusions of the findings and the implications for further

research on developing and evaluating curriculum materials
reasoning to secondary students.

to

teach deductive

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose
(1)

of this chapter is to review the literature in order to

determine the appropriateness of specific objectives of deductive reasoning

for secondary students, and

curriculum materials for
(1)

(2)

select the specific objective (s) for the

this study.

In particular, the investigator will:

define the terminology involved in the objectives of deductive reasoning

specific to this study,

(2)

review research which assesses the deductive

reasoning abilities of secondary students without formal training,

(3)

research which evaluates the effectiveness of instructional attempts

review

to

improve

deductive reasoning ability, (including the effectiveness of critical thinkin g
projects and instruction integrating the teaching of methods of proof and

mathematical content),

(4)

review research which clarifies the implications

of Piaget's theory for selecting objectives, including the role of the affective

domain

in cognitive

developmental growth, and

(5)

summarize

the implications

of the research reviewed for selecting appropriate objectives of deductive

reasoning for secondary students.
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Definition of

order

In

chapter,

it is

to adequately

Terms

understand the research reviewed

necessary for the reader

to

in this

be familiar with both the form of

the objectives specific to this study and certain terminology
associated with

those objectives.

The objectives with which

this study is

specify two dimensions of deductive reasoning.

The

concerned will

first

dimension will

indicate one of the give basic principles of conditional reasoning which the

student will be required to apply, and the second will indicate the nature of
the written

form

of the problem.

In the introduction, conditional reasoning

terms as reasoning with deductive arguments
(the given statements)

sentence of the form
the

word

in

"If.

.

.

then.

..."

The part

is,

a

of the conditional following

or the antecedent , and the part following

A valid

argument

is

one

in

impossible for the premise(s) to be true and the conclusion false.

An argument which

is

not valid is invalid .

A

consistent argument is one in

which the conclusion does not contradict the premise (s).

argument

general

or the conclusion contains a conditional; that

"if" is called the if-part

it is

in

which either the premise(s)

"then" is called the then-part or the consequent .

which

was defined

is

An

inconsistent

one in which the conclusion contradicts the premise(s).

basic principles of conditional reasoning which this study

is

The

five

concerned with

are as follows:
1.

Given an if-then sentence, the affirmation of the then-part does not by
(as

a result of

its

itself

being a then-part) imply the affirmation of the if-part
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2.

Given an if-then sentence, the denial of the if-part does not by

itself

imply

the denial of the then-part
3.

Given an if-then sentence, the affirmation of the if-part implies the
affirmation of the then-part

4.

Given an if-then sentence, the denial of the then-part implies the denial of
the if-part

5.

The

if-then relationship is transitive

The
the

number

argument

five principles are

summarized

of the principle; the second

is valid; the third

column

in table 1.

The

Lower ra and Scandura

column gives

column indicates whether or not the

illustrates the

argument

and the last column indicates the name which will be used
principle throughout the study.

first

to

in

symbolic form;

describe the

All the principles are consisten.
(1972) have identified the following five

dimensions over which the written form of the problem can vary:

(1)

the length

the
of the chain of inference, (2) the nature of the content of the statements in

message,
in the

(3)

the complexity of the context,

message, and

(5)

(4)

the terminology used.

levels for each of the five dimensions.

the availability of the premises

Table 2 summarizes the difficulty

Objectives in this study will state the

difficulty level of the
principle of conditional reasoning to be applied and the

above.
written form for each of the five dimensions identified

A
if it is

be in simple form
principle of conditional reasoning will be said to

at level one on

dimensions A, C, D, and E.

abstract.
will be either concrete-familiar or

The content

of the

message
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TABLE

1

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONAL REASONING
Principle

1.

Validity

invalid

Symbolic

Form

Suppose you know
1.

If

that:

Name
converse

P, then Q.

2•

Q.
Then the following would

be true:
P.

2.

invalid

Suppose you know that:
1. If P, then Q.
2. Not P.
Then the following would
be true:
Not Q.

inverse

3.

valid

Suppose you know

forward

1.

If

2.

P

that:

P, then Q.

conditional

Then the following would
be true:
Q.
4.

valid

Suppose you know

that:

contrapositive

P, then Q.

1.

If

2.

Not Q.

Then the following would
be true:
Not P.

5.

valid

Suppose you know
1.

If

that:

P, then Q.

Q, then R.
Then the following would
2.

If

be true:
If

P, then R.

transitivity
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Assessment Studies

This section is concerned with research which has clarified the

development of deductive reasoning
training in deductive reasoning.

which:

(1)

abilities in students without

formal

Specifically, research will be reviewed

concerns the format of items testing a student's mastery of

principles of deductive reasoning,

(2)

measures

the student's understanding

of the five principles of conditional reasoning in simple form,

(3)

explores

the effect of negation on a student's ability to reason correctly, and

(4)

compares the student's

ability to

reason with equivalent forms of principles

of deductive reasoning.

Format

of Test Items

One

of Piaget's claims is that students are not capable of hypo-

thetical-deductive reasoning until the formal operations stage, which begins
at approximately age eleven.

In 1960, Hill

seemed

to

provide evidence that

children six to eight years old were capable of hypothetical- deductive

reasoning.

Hill

administered an instrument of one hundred items

in

sentential logic, classical syllogism, and logic of quantification which tested
the student's ability to discriminate between a necessary conclusion and the

negation of a necessary conclusion.

Each item consisted

of one

or two

premises (given statements) and a question which could be either answered

"YES" (meaning

the statement in the question

was a necessary conclusion

of
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the premise) or

conclusion).

"NO" (meaning

Here

is

was

the negation of a necessary

a sample item:

Suppose you know
If

the statement

that:

room

this is

nine, then

it is

a fourth grade.

This is room nine.

Then,
Is it

a fourth grade ?

NO

YES

Hill found that a significant

tested did well on the test.

and eight are able

to deal

number

of the six to eight

She concluded that children at ages

year olds she
six, seven,

very effectively with verbal premises that

call

for hypothetical reasoning.

Shapiro and O’Brien (1968, 1970) were able to demonstrate the
limitations of Hill's conclusion by administering an instrument similar to
Hill’s except that:

"YES"

-

a

"NOT ENOUGH CLUES"

"NO" options on

original items

from

(1)

all

one hundred items, and

were "opened up" so

the premises; that is,

Suppose you know
If

is

to the

thirty-three of the

no necessary conclusion followed
the correct

an example of an "opened up" item:

that:

room nine, then
not room nine.

this is

This is

that

(2)

was added

"NOT ENOUGH CLUES" was

Here

for thirty-three items.

option

it is

a fourth grade.

answer

25

Then,
Is it

a fourth grade ?

NO

YES

NOT ENOUGH CLUES

Shapiro and O’Brien's sample consisted of 384 students, including
forty-eight students

from each

of the grades

from

first through eighth grade.

At each grade level, twenty-four students were given

Hill's original

instrument

and the other twenty-four were given Shapiro and O'Brien's instrument.
results demonstrated that while the students

between a necessary conclusion and

were not capable

its

were capable

The

of discriminating

negation (as Hill had shown), they

of testing the logical necessity of a conclusion, an ability

which Shapiro and O'Brien

felt

was

hypothetical-deductive reasoning.

vital to an adequate consideration of

Specifically, the students

performed

poorly on the thirty-three altered items.

Understanding of the Five Principles of Conditional Reasoning

in

Simple

Form

A number

of studies, including those of

Roberge (1969), Ennis and

and Martens
Paulus (1965), Gardiner (1965), Howell (1965), Miller (1968),
reason correctly with specific
(1967), tested the ability of students to
a test item format
principles of deductive reasoning in simple form, using

similar to that of Shapiro and O'Brien.

mastered each of
Table 3 summarizes the percent of students who
relevant to this study.
the principles of conditional reasoning

Column one

OF

EACH

REASONING

MASTERED

CONDITIONAL

HAD

WHO

OF

STUDENTS

PRINCIPLES

OF

FIVE

PERCENTAGES

THE

identifies the grade level of the

same; columns two through

principle of conditional reasoning

— one

?

six identify the

represents the converse principle,

two represents the inverse principle, three represents
the forward conditional,
four represents the contrapositive principle, five
represents the principle of
transitivity;

column seven gives the fraction n/N where n

items required for mastery of a principle and

N

is the

is the total

number

number

of

of items

for a principle; column eight indicates the probability of correctly answering
at least n items

by guessing alone; and column nine identifies the researcher.

Although there

is

some

variation in the findings of the studies, the

following conclusions were consistent in all the studies:
!•

The principle

of the

forward conditional was consistently easier than the

other principles and significantly easier before the eighth grade
2.

The two invalid principles were
principles at all grade levels.

significantly

3.

thirty percent

difficult than the valid

In fact, the highest percentage of students

mastering an invalid principle before

No more than

more

mastery

the tenth grade is five percent.
is reported for any grade level

The three valid principles were mastered by a majority

of the students

tested in the twelfth grade
4.

Mastery of the valid principles peaked
each grade level up

to

at the eighth grade; that is, at

and including the eighth grade there was a

significant increase over the previous grade in the percentage of students

mastering each of the valid principles.

After the eighth grade the
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increases were found to be either insignificant or not as significant as
in

5.

previous grades

There was no significant increase
until the tenth grade.

The Effect

From

in the

mastery

of the invalid principles

then on, there were significant increases

of Negation

Roberge (1969, 1971) and Shapiro and O’Brien (1971, 1972) have
studied the effect of negation on conditional reasoning closely and share the

following conclusions
1.

Overall, a conditional reasoning problem with negation added to the major

premise

is significantly (p

without negation added.
(in fact,

<

.

001)

more

difficult than the

However, overall there

the results are very similar) between a

is

same problem

no significant difference

problem involving a

negative conclusion and a similar problem involving an affirmative

conclusion
2.

The

effect of negation on conditional reasoning ability is relatively similar

across grade levels; that
ability to

there is improvement with age in a student's

reason with negation; however, the improvement

the student’s general

3.

is,

improvement

in

is

reasoning ability

Overall, the order of difficulty (from most difficult to least
the four possible

a.

A

similar to

modes for adding negation

to the

difficult) of

major premise

is:

denoted
negative antecedent and an affirmative consequent;

NA

b.

A

c.

An

negative antecedent and a negative consequent; denoted
affirmative antecedent and an affirmative consequent;

denoted
d.

NN

AA

An affirmative antecedent and a negative consequent; denoted

AN
According

to

Roberge,

difference between

NN

all the

differences were significant except the

and AA.

O’Brien and Shapiro did not test for

significance.
4.

Negation in the major premise had the most effect on reasoning with the
principle of the contrapositive.

In the

O’Brien and Shapiro study (1972)

the scores on the contrapositive ranged

percent depending on the mode.

from 51.92 percent

to

71.58

There was not more than a six percent

spread for each of the other principles.
5.

In a

problem not studied by O’Brien and Shapiro, Roberge

that

most

of the variance caused by

of the conclusion.

mode

(1971) found

could be attributed to the form

Specifically, the effect of negation on

negative conclusions was remarkably similar for

all

problems with

four

modes

for

adding negation to the major premise (no significant differences); yet,
there were significant differences between modes (except

on problems with an affirmative conclusion

AA

and NN)
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The Effect

Form on Deductive Reasoning

of

an interesting study, O'Brien, Shapiro, and Reali (1971) compared

In

the ability of students to reason deductively with logically equivalent items

phrased differently.

One

test used the traditional "If P, then

the other test used the following logically equivalent

form

form (named

the "At least"

remainder of the paper)

in the

At least one of the following two statements
Both may be true. Both cannot be false:
1.
The negation of P
2.

It

Q" language;

Q

was found

"If-then" form.

is true.

that the "At least"

For example,

form was

significantly easier than the

at the tenth grade level, less than fourteen

percent of the subjects consistently reasoned correctly with the "If-then"

form while approximately fifty-seven percent reasoned correctly with

the

"At least" form.

At the eighth grade level, five percent reasoned correctly with the
"If-then"

form while forty-three percent reasoned correctly with

least" form.

the "At

At the sixth grade level, no students reasoned correctly with

correctly with the "At
the "If-then" form, while twenty percent reasoned

least" form.
In

that for
O'Brien, Shapiro, and Reali's view this result indicates

a substantial percent of students the inability
conditional problems

may be

to

reason correctly with

due to the influence of language (for example,

a misunderstanding of the meaning of a sentence

in "If-then" form) rather
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than an underlying cognitive inability to construct and hold in mind the three

P

conjunctions in the operation

implies Q.

At the same time,

it

should be

clear that even at the tenth grade level approximately forty-three percent
of the students did not reason consistently correctly with either form.

The Effects

In this section,

of Instruction

research concerned with the effect

of intervention

(particularly instructional intervention) on the deductive reasoning abilities
of students will be reviewed.

Since the emphasis of this chapter is the

appropriateness of objectives for secondary students

of research with secondary students.

following four categories:

(1)

most

of the research

Research involving elementary

reviewed will involve secondary students.

or college students will be included when

,

it

clarifies gaps created by a lack

Research will be reviewed

in the

the effects of instruction in the principles of

conditional logic in simple form,

(2)

the effect of instruction integrating the

teaching of methods of proof and mathematical content,

(3)

the results of

of additional relevant
critical thinking projects, and (4) the implications

studies

Logic
Instruction in the Principles of Conditional
In a pioneering study,

Hyram

(1957)

experimented with eighth grade

ability to reason deductively.
students in an attempt to improve their

selected thirty-three pairs
a sample of two hundred students, Hyram

From
of

32
students matched for intelligence, mental age, general reading ability,

general language proficiency and

initial

each pair were randomly assigned
experimental group.

Hyram

to either the control

The latter group was instructed

for 250 minutes per

Students from

reasoning ability.

group or the

in logical thinking

week over a four month period.

by

Hyram employed

an essentially Socratic Method of instruction which consisted of asking carefully

The questions were designed

phrased questions based on simple problems.
to lead the students to

discover a pattern of logic.

Once

the pattern

was

On

discerned, the students were encouraged to express a generalization.

a posttest of logical reasoning ability developed by Hyram, he found highly
significant differences between the two groups, favoring the experimental

group.

Hyram concluded

that:

(1)

correct logical thinking

one’s knowledge of the principles of logic, and
his

sample can be taught

to think logically

(2)

is

a function of

students such as those in

by means of instructional materials

in logic.

Hyram does
in his instruction

not state exactly which principles of logic were included

and posttest.

principles were included.

Specifically,

it is

not clear whether invalid

After a careful reading of his account,

it

seems

included; however, one
reasonable to conclude that invalid principles were

improvement in mastery of the
cannot be sure whether there was significant
group.
invalid principles by the experimental
significant differences

It is

plausible that the

were caused by improvement

in

mastery

of only the_
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valid principles of logic .

One can only hope

would have included that information

As part

of

Phase

I

that

if

such was the case, Hyram

in his account.

of the Cornell Critical Thinking Project, Ennis

and Paulus (1965) investigated the readiness of students
principles of reasoning.
of critical thinking.)

(This mastery

The subjects for

group for each of grades

for twenty days.

Each

staff

and eleven.

One

staff

member

worked with one class, one period per day,
responsible for organizing the

Generally,

mastered were covered, each principle
in the lesson, technical

essential aspect

the study consisted of one class size

member was

instruction for his/her class.

where

was considered an

five, seven, nine,

of the Cornell Thinking Project

master conditional

to

to

all the

principles expected to be

be taught was made explicit some-

terminology was minimized, and numerous

examples and written exercises was included

in the instruction.

The Cornell

Conditional Reasoning Test were given as a posttest six weeks after instruction.

The tests included six items for each principle
testing demonstrated that students did not

show

of reasoning tested.

significant

The

improvement

in

conditional reasoning, especially mastery of invalid principles, until ages

sixteen to seventeen.

This investigator feels that the implications of this study are severely

weakened by

the nature of the instruction provided the students.

well states this weakness:

King (1970)

34

The study could also be criticized for

its

lack

It is impossible from
know just what sort of instruction was
provided. The content was not analyzed, prerequisite behaviors were not identified, instructional
procedures were not outlined, instructional materials
were not outlined, each teacher constructed his own
set of exercises, etc. The content was identified
and each teacher was told to do the best he could

of planning for instruction.

the report to

with

it

[page 26}

.

Consequently, as Ennis and Paulus point out, their investigation does not

provide strong evidence for the hypothesis that students in the seventh

to

ninth grade do not have an adequate readiness for instruction in conditional

reasoning.

The study does indicate

difficult than at the

that instruction at that level is

more

upper grades.

Howell (1967) conducted a study with 157 seventh grade students to

improve their "effective thinking"

ability.

He developed a

text, Effective

statement errors,
Thinking, which included chapters on observation, authority,
patterns), and faulty
inductive reasoning, deductive reasoning (valid inference

reasoning.

The

The teaching

inference patterns.
text did not include instruction on invalid

..was

done by a faculty

member

of the school involved and

/period) of instruction over a
consisted of fifteen periods (forty-two minutes

nine week period.

model
Howell used a posttest only, control group

the effectiveness of the instruction.

The posttest was the

to test

Inferential Reasoning

only valid principles of reasoning,
Analysis test which included a section with
principles of reasoning.
and a section which included invalid
that the seventh grade students

were able

to successfully

Howell found

master valid
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principles of reasoning, but that the instruction on valid principles alone was

not sufficient for students to master invalid principles.

Miller (1969) developed an exploratory unit in valid and invalid
inference patterns for a class of seventh grade students at the campus school
for Wisconsin State University, Whitewater.
features:

(1)

The

concepts were first introduced in terms of physical world

situations and then abstracted and symbolized,

game

were introduced as rules similar

to

utilized to motivate acceptance of

new

exercises, including couter examples

meaningful to Wisconsin residents.
twenty-three students.
the students

unit included the following

(2)

rules,

laws of two-valued logic

(3)

an intuitive approach was

rules, and (4) basic components in the

to invalid patterns,

consisted of sentences

The unit was tried out on a class

of

Originally, Miller planned to administer a posttest to

when they returned

to school in the fall.

relocated and was unable to administer the test.
that at the end of the study, the students

Unfortunately, Miller

Subjectively, Miller concluded

were able

to correctly test the

not seen
validity and invalidity of inference patterns, including patterns

before.
of ten
Braxton (1973) developed and evaluated the effectiveness
abilities of 157 seventh,
lessons designed to improve the deductive reasoning

Virginia.
eighth, and ninth grade students in Norfolk,

difference between the total posttest

control classes.

mean scores

She found no significant

of the experimental and

the transitivity
She did find significant differences for
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principle and the contrapositive principle.

program appeared

to

be least

effective with respect to enhancing the

understanding of logical fallacies.
field testing

She reported that the instructional

In the opinion of this investigator, the

procedures and the nature of the curriculum materials do not

represent an adequate testing of whether effective curriculum materials

enhance an understanding of the fallacy principle can be developed.

to

The

ineffectiveness of the materials in improving students’ abilities to reason

with

some

valid principles of conditional reasoning tend to support that

opinion.

Carroll (1970) investigated the ability of low achieving ninth grade
students to master the principles of the converse, inverse, contrapositive,

and the forward conditional.
conditional reasoning.

To

His instruction consisted of six lessons in

test the effectiveness of the lessons, he

the percent of students showing

the control group.

comparing
(p

<

He found no

total test scores;

improvement

compared

in the experimental group with

significant difference between the two groups

however, he found a significant difference

the experimental group.
.01) on the converse principle favoring

this investigator’s opinion that Carroll’s

method

students showing improvement on the posttest

is

of

comparing percent

It is

of

inappropriate for an

materials.
evaluation of the effectiveness of the curriculum

For example,

shows that approximately thirty
a closer examination of the posttest scores
percent on pretest) answered ten
percent of the experimental group (zero

37
out of twelve inversion items eovroolo while

group answered ten correctly.

7nv

iwv.wnl of iho vrmliv>l

Although there is not a significant difference

between the percent of students improving their scores on the twelve inversion
items, by inspection, there
of the two groups.

is

an obvious difference between the

mean scores

His figures indicate that his lessons were approximately

thirty percent effective in teaching the students the inverse and converse

principles.

Instruction Integrating the Teaching of Methods of Proof and Mathematical

Content
has
Traditionally, for the average student, tenth grade mathematics
contentconsisted of instruction in geometric content and in applying the

deductively

— especially in the construction of deductive proofs.

Considering

deductive reasoning abilities
the data of studies cited earlier concerning the
the traditional
of high school students, the effectiveness of

in

improving the deductive reasoning

O’Brien et

al (1971) states this

geometry course

abilities of students is questionable.

concern well:

these
our opinion that we mathematics educators
product of a student s
days are much more concerned with the
student used to attain that
thinking than with the process the
mathematics
possible that students in school
It

product.

is

Is it

can produce a correct product

— a letter-perfect proof,

for

accord with principles
They can copy i
it is.
of logical coherence? Of course
idea of what was proven or
off from memory without an
Logic" is av a e
what remains not proven. If. . . "Math
form} and 50% C'At least formj
to only about 20% flf-then"
nature of
... of grade 10 students, what then is the

example— without

constructing

it

in
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knowledge. . . of students in issues involving "If-then”
statements and their use of inference patterns in school

mathematics

[p. 218] ?

In contrast to this indication that

geometry courses have been

generally ineffective in improving the student’s deductive reasoning abilities,
there have been a

number

of studies which, together, clearly demonstrate

that deductive reasoning can be effectively taught through the

medium

As early as 1938, Fawcett reported an experiment

geometry.

attempted to improve students' ability

a high school geometry course.

to

in

of

which he

reason logically in the context of

Instruction in the course included the

following topics : Implications of Definitions and Assumptions, Detecting
the Factors
in

Which Determine Conclusions, and The Recognition

Nonmathematical Arguments.

He concluded

of

Assumptions

that the students in the

but
experimental group not only learned the geometry content adequately

reason in nonmathematical
also scored significantly higher in their ability to
situations.

of the experimental
His lack of statistical rigor and the smallness

however, his study was influential
class weaken the implications of the study;
investigations.
in stimulating further similar
In 1939, Gilbert

Ulmer conducted a

study with 1239 students classified

on an
of age, intelligence, and scores
into three equated groups on the basis
initial

reasoning test.

geometry course
One group was taught an experimental

which emphasized the cultivation

of thinking skills.

The other two groups

students who were
were control groups, one containing

taking the normal
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geometry course, the other consisting

geometry course.

of students

who had never taken a

The experimental classes were taught by ten teachers

from six schools.

Ulmer concluded:
The results of this study indicate that it is possible
for high school geometry teachers, under normal classroom
conditions , to teach in such a way as to cultivate reflective
thinking, that this can be done without sacrificing an understanding of geometric relationships, and that pupils at all
I.Q. levels are capable of profiting from such instruction.
The results also indicate that even what is commonly
regarded as superior geometry teaching has little effect

upon pupils' behavior

in the direction of reflective thinking

unless definite provisions are made to study methods of
thinking as an important end in itself (p. 25]

Richard Gadske (1940), Kenneth Henderson (1946), and Harry Lewis

improve thinking
(1950) conducted similar experiments which attempted to
skills in the context of a demonstrative

the experimental courses

were

abilities of the students in

geometry course.

All found that

effective in significantly increasing the thinking

nonmathematical situations without sacrificing an

understanding of geometry content.

primary purpose
Corley Glyn (1959) conducted an experiment with the
tenth grade) to successfully
of testing the ability of students (sixth through

and with the secondary purpose
study an introduction to demonstrative geometry ,
study an introduction to
of testing the ability of the students to

reaching general conclusions.
five classes

methods

of

The unit on general reasoning consisted

consisted
and the unit on demonstrative geometry

of twenty

of
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classes taught after the five classes.

He concluded

that:

Glyn organized and taught both units.

the ability to apply syllogisms could be moderately

(1)

well taught at the sixth grade level and that ability improved slowly thereafter,

and

(2)

the logical structure of geometry and proof of theorems in

geometry was too complex for comprehension by
grade and there was significant improvement
the rate of

improvement was much lower

all

but a very few in sixth

seventh grade, after which

at

until the tenth grade.

Richard Balemonos (1961) compared the effectiveness
deduction in the content areas of geometry and algebra.
tenth grade students

were divided

of teaching

Six classes of

into two groups of three classes each.

For

a period of fifteen weeks, deduction and deductive systems were studied via
the content of algebra by one group and via the content of geometry by the

other group.

He concluded

that there

was no real difference between

mastery of deduction and deductive systems by
London

the

the two groups.

(1973) developed curriculum materials

which introduce

on values clarification;
concepts of deductive reasoning and proof via a focus
and methods of proof are applied
after which the skills in deductive reasoning
to

geometric content.

emphasizes

The section

of the curriculum on values clarification

for examining and
the student applying deductive techniques

topic of peer relations.
clarifying his/her values concerning the

deductive principles
one unit stresses the student applying
values
and the implications of his/her stated

(as

For example,

to test the consistency

generated in earlier exercises).
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Although the effectiveness of the curriculum materials has
not been tested,
the materials suggest the possibility of developing
tenth grade curriculum

materials which apply the skills of deductive reasoning in affective
areas
without sacrificing and hopefully enhancing application of those skills
in

geometric situations.

Critical Thinking Projects

The studies

in attempts at instructional intervention

reviewed thus

far have been concerned with either instruction in the context of a mathematics

course or instruction in correctly assessing principles of conditional reasoning
in

simple form.

The focus

of critical thinking projects has been broader and

has included the application of principles of reasoning in complex contexts

and the application of critical thinking

abilities in

a variety of nonmathematical

settings usually associated with the social sciences.

Robert Ennis (1963), director of the Cornell Critical Thinking Project,
directed attention to the lack of research on critical thinking and the need for

a clear definition and conception of what critical thinking

is.

He defined

critical thinking as "the process of correctly assessing statements

and identified and elaborated on the following ten aspects
(1)

(5)

deduction,

(2)

assumption-finding,

reliability of evidence

(3)

and authorities,

testing, (8) evaluating theories,

(9)

g>-

of critical thinking:

definition, (4) explanation,

(6)

generalization,

(7)

hypothesis

detecting ambiguities, and (10) detecting

over-vague and over-specific statements

(p. 18).
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Although the instructional efforts of the Cornell Critical Thinking
Project were limited to teaching the correct assessment of principles of
logic in simple form, the project laid the conceptual groundwork: (and

drew

attention to the need) for later projects which included broader instructional
efforts.

The Ohio State University Critical Reading Project developed and
evaluated curriculum materials for elementary school students which included
the following topics:

(1)

how a deductive argument

statements in print into logical form,
of "all,"

"some,” and "none,"

groups and subgroups

(4)

converting

recognizing various authors' uses

and

(6)

to both the

All the experimental groups

to the

(2)

(5)

recognizing

determining whether various

The Critical Reading Test, developed by the project,

was given as a pretest and posttest

comparison

developed,

identifying hidden statements,

in classifications,

deductions are valid.

control group.

(3)

is

experimental group and the

made

significant gains in

corresponding control group.

The Concepts

in

Verbal Argument Project, a five-year project

and Development Center for
(1964-69) conducted by the Wisconsin Research

curriculum materials which
Cognitive Learning, developed and evaluated
critical thinking projects.
covered concepts similar to those of the other

twelfth grade students indicated
Results of their testing with seventh through

that the materials

track juniors.

were most

effective for upper track

sophomores and middle

Additional Studies

The results

of a

number

which are instructional

of studies,

in

nature and have implications for selecting objectives of deductive reasoning,
but do not fall into the three preceding categories of instructional studies, are

reported here.

Gregory (1972) conducted an experiment

in

which twenty seventh

grade teachers were observed for the frequency of conditional moves by the

Based on the observations, he formed two groups

teachers.

of five teachers

each; one group consisted of teachers with the highest frequency of conditional

moves and

the other group consisted of the teachers with the lowest frequency.

There was a significant difference
The classes

of the ten teachers

at the

total adjusted posttest

05 level between the two groups.

were given a pretest on

a similar posttest a semester later.

on the

•

Gregory found a significant difference

mean scores

favoring the classes with teachers

with a high frequency of conditional moves.
in nature,

we cannot conclude

moves was
students

logical abilities and

Since the study

was correlational

that the difference in the frequency of conditional

the cause of the difference in the test scores.

were not given prepared curriculum materials

However, since the

to teach deductive

that students' deductive reasoning
reasoning, the study supports the hypothesis
abilities at the seventh

indirect stimulation.

grade level are sensitive to stimulation, including

That

is,

the difference in test scores,

although

it

we do not know

seems probable

that

the specific cause of

some

aspect(s) of the
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high frequency teachers' classes was responsible for the difference in the
scores, and that the cause was not specifically prepared curriculum materials

designed to teach deductive reasoning.

A number

of studies at the

elementary level are important because

of their possible implications for secondary level students.

Weeks

(1970)

conducted a study in which second and third grade students were given attribute
block (manipulatives) training for ninety minutes per week over an eight week
period.

The instructional program followed guidelines proposed by

Dienes and William Hull.

Z. P.

The results of his analyses indicated that the

attribute block training had a strong positive effect at both grade levels in

the development of logical reasoning ability.

The improvement included a

strong affect on the students' ability to recognize invalid reasoning patterns.
In contrast, Ennis (1969)

and the staff of the Cornell Critical Thinking Project

developed fifteen elaborate twenty minute audio- tutorial programs (science
content) for grades one, two, and three which included a set of materials to

observe and manipulate for each lesson.

Each lesson

first presented a

principle of logic and then posed questions for the student to answer by

applying the logic to the situation at hand.
the students

master

The lessons were designed

five principles of conditional logic:

inverse, converse, contrapositive, and transitivity.

to help

forward conditional,

Comparison

of the post-

indicated that the experimental
test scores of the experimental and control group

materials.
group did not benefit from the use of the instructional

The difference
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in results of the

two studies could be accounted for by a number of factors.

First, the instructional

program used by Weeks seemed

to

be more appropriate

for elementary students than the Cornell materials for the following reasons:

more

(1)

the

program allowed

for

(2)

the

program allowed

for ‘more manipulation of materials including

exploratory manipulation, and

(3)

interaction between teacher and students,

the

program emphasized class

logic

(deductive arguments asserting that two classes have certain relationships
to

each other), which

conditional logic.

Project was

is

easier for elementary students to master than

Secondly, the testing used by the Cornell Critical Thinking

more rigorous

than Weeks’ testing.

Specifically, a response

was

not judged correct unless a student gave both a correct answer and a good
justification for the answer.

was not

Therefore,

it

is possible that

sufficient to demonstrate significant

reasoning abilities.

The studies

improvement

Weeks’ testing

in deductive

do indicate the need for further experimenta-

improving the deductive reasoning
tion with the use of manipulatives as an aid in
abilities of students; particularly

Lowerre

research

at the

secondary level.

which attempted to
(1972) developed curriculum materials

class reasoning ("Or” elimination
teach the students to master two principles of

complex contexts (that is,
rule and "All” elimination rule) in

message

one or two of which
contained three to five extra statements,

may appear

missing but implied by the context.
be relevant) and when a premise was

to

The

scored significantly better on the posttest
students in the experimental group
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than the control group.

Although extrapolation is very tentative, the study

supports the hypothesis that

if

a student masters the simple form of a principle

of logic then effective instruction is possible to help the student

principle in

more complex

master

the

contexts (dimension C) and when premises are

implied by the context (dimension D).
Finally, Tripp (1973) developed a computer assisted instructional

program for mastering
of conditional logic.

The program was given

to pre-service

Tripp then investigated the transfer of the

teachers.

program

the contrapositive, converse, and transitivity principles

skills learned in the

to the (fallacy) principle of inversion in concrete-familiar

Tripp’s findings suggest tentatively that

it

may be

mastery

terms.

sufficient to instruct students

in the principles of the contrapositive, conversion,

attain

elementary school

and transitivity in order to

of the principle of inversion.

Implications of Piaget's Theory

In this section, the

assumptions of Piaget's theory will be briefly

summarized and the following

topics will be

examined more closely:

(Stage
differences between the concrete operations stage

operations stage (Stage III),

11

IB,

and

(3)

(4)

(2)

II)

(1)

the

and the formal

the differences between Stage IIIA and Stage

the role of the affective

domain

in cognitive developmental growth,

using Piagetian techniques.
the results of other relevant research
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The Assumptions

of Cognitive Developmental

Theory

Piaget’s theory is included under the general heading of cognitive

developmental theory.

common

Therefore, the assumptions of Piaget's theory are

to the theories of other cognitive developmental theorists such as

Loevinger, Kohlberg, and Dewey.

All have postulated that there exist

stages of psychological development representing cognitive- structural trans-

formations in conception of self and society.
stages represent successive

modes

assumed

All have

that these

of "taking the role of others," and hence

that the social-environmental determinants of development are its opportunities

for role-taking.

More

generally, all have

assumed an

active child

who

structures his/her perceived environment, and hence have assumed that
structuring
stages and their development represent the interaction of the child’s
to successive
tendencies and the structural features of the environment, leading

forms

of equilibrium in interaction.

where some optimal

level of

Development

match or discrepancy

is

is

caused by disequilibrium,

necessary for change

between the child and the environment (Kohlberg, 1971,

A number
clarification.

of the

terms used

in the

p. 48).

assumptions require further

distinguished
First, psychological development is

from behavior

criteria (Kohlberg, 1969a,
change in general by the following three

1.

Development involves change

in the general shape, pattern,

p. 98):

or organization

of an already
in the frequency or intensity
of response, rather than change

patterned response
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Developmental change involves newness, or qualitative difference

2.

response; a novel structure of response.

response

is

one that

is different in its

A

really

new mode

form (versus content

in

of

only) or

organization
3.

Developmental change involves irreversibility.
change has occured,

it

Once a developmental

cannot be reversed by the conditions and

experiences which gave rise to

it

The concept of stages involves
development plus the added condition

the three criteria mentioned for

that

change occurs in a pattern of

universal stepwise invariant sequences; that the stages form a hierarchy of
functioning within the individual; and that each stage is a differentiation and
integration of a set of functional contents present at the prior stage.

Hierarchical stages imply that each new stage does not simply replace a

previous stage, nor is

it

just simply added to

it,

but rather the

new

stage

transforms elements of the lower stage into a new more differentiated and
integrated structure; that is, a
1969, p. 93).

more adequate

psychological state (Loevinger,

This characteristic of cognitive developmental stages

is

than his/her
demonstrated in the fact that a person can explain stages lower

cannot adequately explain
stage, but (unless in transition to the next stage)

higher stages (Kohlberg, 1971, p. 45).
refer
By role-taking, cognitive developmentalists
to react to the other (person) as

someone

like the self and.

to "the

.

.

tendency

the tendency
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to react to the self's

In

behavior in the role of the other [kohlberg, 1969b,

a social situation "The immediate effect of such role-taking lies

p. 398}

in the

control which the individual is able to exercise over his own response.

The

control of the action of the individual in a cooperative process can take place
in the conduct of the individual himself if he can take the role of the other

\Mead, 1936,
conflict, for

p. 254j. "

In a

moral

situation, to role-take is to experience

example, the conflict of the wishes and claims of two or more

people.

The structures involved are cognitive structures

,

which are:

Internally organized wholes or systems of internal
relations.

These structures are rules for the processing

of

information or the connecting of events. Events. . . are
actively organized through these cognitive connecting
processes. . . . Cognitive development, which is defined
as a change in cognitive structures, is assumed to depend
on experience. . . . Cognitive development is a dialogue
between the child's cognitive structure and the structures
of the

environment (Kohlberg, 1972,

The Differences Between

p. 457).

the Concrete Operations Stage and the

Formal

Operations Stage
Piaget (1958) describes the limitations of reasoning in the concrete

operations stage as follows:

sum, concrete thought remains essentially
attached to empirical reality. The system of concrete
In

can handle only a limited set of potential
transformations. Therefore, it attains no more than a
concept of what is possible, which is a simple (and not very

operations.

.

.

great) extension of the empirical situation. ... But,
not
strictly speaking, at the concrete level, the child does
formulate any hypotheses. He begins by acting; although in

sequence
the course of his action he tries to coordinate the
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of recordings of the results he obtains, he structures only

the reality on which he acts.

But

if

the reader objects that these

cognitive organizations are in fact hypotheses,

answer

we would
more

that in any case they are hypotheses that do no

than

outline plans for possible actions; they do not consist of

imagining what the real situation would be
hypothetical condition

were

if

fulfilled, as they

of the adolescent [p. 250-251]

this

or that

do in the case

.

Piaget’s (1958) description of formal thought is:

.

.

.

formal thinking

is essentially hypothetico-

deductive. By this we mean that the deduction no longer
refers directly to perceived realities but to hypothetical
statements i.e. , it refers to propositions which are
formulations of hypotheses or which postulate facts or
events independently of whether or not they actually occur.

—

Thus, the deductive process consists of linking up these
assumptions and drawing out the necessary consequences
even when their validity, from the standpoint of experimental
verification, is only provisional.

The most

distinctive

property of formal thought is this reversal of direction
between reality and possibility; instead of deriving a rudimentary type of theory from the empirical data as is done
a
in concrete inferences, formal thought begins with
are
theoretical synthesis implying that certain relations
direction.
necessary and thus proceeds in the opposite
premises
Hence, conclusions are rigorously deduced from
at first;
hypothetical
whose truth status is regarded only as
This type of
only later are they empirically verified.
what is empirically
thinking proceeds from what is possible to
real
|J).

25^

•

Piaget's work, identify the
Ennis and Paulus (1965), upon reviewing

rather than just the real, as the ability
ability to deal with the possible,
three
stage. They identify the following
uniquely found in the formal operations

with the possible:
basic features of this ability to deal

an argument on the basis of

its validity

(1)

the ability to judge

as opposed to judging

it

on the basis
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of one’s belief about the truth of the conclusion, (2) the ability to operate in the

framework of
(3)

all the

possible logical combinations in a given situation, and

the ability to control variables in an empirical investigation.

Similarly, King (1970) identifies the following four abilities as

characteristic of Piaget's formal operational thinking:

with both the real and the possible,

a set of hypotheses,

(3)

(2)

the ability to

(1)

the ability to cope

the ability to consider the possible as

form propositions about propositions

and to make various kinds of logical connections between them, such as
implications , and
to subject

them

(4)

the ability to isolate all the variables of a problem and

to a combinatorial analysis.

O'Brien and Shapiro (1968) see formal operational thought as different

from concrete operational thought

in that in

formal operational thinking the

student is liberated from his/her own perception of the real world and the actual
real world which surrounds

the concept of

many

The Differences

him/her in order

that he/she

may

then deal with

possible worlds.

in Stages

II1A and

1 1

IB

astage.
Piaget postulates two substages of the formal operations
first is substage

until

twelve
IIIA which occurs from approximately age eleven or

age fourteen or fifteen.

The second

is

substage

11

IB which, from

development.
Piaget's view, represents the final stage of

Piaget is not as

the distinction between subclear or explicit as one would like concerning

stages
clear:

I

HA. and

ihe

1 1

IB.

relatively
However, the following distinctions seem

It is

1.

not until substage

11

IB that the student thinks in terms

necessity of relations instead of constancy; and that the
the concept, all other things being equal, is attained.

of the

full

grasp of

(Ennis and

Paulus, 1965, V-6)

At substage IIIA the student

2.

formulation of hypotheses
the

,

is

for the first time capable of "the_

which consists of the restructuring

of.

.

.

possible combinations as they might occur empirically, and

attempts at proof , which consist of determining which of the
"

possibilities in fact do occur [Piaget, 1958, p. 58]

3.

In

comparing substage IIIA

to substage

11

IB, substage

11

IB

appears

phase
as a point of equilibrium in relation to substage IIIA which is a
of transition or reorganization

from

the concrete

'

operations stage.

IIIA, the
Specifically, though attempts at proof occur at substage

proofs at substage

11

IB are more systematic and complete than

those at substage IIIA (Piaget, 1958,
In

summary,

p. 120)

of the limitations
the student at substage IIIA is aware

of evaluating all the possibilities
of concrete thinking and the necessity

ma

real possibilities; however, the
situation, rather than just the concretely
fully evaluate each possibility.
student does not yet systematically

clarify the differences,

one from a student

at

it

may

To

the first
be helpful to examine two protocols,

from substage
substage IIIA and the second one

The protocols are from an experiment

in

1 1

IB.

which the students are expected

to

— —

—

determine the role of length, thickness, type of material, and the form of
the cross-section of a rod on its flexibility.

The students are given rods of

various characteristics, a clamping device and various weights.

Here

substage IIIA protocol:

is the

Can you show me that a wide one bends less than
the narrow?
(He puts 200 grams on the round steel bar — 50
cm. long and 10 mm. cross-section and 200 grams on the
square brass rod 50 cm. long and 16 mm. cross-section.)
This one (thin steel) goes down more. Why? It is round
.

.

.

—

—

—

more

—

flexible, the steel is less heavy,

narrower .

— Fine,

but

I

it

,

is

round and

would like a rigorous proof that

—

it’s

because it is narrower.
(He places 200 grams on the
round steel rod 50 cm. and 16 mm. and 200 grams on
the round steel rod 50 cm. and 10 mm. ) You see, this one
bends more because it is less wider -Bravo. Can you
demonstrate the same thing with others ? Yes . (Steel,
instead of round steel of 16
square 50 cm. and 16 mm.
mm. thus the comparison is no longer exact.) This one
(narrow and round) bends more, it is less heavy . And can
you demonstrate the role of the form? He puts 200 grams
on the rectangular brass rod, 50 cm. long and 16 mm. crossWhy does this one (round, steel) bend more?
section.
Because it is round . Is that the only reason?-- The brass
is also heavier (he then spontaneously discards the steel rod
and takes a square brass rod 50 cm. and 16 mm.) (Piaget,

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

1958, p. 57j

Here

is the

.

.

substage

.

Tell

1 1

me

IB protocol:
first (after experimental trials)

what factors are

perhaps
at work here. — Weight, material, the length of the rod,
the
the form. — Can you prove your hypotheses? — (She compares

You
200 gram and 300 gram weights on the same steel rod.)
I
see, the role of weight is demonstrated. For the material,
ones.—_I
don’t know . —Take these steel ones and these copper
Then to
think I have to take two rods with the same form.
demonstrate the role of the metal I compare these two (steel
with
and brass, square, 50 cm. long and 16 mm. cross-section
brass, round,
300 grams on each) or these two here (steel and

—

—
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50 and 22 cm. by 16

mm.):

for length

I

shorten that one (50

cm. brought down to 22). To demonstrate the role of the
form, I can compare these two (round brass and square
brass, 50 cm. and 16 mm. for each.) Can the same thing

—

be proved with these two ? (brass, round and square, 50
cm. long and 16 and 7 mm. cross-section). No, because
that one (7 mm.) is much narrower.
And the width?
I can compare these two ( round, brass, 50 cm. long with
16 and 7 mm. cross-section). (Piaget, 1958, p. 60]

—

The protocols

illustrate clearly that while both students attempt to

prove hypotheses by controlling variables, the substage IIIA student
neither as systematic nor as technically correct as the substage

However, the IIIA student

is

1 1

is

IB student.

attempting to control variables and test

hypotheses, and seems to be receptive to stimulation which focuses on formal
operational abilities.

Implications for Integrating the Affective and Cognitive Domain

When reviewing
especially

Dewey

(1958, 1967),

(1936),

London

the

works

of cognitive developmental theorists,

Kohlberg (1972), Loevinger (1970), and Piaget

indicate that an
(1973) inferred six principles which

schooling is both feasible
integration of the cognitive and affective domain in

and advisable.
1.

The principles (and

For any given

primary source of each principle) are

related in that the
student, the two domains are naturally

major concerns

of both

structure, that is,
1958).

the

domains emanate from the same basic cognitive

the student (Piaget,
the Piagetian cognitive stage of
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2.

Behavior always involves both afiect and cognition.

Behavior which

is

implied by a high developmental stage requires a high degree of both
cognitive development and affective development (Dewey, 1936).
3.

Cognitive growth limits affective growth.

No matter how much one

stresses the affective domain, a person’s affective development

an absolute sense, limited by his/her cognitive stage.
genuine principled moral action

is

is, in

For example,

impossible unless the necessary

cognitive stage has been reached (Kohlberg, 1972).
4.

Affective growth limits cognitive growth in the sense that whether a

person acts in accordance with his/her cognitive stage depends largely
on affective factors (Piaget, 1967).
5.

The amount and quality

of

horizontal decalage (the application of the

understanding of a stage to various content areas)

at

each stage has an

important effect on the overall development of a person.

Horizontal

decalage occurs in both domains with obvious interrelations (Piaget,
1958).

6.

Conflict which stimulates growth usually has cognitive and affective

components.

Specifically,

many forms

of growth probably cannot

occur

without conflict which involves a significant affective component (Dewey,
1936).
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The

imply that

six principles

if

one

is

stressing the affective domain,

he/she should plan for the teaching of cognitive organizers (or modes for
thinking) of affect appropriate to the student’s stage.

If

one is stressing the

cognitive domain, he/she should provide for the transference of the cognitive

material into everyday

including affective aspects of

life,

life.

This interrelationness of the affective and cognitive domain in
cognitive developmental growth can be further clarified by the following

summary

of Piaget’s description of adolescence in relation to the formal

operations stage:

According

to Piaget (1958, 1967), in the cognitive

adolescent entering the formal operations stage
to analyze his/her

own

for the first time, able

thinking and thereby construct systems and abstract

"theories.” Also, he/she

and what

is,

domain, the

is able to

reverse relations between what

is real

is possible.

What

is striking in the adolescent is his interest in

theoretical problems not related to everyday realities. He
is frequently occupied with disarmingly naive and chimeric
ideas concerning the future of the world. What is particularly
surprising is his facility for elaborating abstract theories.

may

create a philosophy, a political tract,
a theory of aesthetics, or whatever. Others do not write,
they talk. . . . All of them have systems and theories that
transform the world in one way or another [Piaget, 1967,

Some

p.
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write; they

.

of the cognitive
Piaget (1958) stresses that parallel to the development

transformations in the affective
aspects of formal operations, two fundamental
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domain take place:

(1)

feelings relative to ideals are added to inter-individual

feelings of the previous stage, and

(2)

personalities develop in relation to

social roles and scales of values derived from social interaction
(versus by
the coordination of exchange maintained with the physical environment
and

other individuals in the concrete operations stage).

In the

concrete operations

stage, the child's feelings about ideals are practically non-existent.

adolescent in the formal operations stage

is able to

The

understand (cognitively)

notions of humanity, social justice, freedom of consciouence, civic courage,
etc.

and these ideals profoundly effect the adolescent's affective

because

life

for the first time, he/she is capable of social feelings which go beyond
inter-individual affects.

Also, for the first time, the adolescent begins to consider him/

herself as equal to adults and to judge them with complete reciprocity.

new view
to

of adults,

combines with the adolescent's

understand ideals, resulting

which defines his/her relation

in the

ability to build theories

development of a theory or

to social roles.

This

An adolescent's

life

life

and

plan

plan not

only includes his/her plans for changing society, but also a conception of
his /her role in this "rehabilitation. "

scale of values which puts

some

is the affective organization

In

summary, "a

ideals above others.

.

life

.

plan is above all a

this scale of values

of

corresponding to the cognitive organization
/

the theory

.... A

life

plan is also an affirmation of autonomy, and the moral
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autonomy
adults

finally achieved

(Piaget, 1958, p.

by the adolescent who judges himself the equal

35$

.

of

M

Admittedly, the above description of the formal operations stage
brief and does not do justice to Piaget’s elaboration, however,

for clarifying the following points:

(1)

it is

is

adequate

the change in cognitive structure

from

the concrete operations stage to the formal operations stages allows formal

thinking which is both thinking about thought and reversal of relations between

what

is real

itself in

and what

is possible, (2) this

change in structure manifests

both the cognitive domain and the affective domain.

For example,

in

the cognitive domain the student now can construct abstract theories; in the
affective domain, the student can for the first time construct a life plan which
is directly related to

his/her ability to assume an adult role, and

in structure does not

occur separately from the changes

structures are not first organized by themselves and.

.

(3)

the change

in behavior, ’’formal

.

later applied as

adaptive instruments where they prove individually or socially useful.

two processes
to the

from

same

The

— structural development and e veryday application—both belong

reality,

and

it is

because formal thinking plays a fundamental role

the functional standpoint that it can attain its general and logical

structure jPiaget, 1958, p. 342]."

Other Relevant Studies Using Piagetian Techniques
the effect
Bart (1971) conducted a study in which he investigated

formal operations.
interest on horizontal decalage at the stage of

He

of
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administered tests of formal thought

in different content

ranging from thirteen years old to nineteen years old.

areas to students

He found

that the

scores on the formal thought tests increased from thirteen years old to
sixteen years old (that is, there were significant differences between each

age group) and leveled off between sixteen years old and nineteen years old
(nonsignificant differences between years).

the above result

was

Probably more important than

that he found support (based on an exploratory look at

his data) for the hypothesis previously advanced by Lovell and others, that

concrete reasoning in a content area (for example, classification and
seriation of terms and items in a content area) is a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for formal reasoning in the content area.

objectives, this hypothesis implies that

if

a student

is

In

terms

of

not yet reasoning well

or
concretely in a content area, then any objective assuming formal thought
directly stimulating formal thought is

inappropriate.

Donaldson (1963) conducted a study of thinking with two groups of
ranged from 112 to
twenty English students each whose intelligence quotients
118.

One group was tested

at age twelve and again at age fourteen, the

The test included logic problems

other group was tested at ages ten and twelve.

and was administered individually in a way similar

to the Piagetian inter-

viewing style.

As reported

earlier, results of

many

studies indicate no significant

growth in the ability to master logical fallacies

until

approximately tenth
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grade.

Donaldson’s study supports that data in that she found the same

inability to correctly assess logical fallacies;

however, she also found that

the student’s strategy for handling deductive problems (including logical
fallacies)

changed significantly from ten years old

to fourteen

years old.

Specifically, she found that the younger students tended to be distracted
the correct

answer by common sense distractors, while

tended to be distracted by logical fallacy distractors.

from

the older students

The younger students

tended to demonstrate "a failure to have scrupulous regard for the conditions
of the task as set, and a readiness to introduce, quite arbitrarily,

conditions of their

own

new

devising, additional premises to serve as grounds for

their reasoning {Donaldson, 1963, p.

,

65}

” while older students tended to

restrict themselves to the givens of the problem and reject

reasoning based on an inadequacy of knowledge.

common-sense

For example,

in the following

problem used by Donaldson:
If all

was

people

who were bom

(2)

We would know

(4)

(5)

(4),

Bob had been

that

Bob’s teacher would

(3)

(2),

were lazy and Bob

lazy, then:

(1)

Answers

in July

and

tell

bom

in July.

him to try harder.

We would not know that Bob had been bom in July.
Bob would not want to tell anyone when his
birthday was.
Bob might learn to work harder.
(5)

are

common

instance, the second distractor.

proposition to the effect that

'all

.

.

sense distractors (C.S.D.).

may

be said

to rest

"For

on an implicit

teachers are people who

tell

lazy boys to
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work harder.

This distractor.

’

premise [Donaldson, 1963,
distractor (L. F. D.

)

.

.

p. 165j

virtually ignores the stated

Answer

(1) is

major

a logical fallacy

involving the invalid converse principle.

On

that

particular problem forty percent of the ten year olds, fifteen percent of the

twelve year olds, and five percent (one student) of the fourteen year olds

picked one of the C.S. D. as the answer.

On a more

problem, where

difficult

the premises countered reality, eighty -five percent of the ten year olds,

approximately fifty-five percent of the twelve year olds, and approximately
fifteen percent of the fourteen

It

is

year olds picked a C.S. D.

important to note the qualitative difference in thinking between

a student choosing a L. F. D. and a student choosing a C.

answers result

in an incorrect

S.

D.

Although both

answer, the L. F. D. answer indicates that the

student deduced (although fallaciously) his/her answer from the premises,

while the C.S. D. answer indicates that the student chose a solution which
not deducible from the premises at

all.

is

This seems to imply a readiness in

the students choosing the L. F. D. to study the logical fallacies.

Implications for Selecting Objectives

In this section, the investigator will identify implications of the

research reviewed for selecting appropriate objectives of deductive reasoning
for secondary students.

The following

will

be discussed:

(1)

the degree of
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mastery
(2)

of the objectives of deductive reasoning without formal training,

the implications for mastering the five principles of conditional reasoning

in simple

form, and

(3)

the implications for each of the five dimensions

identified earlier.

Although

much

additional research is needed to clarify the appropriate-

ness of objectives of deductive reasoning for secondary students, the following
implications are tentatively indicated:

Results of research measuring students’ deductive reasoning ability
without related formal instruction imply clearly that the traditional curriculum
of secondary schools does not adequately prepare the majority of students to

This is most clearly illustrated by the fact that less than

reason deductively.

thirty percent of the twelfth grade students tested have

mastered the two

fallacy principles in simple form.

The results

of research concerning the ability of twelve to fourteen

year old students to master the

five principles of conditional reasoning in

simple form, especially the two fallacy principles,
side,

(1)

is

mixed.

On

the negative

in deductive
studies (non-Piagetian) of students' natural improvement

in the mastery of
reasoning abilities demonstrates no significant improvement

the fallacy principles during this period, and

instruction in the

(1)

(2)

fallacy principles have failed.

a number of attempts at

On

the positive side,

students at this age do not
Piagetian-type research has indicated that while

there
answer problems involving fallacy principles correctly,

is_an

improvement
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in their thinking

concerning these problems which indicates a readiness for

instruction, and

(2)

some attempts at instruction

have been successful.

including the fallacy principles

The number and nature of the instructional

efforts

at this level does not lend strong support for either
position concerning the

readiness of twelve to fourteen year olds to master the fallacy principles.

After carefully reviewing the relevant studies, this investigator believes that
the evidence tends to support the hypothesis that the majority of students

from age twelve

to fourteen

are capable of mastering the five principles of

conditional reasoning in simple

indicates that instruction is

form given proper

more

instruction.

likely to succeed

if it

Evidence

emphasizes discovery

and problem solving and deemphasizes formal terminology.
In addition, a study

by Miller (1969) indicates that instruction

in valid

principles is probably not sufficient for mastery of the fallacy principles.

A

study by Tripp and Shipman (1973) suggests the possibility that instruction

in

one fallacy principle

may imply

transfer of learning to the other fallacy

principle.

Research concerning dimension

A

(length of chain of inference),

tentatively indicates that the majority of students are developmentally not

ready for mastering the rigor of formal abstract proof
tenth grade.

Even

proven inadequate.

at the tenth

until

approximately the

grade level, traditional instruction has generally

However, several experimental courses, including those

successful.
tested by Fawcett, Lewis, Gadske, Ulmer, and Corley have proven
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In addition, Piaget’s

research has indicated a readiness for such instruction

by the tenth grade.

Research involving dimension B (content nature
message) indicates that

if

of statements in

a student masters a principle of deductive reasoning

in a neutral content area, then the student generally can be successfully

instructed to apply the principle in other content areas including non-

mathematical settings.

The instructional attempts

in Critical Thinking

Projects and in experimental (demonstrative) geometry courses illustrate the
feasibility of such instruction.

Piagetian theory emphasizes the importance to

developmental growth of applying formal thinking to a wide variety

Formal thinking

affective and cognitive content areas.

of both

in one content area

does not insure such thinking in a different content area.
Similar to Dimension A, research concerning dimensions C and

D

that
(complexity of context and availability of premises in messages), indicates

if

the student has

mastered a principle

of deductive reasoning in simple form,

to apply the principle
then, with proper instruction, the student will be able

in

more complex

Lowerre

(1972)

message.
contexts and with less availability of premises in the
with
was successful with instruction on these two dimensions

second, third, and fourth grade students.

The results

of

used)
research concerning dimension E (terminology

has at least two implications.

First,

demonstrates that the following:

research by Shapiro and O'Brien
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At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false:
1. Negation of P (antecedent).
2.

which

(Consequent).

is logically equivalent to the statement:

If

is

Q

P, then Q.

understood by significantly more students than the

significantly

when

more

’'If-then”

form.

Specifically,

students mastered a given principle of conditional reasoning

the "At least”

form was substituted for

the ”If-then” form, and for

most

students, mastery of the "At least" form preceded mastery of the "If-then"

form.
Secondly, Roberge and others have demonstrated that deductive

reasoning problems which include a negative (s) in the major premise are
significantly

more

difficult than

with negatives does not

seem

to

problems without the negatives.

The

difficulty

be primarily developmental in nature; that

is,

the relative difference between scores on items including negatives and items

without negatives seems to be similar at

all

age levels.

(For example, when

a student’s score on items without negatives increases, generally his/her
score on items with negatives increases also.)
In

that:

(1)

terms

of selecting appropriate objectives, the above studies indicate

instruction in the "At least" form of conditional reasoning problems

should be considered before instruction in the "If-then" form, and

(2)

once a

student has mastered a principle in simple form, mastery of the principle

:
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when

the

and,

if

major premise includes

at least

one negative should not be assumed

necessary, specific instruction should be provided.
In

summary,

the reviewed research tends to support the
following

conclusions
1*

Without formal instruction, the majority of students do not
master a

good portion of the objectives specified for

this study.

Instruction is needed

for most of the five principles in simple form and along

all the five

dimensions

identified earlier in the chapter.
2.

The two types

of objectives

to cognitive developmental growth are:
in

simple form, and

typical student

(b)

seems

to

mastery

of

which seem to be most directly related
(a)

mastery of

the two fallacy principles

formal abstract proof (dimension A).

The

be ready for instruction in the former objective between

the ages twelve and fourteen and ready for instruction in the latter in the tenth

grade (age fifteen to sixteen).

Instruction in both areas needs to be particularly

well prepared.
3.

Mastery

of dimension

B

dimension C (complexity of context)

(content nature of statements in message),

,

dimension

D

(availability of

message), and dimension E (terminology used) does not seem

to

premises

be directly

related to cognitive developmental growth and; therefore, instruction

whenever the relevant principles
in simple

form.

A number

these dimensions.

of conditional reasoning have been

of studies

One caution

in

is feasible

mastered

have been successful in instruction along

in determining appropriateness of objectives is
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that for a student to successfully apply a principle of conditional reasoning

which requires formal thought to a new content area,

it is

necessary that the

student has mastered concrete reasoning in the content area.

CHAPTER

III

THE DEVELOPMENT AND FIELD TESTING

OF THE CURRICULUM MATERIALS
An important purpose

of this study

was

to

provide information which

clarified the appropriateness of a wide range of objectives of deductive

reasoning.

purpose was

This was accomplished and reported
to select

from those objectives

appropriate for inclusion in this study.

and

field testing of

of that

chapter two.

the specific ones

An

additional

deemed most

This chapter concerns the development

curriculum materials

The following aspects

in

to

achieve these specific objectives.

process are discussed:

(1)

selection of the

objectives,

(2)

identification of an instructional strategy for achieving the

objectives,

(3)

development and field testing of the curriculum materials,

and

(4)

development and evaluation of the pretest and posttest.

Selection of the Objectives

The review

of the literature suggests the

need for instructional

the objectives specific to
materials to achieve a significant portion of

investigation.

The mastery

eighth grade students

of the

converse principle

was considered

to

in

this

simple form by

be the most appropriate objective
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for this investigation.

The review of the literature suggests

reasons for that choice:

(1)

Generally, students at the eighth grade level

have a readiness for instruction

in the

converse principle.

percent of the students (without special instruction)
the converse principle in simple form.

curriculum materials

to

the following

(3)

at this

(2)

Less than ten

age have mastered

There exists no proven effective

achieve the objective.

(4)

Mastery

of the five

principles of conditional reasoning in simple form seems essential before
instruction along dimensions D, C, D, and E.

(Since, in a

number of

studies,

instruction in the three valid principles in simple form has been effective, and

proper instruction
principle,

in the

mastery

may imply mastery

converse principle

of the converse principle

seems

to

of the inverse

be a key objective

in

achieving mastery of the five principles.)
In

that the

summary,

the investigator inferred

the review of the literature

development of effective curriculum materials

converse principle represented an important

ment

from

to

achieve mastery of the

first step in the eventual develop-

of curriculum materials which included a wider range of objectives in

proof,
deductive reasoning (for example, objectives involving formal abstract

or applications

nonmathematical content areas, such as values clarification

in

or social studies).
In

order

to facilitate the

mastery

of the converse principle in simple

form, additional objectives were identified.
principle always implies that the conclusion

answer), for instructional purpose

it

First, because the converse

may be

was decided

true or false

("MAYBE"

to include a principle which
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implies that the conclusion

is

always true ("YES" answer) and a principle

which implies that the conclusion

is

always false ("NO" answer).

Consequently,

the student would be prevented from drawing the conclusion that the correct

answer

to all

problems

in the

curriculum materials was "MAYBE.

"

The

principles included for this purpose were the consistent form of the principle

forward conditional in simple form ("YES" answer) and the inconsistent

of the

form

of the

same

principle ("NO" answer).

These principles were chosen

because studies have indicated that they are the easiest of the principles
conditional reasoning to

master and have been mastered by

of

the majority of

eighth grade students without formal instruction.

Second, the review of literature indicates that mastery of a principle
of conditional reasoning in "At least"

principle in "If-then" form.
in the

form

Therefore,

it

is

easier than mastery of the same

was decided

"At least" form of each principle prior

"If-then" form.

It

was hoped

to instruct the students

to instruction in the equivalent

that this sequence would facilitate a better

understanding of the "If-then" form.

As a result
objectives

were

terminal
of the above selection process, the following nine

identified (a

sample test item

is

included for each objective):

least four out
Objective one: The student will answer correctly at
of six test items which require

mastery

of the converse principle in "At least

form with concrete -familiar content with a reading
dimensions B, C, and D.

Example one: Suppose you know

that:

setting at level one on

"
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At least one

I.

Both

may
1.
2.

II.

of the following two statements
be true. Both cannot be false:
"The dog is not George's. "
"The dog is named Spot. "

The following statement is
"The dog is named Spot."

Then would

this

"The dog

is

true:

be true ?
George's.

"

MAYBE

NO

YES

is true.

The correct response

is

"MAYBE.

Objective two: The student will answer correctly at least four out of
six test items which require mastery of the consistent
the forward conditional in "At least"

form

of the principle of

form with concrete-familiar content with

a reading setting at level one on dimensions B, C, and D.

Example two: Suppose you know
I.

that:

At least one of the following two statements
Both may be true. Both cannot be false:
"
"The dog is not George's.
1.
"
"The dog is named Spot.
2.

II.

is true.

The following statement is true:
"
"The dog is named Spot.

YES

MAYBE

NO

The correct answer

is

"YES.

"

correctly at least four out
Objective three: The student will answer
of six test items

which require mastery

of the inconsistent

form

of the

concrete
in "At least" form with
principles of the forward conditional

"

"

"
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familiar content with a reading setting at level one on dimensions B, C, and
D.

Eample three: Suppose you know

that:

At least one of the following two statements
Both may be true. Both cannot be false:
”
1. "The dog is not George’s.
"The dog is named Spot. "
2.

I.

II.

The following statement
"The dog

Then would

this

is

is true:

George’s. "

be true ?

"The dog

is not

named

The correct answer

Spot.

MAYBE

NO

YES

is true.

"NO.

is

"

Objective four: The student will answer correctly at least four out
of six test items

which require mastery

of the converse principle in "If-then'

form with concrete-familiar content with a reading
dimensions B,

C, and D.

Example four: Suppose you know
I.

II.

"If the

dog

"The dog

Then would

that:

is George’s, then the

is

named

dog

Spot. "

this be true ?

"The dog

YES

setting at level one on

is

George's.

MAYBE

NO

The correct answer

is

"MAYBE.

"

is

named

Spot.

"

""

"
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Objective five: The student will answer correctly at least four out
of six test items

which require mastery

of the forward conditional in M If-then M

of the consistent

form

of the principle

form with concrete-familiar content

with a reading setting at level one on dimensions B, C, and D.

Example

"If the

I.

II.

Suppose you know that:

five:

dog is George's, then the dog

"The dog

Then would

named

Spot.

George's."

is

this

be true ?

"The dog

named

is

Spot. "

MAYBE

NO

YES

The correct answer

is

"YES.

The student

Objective six:
of six test items

is

"

will

answer correctly

which require mastery of the

principle of the forward conditional in "If-then"

at least four out

inconsistent form of the

form with concrete-familiar

and D.
content with a reading setting at level one on dimensions B, C,

Example
I.

II.

six:

"If the

Suppose you know

dog is George's, then the dog

"The dog

Then would

is

this

is

George's. "

be true ?

"The dog

YES

that:

is not

named

MAYBE

NO

The correct answer

is

Spot.

"NO.

named

Spot.

"
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The student

Objective seven:

will

answer correctly

at least four

out of six test items which require mastery of the converse principle in
then!'

form with abstract content with a reading

'’If-

setting at level one on

dimensions B, C, and D.

Example seven: Suppose you know
"If

I.

that:

P, then Q. ”

"Q."

II.

Then would

this

be true ?

upit

MAYBE

NO

YES

The correct answer

is

"MAYBE.

"

Objective eight: The student will answer correctly at least four out
of six test items

which require mastery of the consistent form

of the forward conditional in "If-then"

form with abstract content with a

reading setting at level one on dimensions B, C, and D.

Example
I.

"If P,

eight.

Suppose you know that:

then Q. "

IL "P."
Then would

this

be true ?

"Q.

YES

MAYBE

NO

The correct answer

is

of the principle

"YES.”

"
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Objective nine: The student will answer correctly at least four out
of six test items

which require mastery

of the inconsistent

form of

the

principle of the forward conditional in "If-then" form with abstract content

with a reading setting at level one on dimensions B, C, and D.

Example nine. Suppose you know
"If

I.

that:

P, then Q.

"P."

II.

Then would

this

be true ?
t

"Not Q.

MAYBE

NO

YES

The correct answer

is

"NO.

"

Instructional Strategy

A

review of previous attempts

at instruction

which included the

strategy
converse principle indicated clearly that a sound instructional

necessary

in

materials.

order

to

is

curriculum
reasonably expect the development of effective

The investigator

felt that the following principles

were consistent

studies, and with the investigator's
with the suggestions of a number of relevant

approach

to

1.

curriculum development:
discovery by the student
Instruction should emphasize an active

reasoning through
of the principle (s) of conditional

problem solving rather

statement of the principle(s) followed by
than presenting the student with a
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an example of an application of the principle (s)
2.

Instruction in the prerequisite skills necessary for the mastery

of a terminal objective should precede instruction in the terminal objective
3.

Instruction should minimize the amount of and the emphasis on

new terminology
4.

The student should be instructed

before proceeding to instruction in
5.

more

in

easier forms of a principle

difficult

forms

of a principle

Students should demonstrate mastery of an objective before

proceeding to instruction which assumes mastery of that objective
6.

It

was important

to the investigator to develop effective curriculum

materials which could be replicated and used in additional classrooms with

minimal

effort and difficulty on the part of the teacher(s) involved

The investigator decided

were consistent with

to develop

curriculum materials which

the implications of the six principles. In accordance

terminal
with principle four, students were first instructed in the mastery of
objectives one, two, and three ("At least" form of the three principles);

and six ("If-then
secondly, in the mastery of terminal objectives four, five,

form

in concrete-familiar

terms for the three principles); and

finally, in

("If-then" form in abstract
the mastery of objectives seven, eight, and nine

terms for the three principles).
skills

Further, instruction in the prerequisite

instruction in
necessary to master each terminal objective preceded
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the terminal objective (principle two).

was decided

It

six), generally

RULE

that the booklets should

employing an

EGRULE

be programmed (principle

approach (EG stands for example and

for rule) which emphasizes the student discovering a rule or principle

on the basis of examples (principle one).

A
(including

Glaser

review of some of the literature on programmed instruction

Markle

el al.

,

(1969),

(1965),

Brethower

Fry

(1963),

(1963),

and Lange (1967)) suggested a linear format

for instruction in prerequisite skills.

progresses from frame

to

frame

Espich and Williams (1967),

in

In linear

programming, the student

a set order without an opportunity for

either skipping frames or additional instruction.

usually judged effective

answers

at least ninety

if

Linear programming

is

at least ninety percent of the target population

percent of the frames correctly.

A branching format seemed most

appropriate for instruction in the

terminal objectives (after the appropriate prerequisite skills were mastered).

A branching format
response

to the

provides instruction for the student based on his/her

previous problem.

It

was judged

that this format facilitated

(principle one) and lent
an active discovery of the principles by the student

integral part of the booklets
itself to incorporation of posttesting as an
(principle five).

In

limited
accordance with principle three, new terminology was

to the terms:

"If-then sentence," "If-part," and "Then-part."

Finally,
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instruction in the terminal objectives emphasized a problem solving approach
(principle one) by stressing the heuristic:

problem

to

to solve

a problem, convert the

an equivalent easier problem, then solve the easier problem.

The sequence, purpose, and format of instruction

in the initial

curriculum materials can be summarized as follows: (The numbering implies
the sequence of instruction, for example, instruction as described in one

preceeded instruction as described
1.

in two.)

Purpose: To achieve mastery of the prerequisite skills necessary for

mastery of terminal objectives one, two, and three
Format: Linearly programmed format consisting primarily of

frames which encourage the discovery
2.

EGRULE

of concepts

Purpose: To achieve mastery of terminal objectives one, two, and
three

Format: Programmed employing a branching format which encourages

problem solving and discovery of concepts, and includes posttesting for
mastering of terminal objectives
3.

Purpose: To achieve mastery of the prerequisite

mastery

skills

necessary for

of terminal objectives four, five, and six

Format: Linearly programmed format consisting primarily

frames

of

EGRULE
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4.

Purpose: To achieve mastery of terminal objectives four,

five, and

six

Format: Programmed, employing a branching format and including
posttests
5.

Purpose: To achieve mastery of the prerequisite

mastery

of terminal

skills

necessary for

objectives seven, eight, and nine

Format: linearly programmed format consisting primarily

of

EGRULE

frames
6.

Purpose: To achieve mastery of terminal objectives seven, eight,

and nine

Format: Programmed, employing a branching format and including
posttests

Development and Field Testing
Curriculum Materials

One criticism

this investigator

had

of a

of

number

of instructional

attempts to improve students' deductive reasoning abilities was that the field
testing procedures

were inadequate

of the curriculum materials.
field testing

to reasonably insure the effectiveness

The investigator judged

procedure suggested by Lange

on programmed instruction

(pp. 56-60)

in the

that an adaptation of the

1967 N.S.S.E. yearbook

would be most appropriate for

this

final product.
investigation and be likely to insure the effectiveness of the
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The

first

two steps of the procedure are the specification of terminal

behavioral objectives and the

initial

These two steps are described

design of the instructional sequence.

in the first two sections of this chapter.

remaining steps of the procedure are
It

is

identified in figure 2.

suggested by Lange and others that the most efficient

product results when the

initially

overestimate the step size

The

final

constructed curriculum materials deliberately

(in difficulty)

from frame

to

frame, underestimate

the required practice necessary, and stretch generalizations to the limit.

Consequently, the suggested procedure for the
students should be worked with individually.

frame

at a

time by the investigator.

initial field testing is that

Each student

is

presented one

Students should be informed of the

nature and purpose of the field test and encouraged to identify confusing

frames, uncertain answers,
instruction

etc.

The investigator should take notes, provide

when necessary, and interview each

student upon completion of

the materials.

Upon completion

of the field test, the investigator decides whether

the next draft with
the curriculum materials proved adequate to field test

by the
three to five students without need for instructional assistance
investigator.

When

investigator
field testing with three to five students, the

of the curriculum
should inform the students of the preliminaxy nature

materials and ask the students to mark

difficult

or confusing frames.

The

assistance, but should interview
investigator should not provide instructional
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Figure

2.

Field testing procedure
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each student concerning

Through analysis

difficult

frames and general reactions

to the materials.

of the results of the field test, the investigator should

revise, add, and/or delete appropriate frames.

Upon completion

of the field test, the investigator decides whether

the next revision is likely to be ready for a final field test with at least ten

students.

If

so, the final field test is arranged to approximate as closely as

possible an actual classroom situation.

ready for final revision

if:

(1) at

the terminal objectives, and
at least ninety

(2)

The curriculum materials are judged

least ninety percent of the students

at least ninety percent of the students

percent of the frames

in the linear

In this investigation, five field tests

were with

answer

programs correctly.

were necessary before

curriculum materials were judged adequate for
field tests

master

final revision.

The

the

first

individual students; the third and fourth field tests

with four students; and the final field test was with ten students.
of this section, the results of the five field tests will be

two

were

In the rest

summarized.

Construction of the Curriculum
Materials and the First Field Test

Initial

An

outline of the initial instructional strategy is included in an

earlier section of this chapter.

In addition, the following

of the initial materials are important to note:

characteristics
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1.

The curriculum materials consisted
to

of:

(a)

individual written frames

cover terminal objectives one, two, and three, and

(b)

oral instruction

for terminal objectives four through nine
2.

For each terminal objective, a
skills

was constructed;

hierarchy of
in

each

skill

difficulty;

tentative list of necessary prerequisite

the prerequisite skills

into a

and a minimal number of frames for instruction

were written (some as guides

frames were then arranged

in

to oral instruction).

The

an order (for instruction) consistent with

guidelines suggested in the literature on
3.

were arranged

programmed

instruction

For each terminal objective, instruction was provided which encouraged
the student to

employ the heuristic

problem already mastered

were encouraged
problems

problem

problems

to an easier

For example, students

in earlier materials.

to convert

in "At least"

of reducing a

in "If-then"

form

into equivalent

form, which they previously learned how

to

solve
4.

The

initial

curriculum materials were reviewed for technical correctness

and appropriateness of instructional strategy.

Relevant suggestions were

incorporated in the version for the first field test

The

first field test

in Springfield,

was conducted

Massachusetts.

five students ranging

at a

small private Jewish school

The school consisted

from kindergarten

of approximately sixty-

to eighth grade students.

The students

and instruction in the other
received instruction in Hebrew for half a day,
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subjects for the remainder of
in English

were organized

chosen because:

(1)

tlie

in an

day.

The oltisaos tor (ho mibjootn (au^ht

open classroom style.

The school was

the investigator had previously taught at the school and

had established some rapport with the students who were
eighth grade at the time of the field test, and

and the investigator’s relationship with the
individually

the organization of the school

staff allowed the students to

removed from class for a long period

The

field test

was

was judged on

be

of time.

conducted in late February

ability (because students records

ability

(2)

and

in the seventh

were not available

1974 with two average

to the investigator,

with
the basis of the investigator’s previous experience

Each student was worked with

the students) eighth grade students.

individually

breaks, including a
for approximately two and one-half hours (two to three
fifteen

minute recess).

field test and

The students were informed

encouraged

to

ask questions and identify areas

The investigator gave the students one frame
at a

of the nature of the

time and provided instruction

if

the

of confusion.

(either in written

frame was

ineffective.

form or

The investigator

recorded all conversations,
took notes during the field test and tape
addition, each student

As expected,
in the

was interviewed upon completion

ha

of instruction.

the results of the field test suggested

curriculum materials.

numerous changes

need
However, the results did not suggest the

identified.
instructional strategy previously
for any basic change in the

of the

orally)

more important changes suggested were:

(1)

the explanation of

Some
how

to
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convert a problem in "At least" form to an easier equivalent problem was too
long and confusing,

(2)

students needed practice not only in converting "If-

then" sentences into equivalent "At least" sentences but also in converting
entire problems in "If-then" form into "At least" form, and

students had

(3)

difficulty substituting concrete -familiar sentences into abstract

problems

which involved negation.

Second Field Test

On

the basis of the first field test,

it

was decided

field test should also be conducted with students on

presenting one frame at a time.

The

field test

1974 at the same school as the first field

grade student and one above average

test.

ability

a one-to-one basis,

was conducted

One average

in early

March

ability eighth

seventh grade student were given

under the same conditions as in the

the materials

that the second

first field test.

(A seventh

grade student was used because there were only three eighth grade students.)

However, for

this field test, the students received written

frames for

all

instruction.

next revision of
Results of the field test generally indicated that the
four students without the need for
the materials could be tested with three to
instructional assistance by the investigator.
significant

number

of changes needed to be

The results did indicate

made

that a

in the instruction for

equivalent problems in "At least"
converting problems in "If-then" form to

form before

the third field test.
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Third Field Test

The third

field test

was conducted

North Adams, Massachusetts.

at a college laboratory school in

The school included approximately two hundred

kindergarten through eighth grade students.

The investigator worked with

one mathematics class of twenty-four heterogeneously mixed eighth grade
students.

The class was picked because:

(1)

the investigator's relationship

with the cooperating teacher facilitated arranging for students to be taken

from class for instruction with minimal disruption
program, and

(2)

of the regular

mathematics

the heterogenity of the class allowed the investigator to

test students in varying abilities.

All twenty-four students

were given a

pretest on the terminal objectives to identify which students should not be

included in the field test because of prior knowledge.

Four students were

selected for the field test on the basis of their pretest scores,

(administered in

May

of 1972, sixth grade),

and the cooperating teacher's judgment.

I.

Q. scores

achievement scores (May 1973),

Two

students were judged to have

excellent mathematics ability, one average ability, and one below average
ability.

Over a two week period,

the students

were taken

collectively

from

their regular mathematics class five to six times (forty-five minutes each

time) to receive instruction.

At the first session the investigator gave the

students
students five minutes of general instructions, including asking the

to

mark

confusing areas and not to change incorrect answers.

During the
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rest of the field test, the investigator passed out booklets and answered general

procedural questions, but provided no instructional assistance.

was interviewed when he /she completed
The results

Each student

the booklets.

of the third field test

were mixed.

The two students

of

excellent ability and the student of average ability all passed the posttest,

answered

at least 85 percent of the linear

frames correctly, and satisfactorily

completed the booklets which used branching programming.

below average

ability

had much

difficulty with the booklets

The student of

and did not pass

the posttest.

Fourth Field Test

The results
should include four

of the third field test suggested that the fourth field test

new

students and focus on establishing the appropriate

target population for the curriculum materials.

Specifically,

it

seemed

important to establish whether the materials were appropriate for average
Therefore, four new students

and below average ability mathematics students.

from

the

same

class were identified for the field test, including two students

to have
judged to have average mathematics ability and two students judged

below average mathematics
the

same

ability.

The format

of the fourth field test

was

as the third field test.

The results

of the field test

were mixed.

The performance

of the

curriculum materials were
two average ability students indicated that the
students of similar
ready for preparation for final field testing for

ability.
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The performance

of (and the interviews with) the two students of below

average ability indicated that the curriculum materials would not be effective
with below average students.

Further,

it

seemed

that for the objectives of

this investigation, written instruction without either teacher assistance

or

reliance on manipulatives would not be effective with most low ability

mathematics students.

Final Field Test

The results

of the third and fourth field test indicated that the

curriculum materials were ready for preparation for the

final field test with

a target population of eighth grade students with average or above average

mathematics
ability

ability.

For

was defined as an

I.

the North

Adams school average mathematics

Q. score of one hundred or above and a mathematics

achie vement level of at least eighth grade at the time of testing.
In addition

to

minor revisions resulting from

the fourth field test,

backup
the curriculum materials for the final field test included three
posttest which
booklets which provided instruction for students who failed a

accompanied instruction

in

mastery

of

terminal objectives (there was a post-

terminal objectives four through
test for terminal objectives one through three;
six;

and terminal objectives seven through nine).

Instruction in the backup

solving approach, but rather,
booklets did not employ an inductive or problem

demonstrated applications of the principle,
stated the principle to be mastered,
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and asked the student

to

answer similar applications.

main booklets included written instructions

of the

Also, the final version

to replace the oral

instructions provided by the investigator in the third and fourth field test.

Revision for the final field test incorporated suggestions made by
colleagues who reviewed the curriculum materials for proper English usage,
technical correctness, instructional approach, and

The

final field test

was conducted

in April

programming techniques.
1974 with ten students of

average or above average ability randomly chosen from the twelve students
in the

North Adams' class who had not already received instruction (or passed

the pretest) and

were

of at least average

mathematics

ability.

An

additional

pretest was administered to insure that learning from the students had not

taken place.
five

Instruction

was over a two week period and involved

five forty-

minute periods for nine students and six forty-five minute periods for

one student.
teacher.

Materials were passed out and administered by the cooperating

No teacher

instruction

was

given.

The basic data for

and the results of the field test are summarized in table

As

the students

4.

the students passed
indicated in table 4, at least ninety percent of

ninety percent of the linear
the posttest, and correctly answered at least

judged ready for revision
frames; therefore the curriculum materials were
effectiveness of the curriculum materials.
for the final formal evaluation of the
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is

It

who

important

to give additional

did not pass the posttest.

In general, students

or only minor questions during the
student

who

failed the posttest.

indicated a

number

He seemed

to

information concerning the student

field test.

According

asked either no questions

The one exception was

to the

the

cooperating teacher, he

of times that he did not believe the answers in the booklets.

be confused by the format of the problems.

As instructed,

the

teacher did not attempt to explain the correct answer, he merely instructed
the student to read the materials again.

Knowing the student,

the teacher

indicated to the investigator that a brief explanation probably would have

cleared up the difficulty.

have the

In all the field tests,

difficulty this student had.

was above average
difficult than it

in ability

The teacher indicated

to

that the student

and sometimes made a simple problem more

was by "overanalyzing

Development and Evaluation

On

no other student seemed

it.

"

of the Pretest

and Posttest

the basis of a review of studies which included the construction

of tests of conditional reasoning, such as those by Ennis and Paulus (1965),

Gardiner (1965), Howell (1965), Martens (1967), Miller (1968), and Roberge
(1970), it

was decided

to

construct two equivalent tests of fifty-four items

each, consisting of six items for each of the nine terminal objectives.

The

literature indicated that a well constructed test with six items for each

terminal objective:

(1)

could be administered in forty-five minutes,

,

(2)

would

"
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have good

and

reliability,

(3)

would effectively test whether the objectives

were achieved.
The item format of the two

tests is identical to that of the Cornell

Form X

Conditional Reasoning Test,

(Ennis et al.

provides the subject with premises which he/she

,

1964).

is

asked

This format
to

suppose

to

be

true and a conclusion about which the student must decide the truth on the

basis of the premise.

"YES,

"

"NO,

"

and

The possible responses which a student can make are

"MAYBE. " The meaning

of the possible

answers

is

explained to the students as follows:

This is what the possible answers mean:

YES

It

must be

NO

It

cannot be true.

MAYBE

true.

be true or it may not be true. You were not
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."
It

may

The following item
Suppose you know

illustrates the format which

that:

dog is George’s, then the dog
"The dog is George’s.

"If the

Then would

this

is

named

Spot. "

be true ?

"The dog

is

NO

YES

was used:

named

Spot.

"

MAYBE

to meet the following
Directions and instructions were constructed

criteria:

(1)

students, and

by
the instructions would be understandable
(2)

most eighth grade

of the three
sample items illustrated and explained each

"
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possible answers without instructing the student in any of the
principles being
tested.

Feedback from students and teachers involved

of the curriculum materials indicated that the criteria

The procedure for the construction
(fifty-four for

1.

each

test)

in the field testing

were met.

of the initial 108

test items

consisted of the following steps:

Fifty-four items were constructed (six items for each of the

nine terminal objectives) with the following characteristics:
(a)

unambigious

(b)

unemotional

(c)

relatively short and neutral

(d)

formulated in positive form

(e)

content of the item is concrete-familiar for
objectives one through six, and abstract for
objectives seven through nine

(f)

fits

the designated principle of deductive

reasoning

Concrete-familiar statements are embedded in familiar material,
for example,

"Some

of the

boats on the river are sailboats.

However, for the most part, though they concern objects with which the students
are expected to be familiar, they are not actual facts within their experience.

For example, the following statements are not concrete-familiar:
"George Washington was the

first president.

"

"
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"Brooklyn
2.

to

is the capital of

Pennsylvania.

Fifty-four additional items were written; each item was constructed

be paired with and be as equivalent in structure as was possible

the original fifty-four items.

"The dog

may

is

3.

is

one of

the sentence:

George’s."

have been changed

"The cat

For example,

to

to:

Harry’s. ”

Content validity of the items was established through the evaluation

of four judges (one

mathematics professor, one mathematics educator, and

These individuals were asked

two graduate students).

to judge

whether the

items satisfied the six specified characteristics; whether the paired items
represented items of equivalent

difficulty;

and whether the items represented

a fair sample of the entire set of such items with the specified characteristics
4.

On

the basis of the above evaluation, necessary revisions in

items were made and reviewed by the evaluators

The resulting

fifty-four pairs of items

the following restrictions:

(1)

no two items evaluating the same terminal

objectives appeared consecutively,

appeared consecutively,
consecutively, and

(4)

(3)

were randomly ordered with

(2)

no two items using abstract terms

no three items

in "At least"

form appeared

no three items in "If-then" form with concrete -familiar

content appeared consecutively.
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Construct validity was established by field testing the two tests with

seventeen eighth grade students at the North Adams school involved
field testing of the

tested the

number

curriculum materials.

same terminal

It

was thought

that items which

objective should result in approximately the

of students correctly answering the items.

results for test items measuring mastery of the

more

in the

It

same

was decided

same

that if the

objective varied by

than three, the appropriate test items would be reevaluated.

The
the items

field test indicated a

were revised,

constructed.

the final

need

form

The investigator decided

to

change a few test items.

After

of the pretest and the posttest

were

to establish the reliability of the

pretest and posttest with the two control group classes involved in the final
evaluation of the curriculum materials.

The two classes consisted

of one

above average ability seventh grade mathematics class and one average
ability eighth

grade mathematics class

Longmeadow, Massachusetts
in

(the

at the

Glenbrook Middle School in

school and setting are ^further described

Chapter IV under the heading The Sample and the

for the students is

summarized

in table 5.

Setting) .

The basic data
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TABLE

5

DATA ON STUDENTS IN CONTROL
GROUP CLASSES (FINAL EVALUATION)
BASIC

Grade
Level

Sex

N

Female

Male

Mathematics
Achievement

I.Q.

Mean

o'

Mean

o'

7

19

12

7

121.3

10.3

9.3

1.5

8

30

13

17

114.1

8.9

9.0

1.1

The
1974.

first test

the

classroom teachers on 16 May

The second test was administered on 28 May 1974.

half of the students

second

was administered by

were given the pretest and

test, the students

format for establishing
Equivalent Forms.

were given

The

half the posttest.

Gronlund (1968,
it

the first test,

For the

the test they did not take initially.

reliability is called the Test-Retest

estimate of reliability, since
variation.

For

p. 112) states:

takes into account

all

This

Method with

"This is the most demanding
possible sources of

reliability coefficient reflects errors within the testing

the day-to-day
procedure, consistency over different sample of items, and
"
stability of the students' responses.

A high

coefficient represents what
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test

performance

is likely to

be at another time or on a different sample of

equivalent items.

The

reliability coefficient for the seventh grade students using the

Pearson Product- Moment Correlation Coefficient was
coefficient for the eighth grade students

was

.

86.

.93.

The two

coefficients indicate a high reliability of the two tests.

The

reliability

reliability

CHAPTER

IV

FINAL EVALUATION OF THE CURRICULUM MATERIALS

This chapter reports the results of the final evaluation of the

curriculum materials.
the final evaluation.

First, the investigator will provide an overview of

Secondly, the investigator will report the results of the

evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the curriculum materials.

Thirdly,

the results of additional research concerning the effectiveness of each

booklet will be discussed.

Overview of the Final Evaluation

Preparation

A number

of

changes were made

preparation for the final evaluation.

in the

curriculum materials

Any frames

in the linearly

in

programmed

booklets which were answered correctly by less than ninety percent of the
students in the fifth field test were reevaluated.

frame being rewritten or

in additional

Usually, this resulted in the

frames being constructed.

loops were evaluated and, when appropriate (for example;

if

Branching

instruction in a

changes were
loop was ineffective in improving the student’s performance),

made.
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A
materials.

review booklet was constructed and added to the curriculum

The booklet consisted

of diagnostic testing for

mastery

of the

terminal objectives and materials which reviewed earlier instruction.

If

a

student passed a diagnostic test, then he/she was not required to review the
related materials.

The purpose

of the review booklet

was

additional practice and an opportunity to review concepts,

The

final

curriculum materials consisted

to give the student

if

necessary.

of nine booklets (appendix

A) and two tests (appendix B) which are briefly described below.
Booklet 1 consists of linearly

programmed

instruction for the

prerequisite skills necessary for instruction in terminal objectives one, two,

and three (mastery of the three principles

in "At least" form).

Booklet 2 consists of branching instruction, including posttesting,
for terminal objectives one, two, and three.

Booklet 3 consists primarily of linearly programmed material for

terminal objectives one, two, and three.
students

who

The booklet was only for those

failed the posttest for Booklet 2 .

Booklet 4 consists of linearly programmed material in the prerequisite skills necessary for instruction in terminal objectives

and six (mastery of the three principles

in "If-then"

four, five,

form with concrete-

familiar content).

Booklet 5 consists of branching instruction, including posttesting,
for terminal objectives four, five, and six.
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Booklet 6 consists primarily of linearly programmed material
for

terminal objectives four, five, and six.
students

who

The booklet was only for those

failed the posttest for Booklet 5.

Booklet 7 consists of:

(1)

linearly

programmed material

in the

prerequisite skills necessary for instruction in terminal objectives seven,
eight,

and nine (mastery

abstract content), and

(2)

of the three principles in "If-then"

form with

branching instruction, including posttests, for

terminal objectives seven, eight, and nine.
Booklet

8 c onsists

primarily of linearly programmed material for

terminal objectives seven, eight, and nine.
students

Students

who

The booklet was only for those

failed the posttest for Booklet 7 .

Review Booklet consists

of diagnostic tests

who passed a diagnostic

test

and review material.

were not required

to

review the related

materials.

Test

Form A and Test Form B were used

for the curriculum materials.

Each consists

as pretests and posttests

of fifty-four test items

which

included six items for each of the nine terminal objectives.

The curriculum materials were duplicated so

sample could be provided with his/her own booklets.
five,

that each student in the

Booklets one, two, four,

and seven were spirally bound and the remaining booklets were stapled.
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The Sample and the Setting
The investigator selected the Glenbrook Middle School
Massachusetts for the

final evaluation of the

Glenbrook Middle School
of

Longmeadow

(a

is

in

Longmeadow,

curriculum materials.

The

one of two middle schools which serve the town

middle class suburb

of Springfield).

The school has an

enrollment of approximately 550 sixth through eighth grade students.
school was chosen for the following reasons:

(1)

instruction could be easily

integrated into the normal mathematics program of the students; that
the booklets could be introduced as a

new

The

is,

topic to be covered in the student's

normal classroom without additional personnel,

(2)

students were familiar

with an individualized approach to mathematics instruction, and
displayed a willingness to cooperate with the investigator.

(3)

the staff

The above conditions

indicated to the investigator that the students were likely to view the curriculum

materials as a natural part of their mathematics program.

On

the basis of the results of the field tests and the resources of the

investigator,

it

was decided

to evaluate the

curriculum materials with two

classes of students; one class of average ability eighth grade mathematics
students and one class of above average ability seventh grade mathematics
students.

Although the curriculum materials were not field tested with

seventh grade students, the seventh grade class was included in the final
evaluation because

it

seemed clear from

the field tests that the materials
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would be effective with above average eighth grade students
and would
be effective with below average eighth grade students.

Therefore,

it

not_

seemed

appropriate to test the materials with above average seventh
grade students
in addition to the class of

average eighth grade students.

The sample for the evaluation

of the curriculum materials consisted

of one class of twenty-eight seventh grade students and one class of
twenty-

eight eighth grade students.

control groups.

The

In addition, two similar classes

The basic data for

the classes is

summarized

table provides information concerning the sex,

achievement level of the students.

I.

Form Test

of

I.

Q.

,

in table 6.

and mathematics

Q. scores and achievement scores were

obtained from the permanent school records.
for the Short

served as

The

I.

Q. scores were those

Academic Aptitude, Level Four administered

October of the students' seventh grade school year.

The achievement

scores were those for the California Test of Basic Skills administered

October 1973.

in

test

in

The eighth grade students were administered Form Q, Level

Three, and the seventh grade students were administered Form R, Level
Three.
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TABLE

6

DATA ON STUDENTS IN CONTROL AND
EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES (FINAL EVALUATION)
BASIC

Sex

Grade
Level

I.

Mathematics
Achievement

Q»

N
Male Female

Mean

c1

Mean

cr

19

12

7

121.3

10.3

9.3

1.5

7 (experimental)

28

12

16

120.8

10.1

9.3

1.3

8 (control)

30

13

17

114.1

8.9

9.0

1.1

8 (experimental)

28

16

12

111.4

10.2

8.5

1.7

(control)

7

Experimental Design

To understand

the appropriateness of the design of the final evaluation,

important to realize that the present study

it is

conclusion-oriented.

A

is

decision-oriented rather than

decision-oriented study is an investigation carried

out to accomplish a specific practical goal.

In this study, the specific practical

goal is the development of curriculum materials designed to teach specified

objectives of deductive reasoning to selected secondary students.

Cronbach

and Suppes (1969) note that ’’The excellence of the product being developed
.

.

.

should be the ruling concern of the decision-oriented inquiry.

.

.

Rigor
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in

(decision-oriented)

research

is likely to

express

the rigor of conclusion-oriented research
(p. 107)

.

"

itself differently than

An appropriate emphasis

of the evaluation portion of this study is to demonstrate that
the curriculum

materials (when given to the sample identified earlier) are effective at the
ninety percent level in achieving the stated terminal objectives.
the two

major research questions
!•

to

Therefore,

be answered in this study are:

Did at least ninety percent of the students in the above average

ability seventh

grade mathematics class (experimental group) master the

terminal objectives of the curriculum materials?
2.

Did at least ninety percent of the students in the average

ability

eighth grade mathematics class (experimental group) master the terminal
objectives of the curriculum materials?

The following aspects

of the two research questions need to be

clarified:

1.

means

Mastery

of the terminal objectives of the curriculum materials

that the student correctly

answered on the posttest

at least four out of

the six test items for each of the nine terminal objectives
2.

For evaluation purposes, a student was considered not

the experimental group

if

to

be in

either the student demonstrated mastery of the

terminal objectives on the pretest, or the student was absent
during the experiment and did not complete the materials
class allotted for instruction

at least

in the six

two days

days of
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Because of the small size of the sample, the ninety percent

3.

criteria

was considered

to

be met

if

[x]

students mastered the terminal

objectives, where:

N

= the

number

X = ninety
£x]

For example,

N

=

28,;

X=

of students in the

percent of

sample

N

= the largest whole number less than or equal
if

to

X.

there were twenty-eight students in the sample,

.90 x 28 = 25.20; and jx]

= 25.

In actuality, twenty-five students

equals eighty-nine percent of the students (twenty- six students would equal

ninety-three percent of the students)
4.

For the purposes

of this study, the curriculum materials did not

include any provisions for instructional assistance by either the investigator

or the cooperating teachers
5.

To establish

that the students

mastered the terminal objectives

due to the curriculum materials rather than due to other factors, a control

group was given just the pretest and the posttest seven days later
In

of the

order

to obtain additional information

concerning the effectiveness

curriculum materials, research questions were generated for each

booklet.

The specific questions and the results for each question are

reported in a later section.
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Operation of the Final Evaluation

The process for selecting the
classes
consisted o£ the following steps:

to

be involved

in the study

the mathematics department
head at

(1)

Glenbrook Middle School explained the
nature of the study

to

each mathematics

teacher and determined which teachers
were willing to cooperate,

department head identified any classes
which he

felt

(2)

the

were unrepresentative

of either above average ability
seventh grade or average ability eighth
grade

mathematics clases, and

(3)

the classes to participate in the study
were

selected randomly from those not eliminated
in steps one or two.

To insure

that the teachers

were willing

to cooperate with the

investigator and that the conduct of the instructional
and testing programs were

properly performed, the investigator held two meetings
with the cooperating
teachers and the department head.

At the meetings, the timetable for the

experiment was decided, the teachers' role and the investigator's role
were
defined, the teachers

were given a copy

questions were answered.
to give out

of the curriculum materials, and any

The teachers were

and collect materials,

to

told that they

administer and

mark

any posttests included in the curriculum materials and
materials on the basis of the posttest scores,

which did not necessitate instruction,
behavior by students, and

to

to

to

to

were expected

(during classtime)

assign curriculum

answer students' questions

record any unusual questions or

encourage the students to work

at a

normal pace.
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Teachers were also given keys
what booklet

to give the student

investigator

assumed

to the posttests

and clear instructions on

on the basis of a posttest score.

The

responsibility for marking the pretests and the
posttests,

providing teachers with the initial booklet
assignment for each day, marking

any posttests collected at the end of a class
period, and being present and
available in the school during the experiment.

disrupt the regular mathematics program,

it

In

order not

was decided

to

unnecessarily

to allow

a

maximum

of eight school days for the experiment, including two days
for testing and

six days for instruction.

On Thursday, 16 May 1974

the pretest

was administered. Instruction

and posttesting occurred on Friday, 17 May, the entire week of 20 May
24

May and Tuesday,
For

28

May (Monday,

27

,

a holiday).

the seventh grade class, the pretest scores indicated that initially

eleven students should be assigned Booklet

Booklet 4

May was

to

1 , ten students

two students should be assigned Booklet

already mastered the terminal objectives.

For

7,

should be assigned

and five students had

the eighth grade class, the

pretest scores indicated that initially nineteen students should be assigned

Booklet

1,

seven students should be assigned Booklet 4

,

and two students had

already mastered the terminal objectives.

The experiment proceeded as outlined with
(1)

because only five students

in the eighth

the following exceptions:

grade class and two students in the
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seventh grade class required the

was decided

it

that the

full eight

days to complete the experiment,

department head would administer the posttest

to those

seven students during an activity-study period at the end of the school day on

Tuesday, 28 May,
presence

(2)

during the course of the experiment, the investigator’s

in the building

and

in the

classrooms

to pick

curriculum mate rials was noticed by the students.
it

was decided

to tell the students that they

up or

When

to deliver

this

was

realized,

were testing curriculum materials

developed by the investigator for possible inclusion in the curriculum the
following year.

The teachers reported
questions or minor questions.
that they

that students generally asked either no

A

few students asked questions which indicated

needed instructional assistance.

the student to read the materials again.

In

Two

those cases, the teacher directed
students in the eighth grade

from the
class and one student in the seventh grade class were eliminated

sample for evaluation purposes because they were absent

at least

days.
and did not complete the materials in the eight allotted

two days

Two

of the

students were absent for at least four days.

One student

in the

seventh grade class thought he was allowed to

take notes to use for the posttest for Booklet

without his notes, he did not pass.
after which he

2.

When he

He was instructed

to

took the posttest

reread Bookle t^,

was given another posttest which he passed.
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E valuation

of the Overall Effectiveness

of the

Curriculum Materials

The two major research questions

to

be answered

in this study are:

Did at least ninety percent of the students in the above average

1.

ability seventh

grade mathematics class which served as the experimental

group for this study master the terminal objectives

curriculum

of the

materials?
2.

Did at least ninety percent of the students

in the

average ability

eighth grade mathematics class which served as the experimental group for
this study

master

the terminal objectives of the curriculum materials?

The answer

to both questions is "yes. "

In the

seventh grade sample,

twenty-two students were included in the final evaluation.

Five students had

been eliminated because they passed the pretest, and one student was eliminated

because of absence.

In

order

to satisfy the ninety

percent criteria, at least

nineteen students had to master the terminal objectives on the posttest.
fact, all

In

twenty-two students passed the posttest.
In the eighth grade

final evaluation.

Two

sample, twenty-four students were included

in the

students had been eliminated because they passed the

pretest, and two students because of absence.

In

order

to satisfy the ninety

objectives
percent criteria, twenty-one students had to master the terminal

on the posttest.
posttest.

In fact, twenty-two students (ninety-two percent)

passed the
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The performance
posttest

of the two students

was examined more

closely.

The

who

did not pass the final

first student did not

pass the

posttest for Booklet 7 and also
failed the posttest for Booklet
8 (terminal

objectives seven, eight, and nine),
which reviewed the material in Booklet

The second student obtained perfect scores
on

all the posttests and;

did not require instruction in any of
the back up booklets.
the

frame by frame results for each booklet for

the student’s performance
the student
in the

was

excellent,

A

7.

therefore,

closer look at

that student indicates that

m the linearly

answered more than ninety-seven percent

programmed material,

of the

frames correctly;

branching instruction, the student required minimal
instruction.

On

the diagnostic tests in the review booklet, the student
obtained perfect scores.
It

would seem that the student’s performance on the posttest could be
attributed

to either:

(1)

the testing situation or

for the posttest.

performance

the student not retaining the material

The latter explanation seems unlikely in view

in the

groups, there were not any students who demonstrated

of the terminal objectives on the posttest,

mastery on

the

of the student’s

review booklet.

In the control

mastery

(2)

pretest.

who had not demonstrated

Ill

The Effectiveness

of the Booklets

hi this section, the effectiveness of

Research questions generated prior

to the

each booklet will be analyzed.

experiment will be identified and

the results for each question for each group of students
will be reported and

discussed.

In addition,

any relevant data not included

in the discussion of

the research questions will be provided.

The results

will be reported in the following order:

(1)

the results

for the booklets (or section of a booklet) which employed a linearly

format consisting primarily of
and the first section of Booklet
a branching format, that
Booklet 7
6,

(3)

;

frames, that

is,

Booklet

7 ; (2) the results for booklets

Booklet 2 , Booklet

5,

1,

Booklet 4,

which employed

and the second section of

the results for the backup booklets, that is, Booklet 3 , Booklet

and Booklet

amount

is,

EGRULE

programmed

the results for the

8; (4)

Review Booklet; and

(5)

the average

of time to complete Booklet 1 , Booklet 2 , Booklet 4 , Booklet 5, and

Booklet

7.

1.

Did at least ninety percent of the students correctly answer

at

least ninety percent of the linear frames in Booklet 1 , Booklet 4 , and the first

section of Booklet 7 ?

For Booklet
answered
criteria

1 , in the

seventh grade sample, ten students out of eleven

at least ninety percent of the

was

satisfied.

frames correctly.

Therefore, the

The student who did not answer ninety percent of the
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frames correctly answered seventy-six percent
In the eighth

answered

of the

frames correctly.

grade sample, seventeen out of nineteen students

at least ninety percent of the

frames correctly

Therefore, the ninety percent criteria was satisfied.

answered less than ninety percent

of the

in

Booklet

1.

The two students who

frames correctly both answered

eighty percent of the frames correctly.
In addition, the results for

Four frames
if

(out of twenty-five)

the materials

each individual frame were analyzed.

were

identified as possibly needing revision

were rewritten.

Eighteen out of twenty seventh grade students answered at least
ninety percent of the frames correctly in Booklet 4 therefore, the ninety
;

percent criteria was satisfied.

One student answered eighty-five percent

correctly, and one student answered seventy-eight percent correctly.

Twenty-two out

of

twenty-four eighth grade students answered

at least ninety percent of the

ninety percent criteria

was

frames correctly

satisfied.

in Booklet 4 ; therefore, the

One student answered eighty-two

percent correctly and one student answered seventy percent correctly.
In addition, the results for

Three frames

(out of

each individual frame were analyzed.

twenty-seven) were identified for possible revision.

Seventeen out of twenty seventh grade students (eighty-five percent)
in Booklet
correctly answered at least ninety percent of the linear frames

correctly.

Therefore, the ninety percent criteria was not satisfied.

7_

Three
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students answered seventy-five pereem of the frames e'onveUv.

Twenty-one out

of twenty-four eighth

grade students answered

at

least ninety percent of the linear frames in Booklet 7 correctly; therefore

was judged

A

that the ninety percent criteria

was met.

closer analysis of the students’ performances showed that

students' errors, except one,

were made on three specific frames.

all the

Fifty-

seven percent of the students missed at least one of the three frames.
three frames involved substituting

frame by sixty-one percent

be added

to

or revised.

It

The

first

frame

in the

sequence

fifty-seven percent of the students, the second
of the students,

two percent of the students.

The

concrete -familiar sentences into abstract

problems for letters representing sentences.

was answered correctly by

it

and the third frame by eighty-

The results indicate

that the sequence needs to

should be noted that similar frames in the curriculum

materials for the final field test were revised for the final evaluation.
Apparently, the revisions were not adequate.
2.

Booklet 2

,

It

Did at least eighty percent of the students pass the posttest for
Booklet

5,

and the second portion

of Booklet 7 ?

above
should be noted that the investigator decided to include the

research question because he

felt that the

backup booklets did not provide

transference of learning, and
instruction which encouraged problem sol ving,
*

the discovery of concepts.

Therefore,

if

a large percentage of students

would not consider the
required the backup booklets, then the investigator
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curriculum materials

was

satisfied).

to

be effective (even

The investigator decided

if

the ninety percent criteria

that he

would be satisfied

if at

least eighty percent of the students did not require a
particular backup

booklet.

The eighty percent criteria was considered

to

be satisfied

if

M

students passed the posttest where:

N

= the number of students in the sample

|x]= eighty percent of

X
In the

N

= the largest whole number less than or equal

satisfy adequately the eighty percent criteria.

student

X

seventh grade class, eight out of eleven students passed the

posttest for Booklet 2 (seventy-three percent).

the posttest

to

was discussed earlier

This was not considered

One

of the students

who

to

failed

(operation of final evaluation); namely, the

who thought he was allowed

to take notes to use for the posttest.

Analysis of the results for the other two students indicates that instruction
clearly failed for one student.

The other student completed the booklet

in

nine minutes, answered every question in the booklet correctly, but only

answered two out

of nine

items correctly on the posttest.

may have

is that the

student

posttest is

marked by

In the eighth

One explanation

looked ahead at the answers in the booklet

(the

the teacher).

grade class, sixteen students out of nineteen students

passed the posttest for Booklet

2.

Therefore, the eighty percent criteria
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was considered

satisfied.

For two students

The third student answered seven out
criteria

was

was

set at eight out of nine.

the materials clearly failed.

of nine correct on the posttest, the

It

seems possible

that the instruction

effective for that student.

Fifteen out of nineteen seventh grade students passed the posttest

for Booklet 5.

Therefore,

it

was judged

that the eighty percent criteria

The instruction seemed inadequate for three

satisfied.

The fourth student completed
instruction.

of the four students.

the booklet in five minutes and required minimal

The cooperating teacher reported

principles on the posttest and

Twenty-one

was

seemed

that the student

to recognize

mixed up two

her mistake immediately.

of the twenty-four eighth grade students

posttest for Booklet 5 ; therefore, the eighty percent criteria

The instruction seemed clearly inadequate for two students.

passed the

was

satisfied.

The third

student performed well in the booklet and answered five out of seven correct

on the posttest.

Six out of seven

was needed

to

pass the posttest.

Nineteen out of twenty seventh grade students passed the posttest
for Booklet

7;

therefore, the eighty percent criteria was satisfied.

One

student answered three out of four questions on the posttest correctly; four
out of four

were necessary

to

pass the posttest.

Twenty-two out of twenty-four eighth grade students passed
posttest for Booklet 7

;

the

therefore, the eighty percent criteria was satisfied.

Closer analysis of the performance

of the

two students who failed the posttest
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indicates that the instruction failed for those
two students.
3.

(that is,

What percentage

answered

all the

of the students required

minimal instruction

questions in the booklet correctly) for Booklet 2

and Booklet 5 ?
It

should be noted that research question three evaluates the effective-

ness not only of Booklet 2 and Booklet

For example,

if

5,

but also of Booklet 1 and Booklet 4.

Booklet 1 was effective in teaching the students in pre-

requisite skills necessary for Booklet 2, then the performance of the students
in Booklet 2 should have

been positively influenced.

Thirty-six percent (four

students out of eleven) of the seventh grade students and forty-two percent
(eight out of nineteen) of the eighth grade students required

minimal

instruction in Booklet 2.

Twenty-six percent

(five

our of nineteen) of the seventh grade

students and four percent (one out of twenty-four) of the eighth grade students

required only minimal instruction

to

complete Booklet

5.

It

should be noted

that Booklet 5 did not contain any instruction prior to the first question

(

Booklet 2 did) and that the

initial

question in Booklet 5 was purposely difficult

to focus the student’s attention on the fact that

some

of the

problems

in the

booklet (especially the converse principle) were not straightforward and

needed

to

be analyzed.

Not counting the first frame, thirty-two percent

(six out of nineteen) of the seventh

grade students and forty-six percent

(eleven out of twenty- four) needed only minimal instruction.
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4.

How

effective

were

the backup booklets

(

Booklet 3 , Booklet 6 , and

Booklet 8 ) ?

Because

it

was predicted

Booklet 3 , Booklet 6

,

and Booklet

that only a
8 , it

few students would need

was decided

results for each booklet, rather than generating

questions.

to

simply report the

more

specific research

use

Only three seventh grade students and three eighth grade students

were required
minimal

to

to

use Booklet

difficulty

3.

All six students completed the booklet with

and passed the posttest.

Three eighth grade students and four seventh grade students did not
pass the posttest for Booklet
Booklet 6 .

5 and; therefore, required instruction in

All seven students obtained perfect scores on the posttest for

Booklet 6 and completed the booklet with minimal difficulty.

One seventh grade student and two eighth grade students
pass the posttest for Booklet
Booklet 8 .

Two

7 and; therefore,

did not

required instruction in

of the students passed the posttest and completed the booklet

with minimal difficulty.

One eighth grade student

failed the posttest for

Booklet 8 and also failed the final posttest for the curriculum materials.

Apparently the instruction in Booklet

6 , Booklet 7

and Booklet

8

w as

not

adequate for this student to master terminal objectives seven, eight, and
nine.
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5.

tests in the

Did at least eighty percent

of the students

pass

all the

diagnostic

Review Booklet ?

Nineteen out of twenty-two seventh grade students passed

all the

diagnostic tests in the Review Booklet; therefore, the eighty percent criteria

was

satisfied.

The three students each missed one problem on one

diagnostic tests.

A perfect

Twenty-one out

score was needed

of the

to pass.

of twenty-four eighth grade students passed all the

diagnostic tests in the Review Booklet; therefore, the eighty percent criteria

was

satisfied.

tests.

Two

of the students

The third student had

missed only one problem on one

difficulty on one of the diagnostic tests

of the

and

later did not pass the final posttest for the curriculum materials.
6.

What was

Booklet 2 , Booklet 4

For

,

the

average time necessary

Booklet

5,

and Booklet

to

complete Booklet 1

,

7?

the seventh grade sample, the average time

was thirty-two

minutes and for the eighth grade sample, the average time was thirty-one

minutes

to

complete Booklet

average of twenty minutes

to

1.

The seventh grade students required an

complete Booklet 2 and the eighth grade students

required an average of seventeen minutes.

The average time

to

complete

and thirty-five
Booklet 4 was thirty- three minutes for the seventh graders

minutes for the eighth graders.
average of twelve minutes

to

The seventh grade students required an

complete Booklet 5 .

required an average of eleven minutes.

The eighth grade students

The seventh grade students required
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an average of twenty-five minutes

to

complete Booklet

7.

The eighth grade

students required an average of nineteen minutes.
In

summary,

the results of the analysis of the effectiveness of the

nine booklets indicate that the booklets were generally effective
the students'

mastery

the possible need for

of the terminal objectives.

some

in facilitating

The analysis suggested

revisions in several individual linear frames in

Booklet 1 and Booklet 4 and the need for revision in one sequence of linear

frames

in Booklet 7 .

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Purpose and Procedures

The purpose

of this study

was

to

develop and evaluate curriculum

materials designed to teach selected aspects of
deductive reasoning to
selected secondary students.
(1) to

Specifically, the purpose of this study was:

determine appropriate objectives

secondary students,

(2) to

of deductive

reasoning for selected

develop curriculum materials for accomplishing

the identified objectives, and

(3)

to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials

for helping selected students reason deductively as defined by the
objectives.
In

order

to insure that appropriate objectives

were chosen,

the

investigator conducted an extensive critical review of the literature including:
(1)

research which indicates the percentage of students without formal training

at a given

age who had mastered a specified

in a specified written

form,

(2)

principle of conditional reasoning

theoretical assumptions concerning the students'

capabilities in reference to deductive reasoning at a given age, and

which indicates whether students

at a particular age given

(3)

research

an experimental

treatment can master a specified principle of conditional reasoning in a
specified written form.
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On

the basis of the review of the literature, the investigator

identified nine objectives judged

most appropriate for

The terminal objectives were

master:

1.

The converse principle

2.

The consistent form

3.

The inconsistent form

4.

The converse principle

5.

The consistent form

to

in "At least"

of the

form

forward conditional

of the

the scope of this study.

in "At least"

form

forward conditional in "At least" form

in "If-then"

form with concrete-familiar content

of the forward conditional in "If-then"

form with

concrete -familiar content
6.

The inconsistent form

of the forward conditional in "If-then"

form with

concrete-familiar content
7.

The converse principle

8.

The consistent form

in "If-then"

form with abstract content

of the forward conditional in "If-then"

form with

abstract content
9.

The inconsistent form

of the forward conditional in "If-then"

form with

abstract content.

The second portion of the study was concerned with the development
and field testing of the curriculum materials.
included five field tests.

were given one frame

For

field testing

procedure

the first two field tests, individual students

of instruction at a time.

the investigator provided instruction.

with four students each.

The

If

the

frame was

The third and fourth

ineffective,

field test

were

The students were given instructional booklets and

:
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no additional instruction was provided by the
investigator.
test established that the curriculum materials

The fourth

field

would probably not be effective

with low ability eighth grade mathematics students.

The

final field test

was

conducted with ten average or above average ability eighth
grade mathematics

The results of the

students.

field test indicated that the materials

were ready

for a final evaluation.

The

final evaluation of the

the Glenbrook Middle School in

curriculum materials was conducted

at

Longmeadow, Massachusetts. An above
\

average ability seventh grade mathematics class and an average

ability

eighth grade mathematics class were selected for the final evaluation.

Summary

of the Results

The research questions and

the results for each question

were as

follows
1.

Did at least ninety percent of the students in the above average

ability seventh

group for

grade mathematics class which served as the experimental

this study

master

the terminal objectives of the curriculum

materials ?

The answer

to question

passed the terminal objectives.

one

is "yes. "

All twenty-two students
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2.

Did at least ninety percent of the students

in the

average ability

eighth grade mathematics class which served as the experimental group for
this study

master

the terminal objectives of the curriculum materials?

The answer

to question

two

is

n

yes. "

Twenty-two students out

of

twenty-four mastered the terminal objectives.
3.

Did at least ninety percent of the students correctly answer

at

least ninety percent of the linear frames in Booklet 1 (prerequisite skills for

objectives one through three)?

The answer

to question three is "yes. "

In the

seventh grade class,

ten out of eleven students answered at least ninety percent of the frames

correctly.

In the eighth

grade class, seventeen out of nineteen students

satisfied the criteria.

4.

What was

the average time necessary to complete Booklet 1 ?

The average time was thirty-two minutes for

the seventh grade

students and thirty-one minutes for the eighth grade students.
5.

Did at least eighty percent of the students pass the posttest

in

Booklet 2 (terminal objectives one through three)?

The answer

to question five is "no" for the seventh

"yes" for the eighth grade class.

In the

grade class and

seventh grade class, eight out of

percent).
eleven students passed the posttest (seventy-three

In the eighth

the posttest.
grade class, sixteen out of nineteen students passed
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In

Booklet 2 , what percentage of the students required min imal

instruction (that is, answered all questions in the booklet correctly)?

Thirty-six percent of the seventh grade students and forty-two

percent of the eighth grade students required minimal instruction.
7.

What was the average time necessary

to

complete Booklet 2?

The seventh grade students needed an average

of twenty minutes to

complete Booklet 2 and the eighth grade students needed seventeen minutes.
8.

Did at least ninety percent of the students correctly answer

at

least ninety percent of the linear frames in Booklet 4 (prerequisite skills for

objectives four through six)?

The answer

to question eight is "yes. "

Eighteen out of twenty

seventh grade students and twenty-two out of twenty-four eighth grade students
at least ninety
answered10.

9.

percent of the linear frames correctly.

What was the average time necessary

The average time necessary

to

to

complete Booklet 4?

complete Booklet 4 was thirty-three

eighth
minutes for the seventh grade students and thirty-five minutes for the

grade students.
for
Did at least eighty percent of the students pass the posttest

Booklet 5 (terminal objectives four through six) ?

The answer

"
to question ten is "yes.

Fifteen out of nineteen seventh

eighth grade students passed
grade students and twenty-one out of twenty-four
the posttest for Booklet 5 .
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Booklet 5

,

what percentage of the students required minimal

instruction?

Twenty-six percent of the seventh grade students and four percent
the eighth grade students required

Not counting the first purposely

minimal instruction

difficult

to

of

complete Booklet

5.

frame, thirty-two percent of the

seventh grade students and forty-six percent of the eighth grade students

required minimal instruction.
12.

What was

the average time necessary to complete Booklet 5 ?

The seventh grade students required an average

of twelve minutes and

the eighth grade students required an average of eleven minutes.
13.

Did at least ninety percent of the students correctly answer

at least ninety

for,

percent of the linear frames in Booklet

7 (prerequisite skills

and instruction in objectives seven through nine)?

The answer

to

question thirteen is "no" for the seventh grade students

and "yes" for the eighth grade students.
discovered that accounted for

was recommended
14.

A

sequence of three frames were

all the students'

errors except for one.

It

that the sequence be reevaluated.

Did at least eighty percent of the students pass the posttest for

Booklet 7 ?

The answer

to question fourteen is "yes. "

Nineteen out of twenty

eighth grade students
seventh grade students and twenty-two out of twenty-four

passed the posttest for Booklet
15.

What was

7.

Booklet 7J
the average time necessary to complete
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The seventh grade students required an average

of twenty-five

minutes and the eighth grade students required an average of
nineteen minutes
to

complete Booklet 7 .
16.

tests in the

Did at least eighty percent of the students pass

all the

diagnostic

Review Booklet?

The answer

to question sixteen is "yes. "

Nineteen out of twenty-

two seventh grade students and twenty-one out of twenty-four eighth grade
students passed all the diagnostic tests in the Review Booklet.

Conclusions

Within the methodological limitations of this study,
that the

curriculum materials evaluated

in this study

the selected seventh and eighth grade students
of deductive reasoning.

It is

were

it

is

concluded

effective in helping

master the specified objectives

also believed that the results of this study add

support to the hypothesis that average eighth grade students and above average

seventh grade students can master the converse principle

developed instruction .

Properly developed instruction

this investigator’s experience developing the

is

if

given properly

emphasized because

curriculum materials for

this

study and reviewing other attempts at similar instruction indicate that

terminal objectives need to be carefully chosen, an instructional strategy

needs

to

be developed, and the curriculum materials need to be properly

effective
developed and field tested in order to reasonably expect to develop

.

:
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curriculum materials
It is this

to

master

the invalid principles of conditional reasoning.

investigator’s opinion that

if

any of the above steps were omitted in

curriculum materials would not have been effective

this study, the

at the

ninety percent level.

Limitations of the Study

This study had certain limitations
1.

The curriculum materials were tested with a small sample.

Consequently, the generalizibility of this study to other populations
2.

is limited

Instruction involved only two principles of conditional reasoning

and movement along two

(of five)

dimensions of the reading setting of

deductive problems
3.

The students' retention

of the objectives

over a substantial

period of time, and their ability to transfer their learning to other situations

was not tested
4.

to other

The effectiveness

of the curriculum materials

was not compared

employing
approaches for achieving the objectives, such as approaches

manipulatives
Implications for Further Research

The following recommendations are made for
1.

additional research:

larger and more
The curriculum materials could be tested with

diverse samples
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2.

employ a

Curriculum materials which accomplish the same objectives
but

different instructional approach could be developed
and

the curriculum materials in this study.

compared

to

Comparison with materials employing

manipulatives is especially warranted
3.

It

could be tested whether the learning from the curriculum

materials transfers to the inverse principle
4.

It

could be tested whether the objectives of the curriculum

materials are retained by students over a substantial period
5.

It

to

more

difficult

reading settings

The curriculum materials could be expanded

principles and/or
7.

time

could be tested whether the learnings from the curriculum

materials transfer
6.

of

more

to include

more

difficult reading settings

Testing instruments could be developed to measure whether the

learnings of the curriculum materials are applied in one's daily
particularly affective areas.

If

life,

not, the curriculum materials could be

10.

expanded to include relevant applications.
8.

It

one’s affective
9.

could be further studied how deductive reasoning ability effects
life

Similar studies could be conducted concerning other mathematical

reasoning abilities, such as induction
Conclusion-oriented research could be conducted to further
establish the effectiveness of the curriculum materials

The investigator believes

that the following represents one

appropriate
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sequence for developing curriculum materials for secondary students

to

adequately cover the objectives of deductive reasoning:

Development of measurement techniques and/or instruments

1.

which measure the student's use
her

life,

of principles of deductive reasoning in his/

including both cognitive and affective areas.

Development of effective curriculum materials for teaching the

2.

five principles of conditional reasoning in simple

form

to

Junior High School

level students.

Development of effective curriculum materials for teaching students

3.

to apply the five principles in different content areas (cognitive and affective)

and in more

difficult contexts (for

The investigator believes

it is

example, premises implied by the context).

particularly important to emphasize the need

curriculum materials which

to develop

facilitate the student's application of

deductive reasoning skills in affective areas.
4.

methods
her daily

Development of effective curriculum materials for teaching students

of proof (including abstract proof) and

life (for

how

to apply the skills in his/

example, as a tool for examining values).

APPENDIX A

THE CURRICULUM MATERIALS

BOOKLET

1
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INTRODUCTION

The booklets which you will be working on
the next few davs
are designed to improve your ability to reason
deductively (logically)

and abstractly*

Hopefully, the booklets will help prepare you for

mathematics courses you will take in high school.
Instructions .
1.

In the booklets you will be asked several types of questions.

For some questions, you will be asked to fill in a blank.

That type of

question would be similar to the following question:

Question

:

Three added to four equals

,

A similar type of question will ask you to

fill in a blank, but you will

be given a choice of answers in parentheses.

parentheses will be the correct answer .
Question

:

One of the answers in

Here is an example:

Three added to four equals (six/seven/eight)

.

Another type of question will look like this:
Question

:

Three added to four equals (CHECK (>/) THE CORRECT ANSWER)
A.

six

B.

seven

C.

eight

For the above question you would put a

"7"

bv "B."

A similar type of question will look like this:

Question:

Three added to four (CHECK (>/) THE CORRECT ANSWER(S)):
A.

is less than ten

B.

equals nine

C.

equals seven
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For the above question you would put a ">/" by both "A."
and "C."

The

word "ANSWER(S)" implies that there may be more than one correct
answer;
sometimes there will be only one correct answer.
2,

Each

correct answer.

question (in the booklets) will be followed by the

You will be given

the problem you are working on.

a

marker to cover the answer for

DO NOT LOOK AHEAD TO THE ANSWER OF A

PROBLEM UNTIL YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE PROBLEM.
often

,

If vou look ahead to answers

you probably will not do well on the final test
3.

DO NOT HURRY THROUGH THE BOOKLETS.

question and explanation carefullv.

.

Be sure you read each

If you do not hurrv you will

increase your chances of being successful with the booklets.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE

)

)

:
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READ THIS FRAME CARETULLY.

Every sentence has a truth value; everv sentence
must be

either true or false.

The truth value of a true sentence is true
and

the truth value of a false sentence is false.

Sometimes you know the truth value of a sentence and sometimes

you do not.

For example, we know that the truth value of the sentence,

"Two plus two equals four.” is true.

On the other hand, we probably do

not know the truth value of the sentence, "It is raining in London
today."

So, as far as we know

,

the truth value of the sentence, "It is

raining in London today." may be true or false.
NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

Question.

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME.

What is the truth value of the following sentences.

(THE ANSWER "MAYBE" MEANS THAT THE TRUTH VALUE MAY BE EITHER TRUE OR
FALSE.
1.

"Mr. Hooper’s car is blue."

2.

"3 +

3.

"Abraham Lincoln was the first president of the United

5

=

8."

States."
4.

(

true / false /maybe

(true /false /maybe)

(true /false /maybe)

.

•

(true /false /maybe)

"Jim Sousa's sweater is red. "

The correct answers are
1.

maybe

2

.

true

3.

false

4

.

maybe

.
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Example .

If we know that the sentence, "Bill's hair is red." is
false,

then the sentence, "Bill’s hair is not red," is true.
Ques tion .

If the sentence "Linda has a white car." is true, then the

sentence

Linda does not have

,

a

white car." is (true/false)

The correct answer is FALSE.

Question .

If the sentence, "Sam is not 13 years old." is true, then

the sentence, "Sam is 13 vears old." is (true /false)

The correct answer is FALSE.

Question.

If the sentence, "Melinda does not like to ski." is false,

then the sentence, "Melinda likes to ski." is

The correct answer is TRUE.

READ THIS FRAME CAREFULLY.

Suppose we do not know whether the truth value of the sentence
"The woman is named Stephanie." is TRUE or FALSE.

Then we also do not

know whether the sentence "The woman is not named Stephanie." is TRUE
or FALSE.

Notice that if we knew that "The woman

is^

named Stephanie."

is TRUE, then we would know that "The woman is not named Stephanie." is

FALSE.

If we knew that "The woman is named Stephanie." is FALSE, then

we would know that "The woman is not named Stephanie." is TRUE.

IF WE DO NOT KNOW WHETHER
"The woman

is_

named Stephanie." is TRUE OR FALSE

THEN WE ALSO DO NOT KNOW WHETHER
"The woman is not named Stephanie." is TRUE OR FALSE
NO RESPONSE NECESSARY. CO TO NEXT FRAME.
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Question.

Suppose that we know that the sentence:

"The house is painted green." may be either TRUE OR FALSE.
Then the sentence:

"The house is not painted preen."

CHECK (>/) THE CORRECT ANSWER.
A.

IS TRUE

B.

IS FALSE

C.

MAY BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE

The correct answer is C.

If you answered incorrectly, read the preceding

two frames again.

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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READ CAREFULLY

Recall that every sentence has one of two possible
truth values;
TRUE OR FALSE.

(Remember MAYBE is not a truth value; MAYBE means
that

we do not know the truth value of a sentence;
that is, the sentence may
be either TRUE OR FALSE.)

If we have two different sentences, then there are four
possible

combinations of truth values for the two sentences.

For example, for

the two sentences "The boy is named Steven" and "The bov is
13 years

old," here are the four possible combinations of truth values for the
two sentences:

Possibility

1.

"The boy is named Steven." is TRUE and
"The boy is 13 years old." is TRUE

Possibility

2.

"The boy is named Steven." is TRUE and
"The boy is 13 years old." is FALSE

Possibility

3.

"The boy is named Steven." is FALSE and
"The boy is 13 years old." is TPUE

Possibility 4.

"The boy is named Steven." is FALSE and
"The boy is 13 years old." is FALSE

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY. GO TO THE NEXT FRAME.

:
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The four possible combinations of truth values
for the two

sentences "The book has a brown cover." and "The book is
Betty’s." are:
1.

"The book has

a

brown cover." is TRUE and

"The book is Betty’s." is TRUE
2.

"The book has a brown cover." is TRUE and

"The book is Betty’s." is FALSE
3.

"The book has a brown cover." is FALSE and

"The book is Bettv’s." is TRUE
4.

"The book has a brown cover." is

and

"The book is Betty’s." is

Here are the correct answers
4.

"The book has a brown cover." is FALSE and
"The book is Betty's." is FALSE

What are the four possible combinations of truth values for the

two sentences "Carol is Jeff’s sister." and "Carol has brown hair."?
1.

"Carol is Jeff's sister." is

and

"Carol has brown hair." is
2.

"Carol is Jeff's sister," is

and

"Carol has brown hair." is
3.

"Carol is Jeff's sister." is

and

"Carol has brown hair." is
4
4.

"Carol is Jeff's sister." is

"Carol has brown hair." is

and

)

:

:
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The four combinations are
1.

"Carol is Jeff’s sister." is TRUE and
"Carol has brown hair." is TRUE

2.

"Carol is Jeff’s sister." is TRUE and
"

3.

Carol has brown hair." is FALSE

"Carol is Jeff's sister." is FALSE and

"Carol has brown hair." is TRUE
4.

"Carol is Jeff's sister." is FALSE and
"Carol has brown hair." is FALSE

(You did not have to list your answers in the same order.

you may have listed

4

For example,

first, then 2, then 3, then 1.)

Reminder
If a question includes the following directions:

CHECK (>/

CORRECT ANSWER(S), then there may be more than one correct answer.

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME.
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Example .

Suppose we know that the sentence,

"Harriet is Shirley’s sister.” is TRUE,
and suppose we do not know whether the sentence,

"Harriet has blue eyes." is TRUE OR FALSE.
Then the following two combinations of truth values of the
two sentences
are possible
1.

:

"Harriet is Shirley's sister." is TRUE and
"Harriet has blue eyes." is TRUE.

2.

"Harriet is Shirley's sister." is TRUE and
"Harriet has blue eyes." is FALSE.

The following two combinations are not possible (because they claim

that "Harriet is Shirley’s sister." is FALSE):
1.

"Harriet is Shirley's sister." is FALSE and
"Harriet has blue eyes." is TRUE,

and

2.

"Harriet is Shirley's sister." is FALSE and

"Harriet has blue eyes." is FALSE.

Question .

Suppose we know that the sentence, "The pencil is Greg's." is

TRUE and we do not know whether the sentence, "The pencil is red." is
TRUE OR FALSE.

Then which of the following combinations is possible?

(CHECK (>/) THE CORRECT ANSWER(S))
A.

"The pencil is Greg's," is TRUE and
"The pencil is red." is FALSE.

B.

"The pencil is Greg's." is FALSE and
"The pencil is red." is FALSE.

C.

"The pencil is Greg's." is TRUE and

"The pencil is red." is TRUE.
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A and C are the correct answers.

Question.

Suppose we know that the sentence,

"PeRgy is in Ms. Tyler's class." is TRUE
and suppose we do not know whether the sentence,

"Peggy is 15 years old." is TRUE OR FALSE.
Then which of the following combinations is possible?

CHECK (\/

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

"Peggy is in Ms. Tvler's class." is TRUE and
"Peggv is 15 years old." is FALSE.

B.

"Peggy is in Ms. Tyler's class." is FALSE and
"Peggy is 15 years old." is FALSE.

C.

"Peggy is in Ms. Tyler's class." is FALSE and

"Peggy is 15 years old." is TRUE.
D.

"Peggy is in Ms. Tyler's class." is TRUE and

"Peggy

Is

15

years old." is TRUE.

A and D are the correct answers

)
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Example .

Suppose that we know
"Mike

is_ a

th.it

the senteiu-o

teacher." is TRUE

and suppose we do not know whether the sentence,

"Mike lives in New York." is TRUE OR FALSE.
Then the following two combinations of truth values of the sentences
Mike is n ot a teacher," and "Mike lives in New York," are possible:
1.

"Mike is not a teacher." is FALSE and
"Mike lives in New York." is TRUE.

2.

"Mike is not a teacher." is FALSE and
"Mike lives in New York." is FALSE.

(Because we know that if "Mike

is_ a

teacher." is TRUE, then "Mike is not

a teacher." must be FALSE .)

The following two combinations are not possible (because they

claim that "Mike is not a teacher." is TRUE):
1.

"Mike is not a teacher." is TRUE and
"Mike lives in New York," is TRUE.

2.

"Mike is not a teacher." is TRUE and

"Mike lives in New York." is FALSE,

Question .

Suppose that we know that the sentence,

"The car

is^ a

Ford." is TRUE

and suppose we do not know whether the sentence
"The car is Mr. Walker’s." is TRUE OR FALSE.
Then which of the following combinations is possible?

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

"The car is not a Ford." is TRUE and

"The car is Mr. Walker'
B.

ft

•

is FALSE.

"The car is not a Ford." is FALSE and
"The car is Mr. Walker'

D.

is TRUE.

"The car is not a Ford," is TRUE and
"The car is Mr. Walker'

c.

t»

•

t»

•

is TRUE.

"The car is not a Ford." is FALSE and
"The car is Mr. Walker's" is FALSE

CHECK

(y/

)
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C and D are

Example .

the correct answers.

Suppose that we know that the sentence,

"Jonathon

is^

Tom's brother." is TRUE

and suppose we do not know whether the sentence,

"Jonathon has brown hair." is TRUE OR FALSE.

Question .

Which of the following combinations is possible?

THE CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

"Jonathon is not Tom's brother." is TRUE and
"Jonathon has brown hair." is FALSE.

B.

"Jonathon is not Tom's brother." is FALSE and
"Jonathon has brown hair." is FALSE.

C.

"Jonathon is not Tom's brother." is TRUE and
"Jonathon has brown hair." is TRUE.

B is the correct

answer.

CHECK (v/)
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For some students the question in this frame
might be more

difficult than previous questions.
more time on this frame.

You might have to spend a little

If vou cannot answer the question it is
okay

to go to the answer frame for the answer.
Suppose we are given the following information:
At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false.

Statement

1.

"Wendy is not 15 years old."

Statement

2.

"Wendy has black hair."

Then the following three combinations of truth values of the

two statements are possible.

(ONE COMBINATION IS GIVEN, VJPITE IN THE

OTHER TWO POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS.)
1.

"Wendy is not 15 years old." is TRUE and
"Wendy has black hair." is TRIE.

2

.

3.

The two correct combinations are:
1.

"Wendy is not 15 years old." is TRUE and
"Wendy has black hair." is FALSE.

2.

"Wendy is not 15 years old," is FALSE and
"Wendy has black hair." is TRUE.
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Question .

Suppose we are given the following information:

Then which of the following combinations is possible?

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

"The bike is not Pat’s." is TRUE and
"The bike is blue." is TRUE.

B.

"The bike is not Pat’s." is FALSE and

"The bike is blue." is FALSE.
C.

"The bike is not Pat’s." is TRUE and
"The bike is blue." is FALSE.

D.

"The bike is not Pat’s." is FALSE and
"The bike is blue." is TRUE.

The correct answers are A, C, and

D

CHECK (>/) THE

,

,
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Question,

Suppose that we know that the sentence

"The dog is Sharon's." is TRUE

and suppose we do not know whether the sentence
"The dog is brown." is TRUE OR FALSE.
Then which of the following combinations is possible?

CHECK (^

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

"The dog is not Sharon's." is TRUE and
"The dog is brown." is TRUE.

B.

"The dog is not Sharon's." is TRUE and

"The dog is brown." is FALSE,
C.

"The dog is not Sharon’s." is FALSE and

"The dog is brown." is TRUE.

The correct answer is C.

Question.

Suppose you are given the following information:

"Joe is in second grade." is TRUE.

CHECK

()

WHICH OF THE THREE POSSIBILITIES COULD BE TRUE.
A.

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." is TRUE and
"Joe is in second grade." is TRUE.

B.

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." is TRUE and

"Joe is in second grade." is FALSE.
C.

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." is FALSE and
"Joe is in second grade," is TRUE.

The correct answers are A and C

)
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Question

.

Suppose we are given the following information:

At least one of the following two
statements is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

Statement

1.

"The rabbit is not Leah’s.”

Statement

2.

"The rabbit has long ears.”

What are the possible combinations of truth values
for the two statements

The three possible combinations are
1.

"The rabbit is not Leah's.” is TRIE and

"The rabbit has long ears.” is TRUE.
2.

"The rabbit is not Leah's.” is TRUE and
"The rabbit has long ears.” is FALSE.

3.

"The rabbit is not Leah's.” is FALSE and

"The rabbit has long ears.” is TRUE

"
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Question

.

Suppose you know that the sentence,

"The fish is Janet's." is TRUE.
Then which of the following combinations
is possible?

(vO

CHECK

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A*

"T

he fish is not Janet's." is TRUE and

"The fish is a swordtail." is TRUE.
B.

"The fish is not Janet's." is TRUE and
"The fish is a swordtail." is FALSE.

C.

" The

fish is not Janet's." is FALSE and

"The fish is a swordtail." is TRUE.

The correct answer is C.

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.

I.

Both may be true.

Statement

1.

Statement 2.

Both cannot be false:
"The fishing pole is not Jof's."

"The fishing pole is lightweight."

The following statement is TRUE .

II.

"The fishing pole is lightweight .

Which of the following combinations of truth values of

Question .
statement

1

and statement

2

could still be true:

CHECK (v/

)

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

"The fishing pole is not Jof's" is TRUE and
"The fishing pole is lightweight." is TRUE.

B.

"The fishing pole is not Jof's." is TRUE and
"The fishing pole is lightweight." is FALSE.

C.

"The fishing pole is not Jof's." is FALSE and
"The fishing pole is lightweight." is TRUE.

THE
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The correct answers are A and C.

Example

Suppose you know that

.

One of the following two possibilities is true
P os sibilitv 1.

"The ball is Roger's." is TRUE and
"The ball is brown." is TRUE.

Possibility 2.

"The ball is Roger's." is TRUE and

"The ball is brown." is FALSE.

Then, "The ball is Roger's." is TRUE, because "The ball is
Roger's." is TRUE in both possibility

1 and

possibility

2.

Therefore,

no matter which possibility is true, VThe ball is Roger's." will be TRUE.
However, "The ball is brown." may be either TRUE OR FALSE.
Notice that if possibility 1 is true, then "The ball is brown." is TRUE

however, if possibility
Question .

2

is true, then "The ball is brown." is FALSE.

Suppose vou know that

One of the following two possibilities is true:

Possibility

1.

"Penny is 14 years old." is TRUE and
"Penny has brown hair." is TRUE.

Possibilitv

2.

"Penny is 14 years old." is FALSE and
"Penny has brown hair." is TRUE.

Then what is the truth value of the following sentences?

(THE ANSWER

"MAYBE" MEANS THAT THE TRUTH VALUE MAY BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.)
1.

"Penny is 14 years old." is

2.

"Penny has brown hair." is

(

(

TRUE /FALSE /MAYBE )

TRUE/FALSE /MAYBE )

.

.

:

:
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The correct answers are
!•

"Penny is 14 years old." is MAYBE.

2.

"Penny has brown hair." is TRUE.

Suppose you know that:

Question.

statement

Then what combination of truth values of statement
2

is possible?

The correct answer is
1.

"Ms, Hegy does not go to the bank." is FALSE and
"Ms. Hegy meets Ms.

Axler," is TRUE.

1

and

:
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Suppose you know that:
One of the following two possibilities
is true:

Possibility

1.

"Lorraine

is^

Jim's sister." is TRUE and

"Lorraine is a good skater." is TRUE,
or Possibility 2,

——

.

"Lorraine

is^

Jim's sister." is TRUE and

"Lorraine is a good skater." is FALSE.

Then what is the truth value of the following
sentences?

(THE

ANSWER "MAYBE" MEANS THAT THE TRUTH VALUE MAY BE
EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.)
1.

"Lorraine is not Jim's sister." is (TRUE/FALSE/
MAYBE)

2.

.

"Lorraine is a good skater." is (TRUE/FALSE/
MAYBE)

The correct answers are
1.

"Lorraine is not Jim's sister." is FALSE.

2.

"Lorraine is a good skater," is MAYBE,

.

:
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Suppose you know that

:

—

One of the following two possibilities is true:

Possibility

1.

—

"The animal is a gerbil." is TRUE and
"The animal is not Sally's." is FALSE,

or Possibility

"The animal is a gerbil." is TRUE and

.2.

"The animal is not Sally's." is TRUE.

-

Then what is the truth value of the following sentences?

(THE

ANSWER "MAYBE" MEANS THAT THE TRUTH VALUE MAY BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.)
1.

2.

"The animal is a gerbil" is (TRUE /FALSE /MAYBE)
"The animal is Sally’s." is

(

.

TRUE /FALSE /MAYBE)

The correct answers are:
1.

"The animal is a gerbil." is TRUE.

2.

"The animal is Sally's." is MAYBE

READ THIS FRAME CAREFULLY.

Suppose you know that
At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both may

Both cannot be false.

be true.
1.

"Mr. Hunter is not a teacher."

2.

"Mr, Hunter has black hair,"

Suppose you also know that the sentence "Mr. Hunter is not a

teacher." is FALSE.

Then the sentence "Mr. Hunter has black hair." must

be true (because at least one of the two statements is true)
be false (because then both statement 1 and statement

Remember both statements cannot be false
NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

2

,

it cannot

would be false.

)

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME.
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Suppose you know that:
At least one of the followinp two statements is true.

be true.

II,

Both may

Both cannot be false:

1.

’’Steven likes to swim."

2,

"Steven plays the piano."

The followinp statement is true,

"Steven plays the piano.
Then the followinp combinations of truth values of statements
1 and 2

are possible;

Possibility

1.

"Steven likes to swim." is TRUE and

"Steven plays the piano." is TRUE.

Possibility 2.

"Steven likes to swim." is FALSE and
"Steven plays the piano." is TRUE.

Therefore, the truth value of the sentence "Steven likes to
swim." is (TRUE /FALSE /MAY BE)

The correct answer is MAYBE

:
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Suppose you know that:

~

—

At least one of the following two statements
is true.

be true.

II.

!Toth

may

Both cannot be false:

1.

"The dog is not black."

2.

"The dog is Ann’s."

The following statement is true,

"The dog is black."
Then only the following combination of truth values of

statements

1

and

2

is possible:

"The dog is not black." is

"The dog

is^

and

Ann’s," is

,

Therefore, the truth value of the sentence "The dog is not
Ann’s." is (TRUE /FALSE /MAYBE)

.

The correct answers are

"The dog is not black." is FALSE and
"The dog is Ann’s." is TRUE .
The truth value of the sentence "The dog is not Ann’s," is

FALSE
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Suppose you know that:

~

^

least one of the following two statements
is true.

be true.

II.

Both may

Both cannot be false:

1.

" Alice

2.

"Alice is 16 years old.”

plays the cello.”

The followinp statement is true,

"Alice is 16 years old, ”
Then, the following combinations of truth values for
statements
1 and 2

are possible:

Possibility

1.

"Alice plays the cello.” is TRUE and
"Alice is 16 years old.” is TRUE,

or Possibility 2.

"Alice plays the cello.” is
"Alice is 16 years old.” is

and
.

Therefore, the truth value of the sentence "Alice plays the
cello." is (TRUE /FALSE /MAYBE)

.

The correct answers are:

Possibility

1.

"Alice plays the cello." is TRUE and
"Alice is 16 years old." is TRUE,

or Possibility 2,

"Alice plays the cello." is FALSE and
"Alice is 16 years old." is TRUE.

The truth value of the sentence "Alice plays the cello." is

MAYBE

BOOKLET

2
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INTRODUCTION

In this booklet you will learn how
to do problems similar to

some of the problems you answered incorrectly
on the test you took

before starting booklet

booklet

1.

1.

This booklet is somewhat different than

You will be given a problem (or a group of problems)
to do

and depending on your answer(s) you will be told what
page to go to

next.

Also, this booklet will contain longer explanations
(one or two

pages) of problems answered incorrectly.

TO DO WELL IN THIS BOOKLET,

IT IS IMPORTANT TO READ THE EXPLANATIONS CAREFULLY .

Sometimes you may

need to read an explanation more than once.
Most students make more mistakes in this booklet than in

booklet

1.

So, if you do make mistakes, do not become overly concerned,

other students are probably making similar mistakes.

However, do read

the explanation of problems you answered incorrectly careful ly

.
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The first problem in this booklet may
very well be one that

you can already solve correctly.

The reason for including the problem

is to show you the process a mathematician
might use to solve the same

Problem.

because

Read th e explanation of how the problem is solved
carefully
if

,

you understand the explanation, you may be able to apply
the

process to more difficult problems (in this booklet) that
you probably

would otherwise answer in cor re ct 1 v

:

:
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Here’s the problem (-just read the problem;
do not work it out):

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true
Both cannot be false
1.
"Jerrv's house is not on Green Street,"
2.
"Jerry's house is painted white."
II.
The following statement is true.
"Jerrv's house is on Green Street."
Question
Then would this be true ?
"Jerry's house is painted white."
I.

.

The correct answer to this problem is "YES," "Jerry’s
house is

painted white." is TRUE.
Here’s how the problem can be solved:
First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by

combining the information in
In the problem, I.

I

and II.

Here's how:

implies that the following combinations

of truth values of statements 1 and

2

are possible (Notice that in each

of the possibilities, at least one of the two statements is true):

Possibility

"Jerry's house is not on Green Street." is TRUE
1.
and "Jerry's house is painted white." is TRUE.

Possibilitv 2.

"Jerrv's house is not on Green Street is TRUE
and "Jerry's house is painted white." is FALSE.

Possibilitv

"Jerrv's house is not on Green Street." is FALSE
3.
and "Jerrv's house is painted white." is TRUE.

We can combine the information in I. and II. by using the infor-

mation in II. to eliminate one or more of the three possibilities (in
the box above) implied by I.

Notice that II. tells us that:

"Jerry's

house is on Green Street." is TRUE, which means that:
"Jerry's house is not on Green Street." must be FALSE. ^

Therefore, only possibility

possibilities

1

and

2

3

can be true.

(We can eliminate

because they claim that "Jerry's house is not

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

-
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on Green Street." is TRUE.)

So, the information in I. and II. can be

combined to the following:

Possibilitv

3.

"Jerry's house is not on Green Street." is FALSE

and "Jerry's house is painted white." is TRUE.

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is much easier to solve.

I.

and II., the

Remember the question was:

According to the information above,
"Jerrv's house is painted white," is TRUE;

therefore, the correct answer is YES,

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY
GO TO THE NEXT FRAME

,
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In this frame you will be given a problem to solve.

Because

this problem is more difficult than the previous problem, you will be

given four possible answers:

YES, NO^ MAYBE and NOT SURE.

NOT SURE

means "I am not sure what the correct answer is to this problem."

Here’s the problem:

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Sara lives in Chicago."
1.
"Sara is not David’s aunt."
2.
II.
The following statement is true
"Sara lives in Chicago."
Question: Then would this be true?
"Sara is David’s aunt."
I.

(Circle the correct answer.)
YES

NO

MAYBE

NOT SURE

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTION, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE

162
The correct answer is MAYBE.

page

If you answered correctly go to

8, if you answered incorrectly go to page

6.

:

:
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Your answer to problem

2

was incorrect.

Don't worry!

is one of the most difficult problems
in this workbook.

out the solution together.

Problem

2

Let us figure

Here is the problem again:

Suppose you know that:
I.

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false
1.
"Sara lives in Chicago."

"Sara is not David's aunt."
The following statement is true,
"Sara lives in Chicago."
Then would this be true?
"Sara is David’s aunt."
2.

II.

Question

The correct answer is MAYBE.

Here is how the problem is solved:
First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in

I

and II.

Here's how:

In the problem, I. tells us that the following combinations of

truth values of statements 1 and

2

are possible (notice that in each of

the possibilities at least one of the two statements is true^

:

Possibility

"Sara lives in Chicago is TRUE 4
and "Sara is not David's aunt." is TRUE.
1.

or Possibility 2.
"Sara lives in Chicago." is TRUE ^
and "Sara is not David's aunt." is FALSE.
or Possibility

"Sara lives in Chicago." is FALSE
3.
and "Sara is not David's aunt." is TRUE,

II. tells us that:

"Sara lives in Chicago." must be TRUE.
Therefore, only possibility

1 and

possibility

.J

4
2

can be true.

(We

can eliminate possiblity 3 because it claims that "Sara lives in
Chicago.'is FALSE.)

:

n
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So the information in I. and II, can be combined
to the

following

Possibility

1.
"Sara lives in Chicago." is TRUE
and "Sara is not David's aunt," is TRUE,

or Possibility 2, "Sara lives in Chicago." is TRUE
and "Sara is not David's aunt," is FALSE .
Now that we have combined the information in

problem is much easier to solve.

If possibility 1 was true

I.

and II., the

Remember, the question was:

then we would know that the statement:

,

"Sara is not David's aunt." is true .
which means that the statement:

"Sara is David's aunt." is false .
Then the correct answer would be "NO."
On the other hand, if possibility

2

was true, then we would know that

the statement:

"Sara is not David's aunt." is false

,

which means that the statement:
"Sara is David's aunt." is true .
Then the correct answer would be "YES."

However, WE DO NOT KNOW FOR SURE WHICH POSSIBILITY IS TRUE.
So, "Sara is David's aunt." may be true (possibility 2) or false

(possibility 1).

Therefore, the correct answer is "MAYBE."

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Try the following problem:

(CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.)

Suppose you know that:
least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The dog is Jim's.”
1.
"The dog is not brown.”
2.
II.
The following statement is true:
"The dop is not Jim's.”
Question: Then would this be true?
"The dog is brown.”
I,

YES

At

NO

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTION,
GO TO THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE
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The correct answer is "NO."

If you answered correctly ro to p. 12.
If you answered incorrectly 50 to p. 10.
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Your answer was incorrect.
from the first two problems.
time.

This problem is somewhat different

Many students miss this type the first

Let us try the problem topether.

Here is the problem (DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the followinp two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Roth cannot be false:
"The dog is Jim's."
1.
"The dog is not brown,"
2.
II.
The following statement is true,
"The dop is not Jim's."
Question:
Then would this be true?
"The dog is brown,"
I.

The correct answer to this problem is "NO," "The dog is brown."
is

FALSE.

Here is how the problem can be solved:

First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in

I.

In the nroblem, I.

truth values of statements

Possibilitv

and II.

tells
1

and

\is

2

Here's how:

that the following combinations of
are possible:

"The dog is Jim's." is TRUE
1.
and "The dop, is not brown." is TRUE.

"The dog is Jim's," is TRUE
and "The dop is not brown." is FALSE.

Possibility 2.

Possibility

"The dop is Jim's." is FALSE <
and "The dop is not brown." is TRUE.
3.

II. tells us that:

"The dog is not Jim's." is TRUE,

which means that
"The dog is Jim's." must be FALSE.

^

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PACE

Therefore, onlv possibility

possibilities
TRUE.)

1

3

can be true.

(We can eliminate

and 2 because they claim that "The dog is Jim's."
is

So, the information in I. and II. can be combined to the

following:
"The dog is Jim's." is FALSE
and "The dog is not brown." is TRUE.

^

—

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is much easier to solve.

I.

and II. the

Remember, the question was:

According to the information above
"The dog is not brown." is TRUE

Therefore, "The dog is brown." must be FALSE.
So, the correct answer is "NO."

no TO THE NEXT PAGE.

—

*
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Try the following four problems.

1.

For each one, circle the

answer that you think is correct .
Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true. Both cannot be false:
" Jane's toy is red,”
1.
2.
" Jane’s toy is not a fire truck."
The following statement is true,
"Jane’s toy is a fire truckT"

I.

II.

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"Jane's toy is not red."
YES

2.
3.

NO

Suppose you

that:

At least one o^ the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class."
1.
"Joe is in a second grade class."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Joe is in a second grade class."

I.

II.

Question:

knov;

MAYBE

Then would this be true?

"Joe is in Mr. Harris' class,"

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both mav be true.
"The woman is not George's sister."
1.
"The woman is named Jennifer."
2.
The following statement is true ,
^
"The woman is George's sister.
1

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The woman is named Jennifer."

YES

NO

MAYBE

4.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true. Both cannot be false.
1.
’’Janet’s toy is broken,"
2.
"Janet's toy is not a doll."
The following statement is true,
"Janet's toy is broken."

Then would this be true?

"Janet's toy is a doll."
YES

NO

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED THE FOUR
PROBLEMS, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE
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ANSWERS:

1.

Count the

nuiriber

NO

2.

MAYBE

3.

YES

of questions you answered correctly.

If you had 4 correct turn to p. 47.
If you had

3

or less correct turn to p. 15.

MAYBE
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In the following pages, correct
solutions to the four problems
on p.

12

will be explained.

When you finish those pages, you will be

given five additional problems to try.
CAREFULLY.

So, READ THE FOLLOWING FRAMES

Some frames you may have to read more than
once.

It is recommended that you only read those
frames which review

the probl ems you did incorrectly .

You may turn back to p. 14 to find

out which problems you had incorrect.

16-17; problem

2

on pn.

18-19; problem

Problem 1 is explained on pp.
3

on pp. 20-21; problem 4 on

pp. 22-23.

When you have completed reviewing the problems, turn to p. 24.

s

:

"

"
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Here’s problem

Solution:

1

(DO MOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

The correct answer is "NO.”

Here is how the problem is

solved
First , we can convert the problem to an easier problem bv com-

bining the information in

I.

and II.

Here's how:

In the problem, I. tells us that the following combinations of

truth values of statements 1 and

Possibility

2

are possible:

"Jane's toy is red. is TRUE
and "Jane s toy is not a firetruck." is TRUE.
1.

'

"Jane's tov is red." is TRUE
or Possibility 2.
toy is not a firetruck." is FALSE.
and "Jane
'

or Possibility

"Jane
toy is red." is FALSE
3.
and "Jane's toy is not a firetruck.
'

is TRUE.

II. tells us that:

"Jane's toy is a firetruck." is TRUE,

which implies that:
"Jane's tov is not a firetruck." must be FALSE.
So, only possibility

2

can be true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.

<
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Therefore

,

the information in I. and II. can be combined to

the following:

"Jane’s toy is red." is TRUE

^

and "Jane's toy is a f i retruck." is FALSE.
Now that we have combined the information in

problem is much easier to solve.

I.

and II., the

Remember, the question was:

Would this be true?
"Jane's toy is not red."
YES

When we combined

NO
I

MAYBE

and II we found that:

"Jane's tov is red." is TRUE,^

therefore, "Jane's toy is not red." is FALSE.
is "NO."

So the correct answer

» ^

:

Here’s problem

2

(

DO NOT ANSWLR THE
QUESTION):

Suppose you know that
Z
*

:

:

is true -

’

,,

Then would this be
true?

— oe
Solution

"J~
,

V
Question

^

?£r*

-lass."
class."
,
The f
following Statement is
true
Joe is in a second
grade cl^T*"
2.'

XX

" 0t ln Hr ’ Harris
in a secon d grade

is in Mr.

Harris

’

cla «c .

The correct answer
is "MAYBE.”

He re is how the pTOblfim

is solved

First, we can convert the
xne nrohl^m
problem +to an easier problem
by combining the information in
I. and II.
Here’s how:
In the problem. I.

truth values of statements

Possibility

||

2

and

Possibility

—

3

—

tells us that the following
combinations of
1

and 2 are possible:

Joe is not in Mr. Harris'
class." is TRUE
Joe is
a second grade class."
is FALSE.

m

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris’
class." is FALSE
Joe is
a second grade class."
is TRUE.^-

m

II. states that:

"Joe is in a second grade class."
must be true,

therefore, only possibility

1 and 3 can be

true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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%

So, the information in

I

and II, can be combined to the

,

following:

,

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is easier to solve.

I,

and II., the

Remember, the question was:

If possibility 1 is true, then we would know that:
"Joe is not in Mr. Harris’ class." is TRUE,

which means that
"Joe is in Mr. Harris’

class." is FALSE.

Then the correct answer would be "NO."

However, if possibility

is true, then

3

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." would be FALSE

which means that
"Joe is in Mr. Harris'

class." is TRUE.

Then the correct answer would be "YES."

However, WE DO NOT KNOW FOR SURE WHICH POSSIBILITY IS TRUE.
So the statement "Joe is in Mr. Harris' class." mav be true or false

Therefore, the correct answer is

" MAYBE ."

.

:

:
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Here's problem

3

(DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):
"

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

”

"

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The woman is not George's sister."
2.
"The woman is named Jennifer."
The following statement is true,
"The woman is George's sister."

Then would this be true?

'

"The woman is named Jennifer ."

Solution:

The correct answer is "YES."

Here is how the problem is

solved
First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in
In the problem, I.

I.

and II.

Here's how:

tells us that the following combinations

of truth values are possible

Possibility

"The woman is not George's sister." is TRUE
1.
and "The woman is named Jennifer." is TRUE,

Possibility 2.

"The woman is not George's sister." is TRUE
and "The woman is named Jennifer." is FALSE •

Possibility

"The woman is not George's sister." is FALSE
3.
and "The woman is named Jennifer." is TRUE.

<-

II. tells us that:

"The woman is George's sister," is TRUE,

which means that the statement:
"The woman is not George's sister." is FALSE. <-

Therefore, only possibility

3

can be true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.

1
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So, the information in I. and II. can
be contained to the

following
"The woman is not George's sister." is FALSE

and "The woman is named Jennifer." is TRUE.

^

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is much easier to solve.

I.

and II., the

Remember the question was:
«

Would this be true?
"The woman is named Jennifer."
YES

NO

MAYBE

When we combined the information in I. and II., we found that

"The woman is named Jennifer." is TRUE.<

Therefore, the correct answer is "YES."

:

:
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Here is problem 4 (DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Janet's toy is broken."
Janet's toy is not a doll."
2.
The following statement is true,
"Janet's toy is broken."

Then would this be true?

"Janet's toy is a doll."
Solution:

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Here's how the problem is

solved
First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in
In the problem, I.

I.

and II.

Here's how:

tells us that the following combinations of

truth values are possible

^

Possibility 1. "Janet s toy is broken," is TRUE
and "Janet's toy is not a doll. " is TRUE.
'

4

Possibility

2.

Possibility

"Janet's toy is broken." is FALSE
3.
and "Janet's toy is not a doll. " is TRUE.

"Janet's toy is broken." is TRUE
and "Janet's toy is not a doll. " is FALSE.

II. states that "Janet's toy is broken," is TRUE^-

Therefore, onlv possibilities

1

and

2

can be true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

—

:
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So, the information in I. and II. can be
combined to the

following

Possibility

1.
"Janet's toy is broken." is TRUE
and "Janet's toy is not a doll." is TRUE.

Possibility 2.

"Janet's toy is broken." is TRUE
and "Janet's toy is not a doll." is FALSE.

.....

Now that we have combined the information in

I.

and II., the

problem is much easier to solve.
Remember, the question was:

If possibility

1

is true, then we

would know that:

"Janet's toy is not a doll." is TRUE,

which means that:
"Janet's toy is a doll." is FALSE.
Then the correct answer would be "NO."
But, if possibility 2 is true, then

"Janet's toy is not

doll." is FALSE,

a

which means that:
"Janet's toy is

a

doll." is TRUE,

Then the correct answer would be "YES."

However, WE DO NOT KNOW FOR SURE WHICH POSSIBILITY IS TRUE .
So, the statement, "Janet's toy is a doll." may be true or false .

Therefore, the correct answer is

"

MAYBE ."

00 TO THE NEXT PAGE

,

:

Trv the following five problems.

1,

For each one, circle the

answer that you think is correc t
Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Joan does not go to the library."
1.
2.
"Joan meets Susan."
The following statement is true,
"Joan meets Susan."

I.

II.

Question

Then would this be true?

:

"Joan goes to the library."
YES
2.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true
Both cannot be false
"Zachary is Cheryl's brother."
1.
"Zachary does not have red hair."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Zachary is not Cheryl's brother."

I.

.

II,

Question:

Then would this be true?

"Zachary does not have red hair."
NO

YES
3.

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"The rabbit is not Leah's."
1.
"The rabbit has long ears."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"The rabbit is Leah's."
At

Then would this be true?
"The rabbit has long ears."

YES

NO

MAYBE

4.

Suppose you know that:
I*

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
1.
"The fishing pole is not Jof's."
2.
"The fishing pole is lightweight."
The following statement is true,
"The fishing pole is Jof’s. 7?

Then would this be true?

"The fishing pole is not lightweight."

YES

5.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

Question

:

At least one of the

following two statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false:
"The doll is not Sharon's."
1.
"The doll has black hair."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The doll has black hair."
Then would this be true?

"The doll is Sharon’s."
YES

NO

MAYBE

WUEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE FIVE PROBLEMS, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1.

MAYBE

2.

YES

3.

YES

4.

NO

Count the number of questions you answered correctly.
If you had

5

correct turn to p. 43.

If you had 4 or less correct turn to p. 27.

5.

MAYBE
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On the following pages, you will be given
five problems to do,

one at a time.

For the first three problems, you will be given help.

(The problems will be divided into three parts and you
will do one

part at a time.)

The final two problems you will do vourself.

you have finished the five problems, you will be given the last
in this booklet .

So, READ THE FOLLOWING PAGES CAREFULLY.

you may have to read more than once.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

When
t est

Some pages

,

:

"
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Here’s problem 1:

(DO NOT ANSWER THE PROBLEM)

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question

At least one of the following two statements
is true.

Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Joan does not go to the library."
1.
Joan meets Susan."
2.
The following statement is true
"Joan meets Susan."

Then would this be true?

"Joan goes to the library."
YES

NO

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

MAYBE
Let us do the problem together:

First, I. tells us that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Joan does not go to the library."
1.
"Joan meets Susan."
2.

I.

From I., the following three combinations of truth values of

statements
1.

1

and

2

are possible:

"Joan does not go to the library." is

and "Joan meets Susan." is
2.

•'Joan

does not go to the library." is

and "Joan meets Susan." is
3.

•

"Joan does not go to the library.

and "Joan meets Susan." is

•

is

•

00 TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE CORRECT ANSWERS
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Your answer is correct if you included
the following three
possibilities
1.

'Moan does not go to the library." is
TRUE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.
2.

"Joan does not go to the library." is TRUE

and "Joan meets Susan." is FALSE.
3.

"Joan does not go to the library." is FALSE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.

From II., we know that:
"Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.
GIVEN THAT INFORMATION, CHECK

(

>/

THE COMBINATION S

)

FROM

ARE STILL POSSIBLE:
A.

"Joan does not go to the library." is TRUE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.
B.

"Joan does not go to the library." is TRIE

and "Joan meets Susan." is FALSE.
C.

"Joan does not go to the library." is FALSE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE CORRECT ANSWER(S)

I

.

WHICH
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The correct answers are "A" and "C."
A.

"Joan does not go to the library." is TRUE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.
C.

"Joan does not go to the library." is FALSE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.
oince only A. and
II.

C.

are possible, the information in I. and

can be combined to the following:

Possibility

1.

"Joan does not go to the library." is TRUE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.

Possibility 2.

"Joan does not go to the library." is FALSE

and "Joan meets Susan." is TRUE.

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is easier to solve.

I.

and II., the

Remember, the question was:

Would this be true?
"Joan goes to the library."

NO

YES

So the correct answer is (YES /NO/MAYBE)

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE
•
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Here’s problem 2:

(DO HOT ANSWER THE PROBLEM)

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.

I.

"Zachary is Cheryl’s brother."
"Zachary does not have red hair."
The following statement is true,
"Zachary is not Cheryl's brother."
1.

2.

II.

Question

Then would this be true?

:

"Zachary does not have red hair."

|

^

NO

The correct answer is "YES."

MAYBE
Let us do the problem together.

First, I. tells us that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.

I.

Both may be true.

Both cannot be false.

1.

"Zachary is Cheryl's brother,"

2.

"Zachary does not have red hair."

From I., the following three combinations of truth values of

statements

1

and

2

are possible:

1.

2

.

3.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE CORRECT ANSWER

:
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Your answer is correct if you included
the following three

possibilities
!•

"Zachary is Cheryl's brother." is TRUE

and "Zacharv does not have red hair." is
TRUE.
2.

"Zachary is Cheryl's brother." is TRUE

and "Zachary does not have red hair." is FALSE.
3.

"Zacharv is Cheryl's brother." is FALSE

and "Zacharv does not have red hair." is TRUE.

Remember the problem:
Suppose you know that:
I

•

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Zachary is Cheryl's brother."
2.
"Zachary does not have red hair."
The following statement is true,
"Zachary is not Cheryl's brother."

Then would this be true?

"Zachary does not have red hair,"
From II., we know that:

"Zachary is not Cheryl's brother."

is TRUE.

INFORMATION, CHECK (v' ) THE COMBINATIONS ) FROM

I.

GIVEN THAT

WHICH ARE STILL

POSSIBLE:
A.

"Zacharv

is^

Cheryl's brother." is TRUE

and "Zachary does not have red hair." is TRUE.
B.

"Zachary is Cheryl's brother." is TRUE

and "Zachary does not have red hair." is FALSE.
C.

"Zacharv

is^

Cheryl's brother." is FALSE

and "Zachary does not have red hair." is TRUE.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE CORRECT ANSWER(S)
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The correct answer is "C."
C.

"Zachary is Cheryl's brother." is FALSE

and "Zacharv does not have red hair." is TRUE.

(Notice that since "Zachary is not Cheryl's brother."
is TRUE, "Zachary
is_

Cheryl's brother." must be FALSE.

Therefore, only "C." is possible.)

Since only "C." is possible, the information in

I.

and II. can

be combined to the following:

"Zachary is Cheryl's brother." is FALSE
and "Zachary does not have red h air." is TRUE.

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is easier to solve.

and II., the

I.

Remember, the question was

:

Would this be true?

"Zachary does not have red hair."
YES

NO

So the correct answer is (YES/NO/MAYBE)

The correct answer is "YES."

CO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE
•

.

.
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Here is problem

3:

(DO NOT ANSWER THE PROBLEM)

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following
two statements is true
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false
"The rabbit is not Leah's."
1.
2.
"The rabbit has lonp ears."
The followinp statement is true.
"The rabbit is Leah's."

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The rabbit has lonp ears."

YES

•

NO

The correct answer is "YES."

First,

MAYBE
Let as do the problem together:

tells us that:

I.

From I., the following three combinations of truth values of

statements

1

and

2

are possible:

1.

2

.

3.

00 TO THE NEXT PACE FOR THE CORRECT ANSWERS

:
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Your answer is correct if vou included the followinp three

possibilities
"The rabbit is not Leah’s." is TRUE
and "The rabbit has long ears." is TRUE.

1.

"The rabbit is not Leah’s." is TRUE
and "The rabbit has long ears." is FALSE.

2.

"The rabbit is not Leah’s." is FALSE
3.
and "The rabbit has long ears." is TRUE.

Remember the problem:
Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

Question

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The rabbit is not Leah's."
1.
"The rabbit has long ears."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"The rabbit is Leah’s."

Then would this be true?
"The rabbit has long ears."

From II., we know that:
"The rabbit is Leah's." is TRUE.

GIVEN THAT INFORMATION

,

CHECK

(V

)

THE COMBINATION(S) FROM I.

WHICH ARE STILL POSSIBLE:
A.

"The rabbit is not Leah’s." is TRUE

and "The rabbit has long ears." is TRUE.
B.

"The rabbit is not Leah’s," is TRUE

and "The rabbit has long ears." is FALSE
C.

"The rabbit is not Leah's." is FALSE

and "The rabbit has long ears." is TRUE.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE CORRECT ANSWER(S)
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The correct answer is "C.":
C.

"The rabbit is not Leah's." is FALSE

and "The rabbit has long ears." is TRUE.

(Notice that since "The rabbit
is not Leah's." must be FALSE.

is_

Leah's." is TRUE, "The rabbit

Therefore, only "C." is possible.)

Since onlv "C." is possible, the information in

I.

and II.

can be combined to the followinp:

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is easier to solve.

I,

and II., the

Remember, the question was:

Would this be true?
"The rabbit has long ears."

YES

NO

So, the correct answer is (YES /NO/MAYBE)

The correct answer is "YES."

no TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE
•

Trv doing the following problem
using the method explained
in the last three problems.

CIRCLE THE ANSWER ’WHICH YOU THINK IS

CORRECT:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
’’The fishing pole is not Jof's."
1.
2.
"The fishing pole is lightweight."
The following statement is true,
"The fishing pole is Jof’s."

Then would this be true?

"The fishing pole is not lightweight."
YES

NO

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTION, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE

.
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The correct answer is "NO."

Here is the problem and how it

is solved;

Here is how the problem is solved:
First we can convert the problem to an easier problem by

combining the information in
In the problem, I.

I.

and II..

Here's how:

tells us that the following combinations

are possible;

Possibility

"The fishing pole is not Jof's." is TRUE
and "The fishing pole is lightweight.
is TRUE.
1.

If

Possibility 2. "The fishing pole is not Jof's." is TRUE
and "The fishing pole is lightweight
is FALSE.
It

Possibi litv

"The fishing pole is not Jof's." is FALSE
3.
is TRUE.
and "The fishing pole is lightweight.
II

II.

states that "The fishing pole is Jof's." must be TRUE,

which means that the statement:
"The fishing pole is not Jof's." must be FALSE.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Therefore, only possibility

m

I.

3 can

be true.

Sc, the information

and II. can be combined to the
following:

Possibility 3:

"The fishing pole is not Jof’s."
is FALSE

and
-

The fishing pole is lightw eight."
is TRUE.

Now that we have combined the
information in
the problem is easier to solve.

Possibilitv

3

I.

and II.,

Remember, the problem was:

tells us that:

"The fishing pole

is^

lightweight." is TRUE; therefore,

"The fishing pble is not lightweight." is FALSE.
So, the correct answer is "NO."

00 TO THE NEXT PAGE

:

:
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Trv the following problem (CIRCLE
THE ANSWER WHICH YOU THINK
IS CORRECT.

)

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

Question

:

least one of the following two statements is
true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The doll is not Sharon’s."
2.
"The doll has black hair,"
The followinp statement is true,
"The doll has black hair."
At

Then would this be true?

"The doll is Sharon’s."
YE S

NO

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTION, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE
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The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Here is the problem and how

it is solved:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The doll is not Sharon's."
1.
2.
"The doll has black hair."
The following statement is true,
"The doll has black hair."

Then would this be true?

"The doll is Sharon's,"

Here is how the problem is solved:
First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by

combining the information in
In the problem, I,

I.

and II.

Here's how:

tells us that the following combinations

are possible:

Possibility

"The doll is not Sharon's." is TRUE
and "The doll has black hair." is TRUE.<

1.

Possibilitv 2. "The doll is not Sharon's." is TRUE
and "The doll has black hair." is FALSE.
Possibility

"The doll is not Sharon's." is FALSE
and "The doll has black hair." is TRUE.

3.

<

II. states that:

J

"The doll has black hair." is TRUE.^-

Therefore, only possibilities

information in

I.

1 and 3 can be

true.

and II. can be combined to the following:

Possibility

"The
1.
and "The
Possibility 3. "The
and "The

doll
doll
doll
doll

is not Sharon's." is TRUE
has black hair." is TRUE.
is not Sharon's." is FALSE
has black hair." is TRUE.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

So, the
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Now that we have combined the information
in

problem is much easier to solve.

I.

and II., the

Remember, the question was:

Would this be true?
"The doll is Sharon's."

YES

NO

MAYBE

If possibility 1 is true, then we would know that:
"The doll is not Sharon* s." is TRUE,

which means that:
"The doll

is^

Sharon’s." is FALSE.

Then the correct answer would be "NO."
But, if possibilitv

3

is true, then:

"The doll is not Sharon's." is FALSE,

which means that:
"The doll is Sharon's." is TRUE,

Then the correct answer would be "YES."

However, WE DO NOT KNOW FOR SURE WHICH POSSIBILITY IS TRUE.
So, the statement "The doll is Sharon's," may be true of false.

Therefore, the correct answer is "MAYBE."

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Trv the following nine problems.

For each problem, circle

the answer which you think is correct
.
!•

Suppose you know that:
I*

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
’’The pencil sharpener is not in
Room 15."
2.
The pencil sharpener is broken."
The following statement is true,
"The pencil sharpener is in” Room 15."

Then would this be true?

"The pencil sharpener is not broken."

YES
2.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false.
"Sam plays on the school’s baseball team."
1.

"Sam is not a pitcher."
2.
The following statement is true,
"Sam does not play on the school’s baseball team."
Then would this be true?

"Sam is a pitcher."
YES
3.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The notebook has a blue cover."
1.

"The notebook is not Joyce's."
The following statement is true ,
"The notebook has a blue cover."
2.

II.

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"The notebook is Joyce's."

YES

NO

MAYBE

4.

Suppose you know that:

II.
5.

Question

:

Al least one of the followin
R two statements is true.
Doth may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The necktie is not Arthur's."
2.
"The necktie is polka dot."
Ihe following statement is
true,*
"The necktie is Arthur's."

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is polka dot."

YES

N0

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

6,

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
1.
"Sherry catches the airplane."
2.
"Sherry does not meet Tom."
The following statement is true,
"Sherry does not meet Tom."

Then would this be true?

"Sherry does not catch the airplane."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Herman does not live in New York."
1.
"Herman is 32 years old."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Herman lives in New York,"

Then would this be true?

"Herman is 32 years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

7.

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Kathy is not the same age as Harold."
2.
"Kathy is 15 years old."
The following statement is true,
"Kathy is the same age as Harold."

I.

II.
8.

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"Kathy is not 15 years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

9.

II.

Question

:

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Natalie is not in the third grade."
1.
2.
"Natalie goes to Upton Elementary School."
The following statement is true,
"Natalie goes to Upton Elementary School."
At

Then would this be true?

"Natalie is in the third grade,"
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
"The
red
sweater
is torn."
1.
not Sheila’s."
"The
red
sweater
is
2.
The following statement is true_ ,
"The red sweater is Sheila’ s\ h

Then would this be true?

"The red sweater is torn."

YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:
5.

MAYBE

YES

6.

NO

1.
7.

NO

2

B.

.

NO

j.

MAYBE

9,

M AV p 1:

YES

COUNT THE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS YOU ANSWERED CORRECTLY.
If you had

8

or

If you had

7

or less correct, tell the teacher.

9

correct, ask the teacher for test 1A.

"

::

1

,
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Trv the following nine problems.
iljArck

!•

For each problem, circle the

is correct .

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The notebook is Floyd's.
1.
2.
"The notebook is not red.”
The following statement is true,
"The notebook is not Floyd' s’. 1

Then would this be true?
"The notebook is red."

YES
2.

WO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

At least one of the following two statements is
true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Herbert is a ouarterback."
2.
"Herbert does not play on the Atom's football team."
The following statement is true
"Herbert plavs on the Atom's football team."

Then would this be true?

"Herbert is a quarterback."
YES
3.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I

I.

II.

Question

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The necktie is polka dot."
1.
"The necktie is not Arthur's."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The necktie is polka dot."

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is Arthur's."

YES

NO

MAYBE

:
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4.

Suppose you know that
.

II.

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The fish is Janet’s."
2.
"The fish is not a swordtail."
The following statement is true,
"The fish is not Janet's."
"

Qusst^ioi^j

Then would this be true?

"The fish is not a swordtail."

YES
5.

N0

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Robert will meet Richard."
1.
2.
"Robert does not take the train."
The following statement is true,
"Robert takes the train,"

Then would this be true?

"Robert will not meet Richard."
YES
6.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The car is not Linda's."
1.
"The car is blue."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The car is blue."

Then would this be true?

"The car is Linda's."
YES

NO

MAYBE

7.
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Suppose you know that:
I*

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Herman does not live in Chicago."
2.
"Herman is 26 years old."
The following statement is true,
"Herman lives in Chicago."

Then would this be true?

"Herman is not 26 years old."
YES
8.

No

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Betty is not the same age as Joel."
1.
2.
"Betty is 12 years old."
The following statement is true,
"Betty is 12 years old."

Then would this be true?

"Betty is the same age as Joel."
YES
9.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The hat is not Mr. Levin's."
1.
"The hat is gray."
2.
The following statement is true ,

"The hat is Mr. Levin's."

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"The hat is gray."

YES

NO

CO TO THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:
4.

YES

5.

NO

NO

2.

YES

MAYBE

7.

NO

1.

6.

3.

8.

MAYBE
MAYBE

9.

YES

COUNT THE NUMBER Or QUESTIONS YOU ANSWERED
CORRECTLY
If you answered

8

or 9 correctly ask the teacher for test 1A.

If you answered

7

or less correctly po to p. 24 which will require

you to do

5

more questions.

The Questions you answered incorrectly

on this test will not be explained; the ones on
p. 22 will be explained.

BOOKLET
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In this booklet you will be taught
a different method for

solving problems of the tvpe in the last
booklet.

The method will

probably be easier for you to apply than the
previous method.
showing you the method we need to review a few
concepts.

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

CO TO THE NEXT PACE.

Before

:
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At least one o^ the following
two statements is true.
may be true
Both cannot be false
Statement 1. "The shirt is Melvin's."
Statement 2. "The shirt is blue."

Both

.

Suppose you also
is FALSE.

knov;

that statement 1:

Then statement

2:

"The shirt is Melvin’s."

"The shirt is blue." must be TRUE

,

(because at least one of the two statements
is TRUE, therefore, since

statement

1 is

FALSE, statement

2

must be TRUE).

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

Suppose vou

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME.

knov? that:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be false:
Statement 1. "The bov is named Sam."
Statement 2.
"The bov is fourteen vears old,"

ouppose you also knov? that statement 2:
is

FALSE, then statement

1:

The correct answer is TRUE.

Both

"The boy is fourteen years old."

"The bov is named Sam." must be (TRUE/FALSE)
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Apain

,

suppose you know that:
At least one of the Following two statements
is true.
may be true.
Both cannot he false:
Statement 1. "The shirt is Melvin's."
Statement 2. "The shirt is blu e."

Suppose you also know that statement
is TRUE.

Then statement 2:

1:

Both

"The shirt is Melvin's."

"The shirt is blue." could be either TRUE

(since both statements may be true) or FALSE (since there
would still
be one statement true; statement 1).

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME.

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be false.
Statement 1. "The boy is named Sam."
Statement 2. "The boy is fourteen years old."

Suppose you also know that statement 2:

years old." is TRUE, then statement

1:

Both

"The boy is fourteen

"The boy is named Sam."

(CHECK

(>/) THE CORRECT ANSWER):
A.

is TRUE

B.

is TALSE

C.

COULD BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.

The correct answer is C.

If the statement "The hat is black." is TRUE, then the statement
"The hat is not black." is TALSE.
If the statement "The bike is blue." is TRUE, then the statement
"The bike is not blue." is (TRUE/FALSE)

The correct answer is FALSE.

.
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If we do not know whether the statement
"Jim
is TRUE or FALSE, then we (DO/DO NOT)

is_

five vears old."

know whether the

statement "Jim is not five vears old." is TRUE or
FALSE.
The correct answer is DO NOT.
If the statement "The cat is George's." is TRUE,
then the state-

ment "The cat is not George' s." is
The correct answer is FALSE.

If we do not know whether the statement "The dog is Sara's."
is TRUE or FALSE, then the statement "The dog is not Sara's.":

(V)

CHECK

THE CORRECT ANSWER
A.

is TRUE

B.

is FALSE

C.

may be either TRUE or FALSE

The correct answer is C.

You have now finished the review.

In the following pages a

method for doing problems like those in the last booklet will be
explained.
The following abbreviations will be used:

"T" for "true,"

"F" for "false" and "TorF" for "either true or false."
GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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read carefully

Here's the problem
THE PROBLEM)

(

JUST READ THE EXPLANATION: nOb'T
TRY TO ANSWER

:

Suppose you know that:

"

t leaSt ° ne ° f the follow in
K two statements is true.
+.;
Roth
may be true.
Both cannot be false!
Statement 1.
"The notebook is not Flovd's."
Statement 2. "The notebook is red."
The following statement is true,
"The notebook is Floyd’s."

I
*

n

II.

'

Then would this be true?
''The

notebook is not red."

The correct answer is "NO," "The notebook
is not red." is FALSE.

Here is how we do the Droblem:
Ste P T*

that

Label the truth value of the statement in II

.

II. tells us

The notebook is Floyd's." is TRUE, so we put
a "T" (for TRUE) by

"The notebook is Floyd's." as follows:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two
Both may be true.
Both cannot be
Statement 1. "The notebook
Statement 2. "The notebook
The following statement is true:
"The notebook is Flovd's." ~T

Then would this be true?
"The notebook is not red."

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

statements is true.
false.
is not Floydls."
is red."

—

"
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~

GtSp 2>

e I the

truth value of the statement in

I

(either statement

or 2) which is ei ther th e same or similar^
to the statement in II.

Notice that statement 1:
to the statement in II:

Since we know that:

"The notebook is not Floyd’s." is similar
"The notebook is Floyd’s."

Since

"The notebook is Flovd's." is TRUE,

then, "The notebook is not Floyd's." is FALSE.
So, we put a "F" by 'statement

1

as follows:

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The notebook is not Floyd’s." F
1.
2 .
"The notebook is red."
The following statement is true,

I.

II.

"The notebook is Floyd's."

Question:

—

’

Step

T

Then would this be true?
"The notebook is not red."

11

—

II

I

I

—

—

—

Label the truth value of the remaining statement in

3.

statement
" The

~

1:

-

-

I

.

"The notebook is not Floyd’s." is FALSE, statement 2:

notebook is red." must be TRUE

statements must be TRUE.

,

because at least one of the two

So, we put a "T" by statement 2:

"The

notebook is red." as follows:
Suppose you know that:
I.

II«

Question:

Since

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
F
"The notebook is not Floyd’s."
1.
"The notebook is red." T
2.
The following statement is true.
T
"The notebook is Floyd’ s .

Then would this be true?

"The notebook is not red."

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.

1
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~ te P 4

•

I,ow

the question

'''i-th

the information vou have, figure
out the answer to

.

Remember, the Question is:
Would this be true?
"The notebook is not red."

YES

N0

Notice that in step

3

MAYBE

we labeled "The notebook is red." TRUE;

therefore, "The notebook is not red." is FALSE.

So the correct

answer is "NO."

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY.

00 TO NEXT PAGE.
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The following problem we will do
together (DO HOT ANSWER THIS QUESTION):

Suppose vou know that:
1
*

II.

Question:

east one of the following two
statements is true.
^ may
Both
be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The fish is not Janet's."
2.
"The fish is a swordtail."
The following statement is true,
"The fish is Janet's."

^

Then would this be true?

"The fish is a swordtail."

Here is how we solve the problem.
Ste P

Label the truth value of the statement in II .

WRITE IN THE

CORRECT ANSWER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED BELOW:
Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false.
"The fish is not Janet's."
1.
"The fish is a sword tail."
2,
The following statement is true,
"The fish is Janet's." (T/F7T or F)

Then would this be true?

"The fish is a swordtail."
The correct answer is "T" (TRUE).

CO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Step

2

Label the truth va lue of the statement in

‘

the same or simila r to the statement in IT.
-

I.

which is either

WRITE IN THE CORRECT ANSWER

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED BELOW:

The correct answer is "F" (FALSE).

Step

Label the truth value of the remaining statemen t in

3,

I.

WRITE IN THE CORRECT ANSWER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW:
Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be False.
"The fish is not Janet's." F
1.
"The fish is a swordtail." (T/F/T oF F)
2.
The following statement is true ,
"The fish is Janet's." T

Then would this be true?

"The fish is a swordtail."
The correct answer is "T" (TRUE).

must be true.

At least one of the two statements

Since statement 1 is FALSE, statement

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

2

must be TRUE.

.

:
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Step

With the information you have, CIRCLE
THE CORRECT ANSWER
(YES, NO or MAYBE):
4.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both mav be true. Both cannot be false
"The fish is not Janet's."
1.
F
2.
"The fish is a swordtail." T
The following statement is true,
"The fish is Janet's." T

Then would this be true?
"The fish is a swordtail.

YES

NO

MAYBE

The correct answer is "YES."

The following problem we will do together:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both nav be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The necktie is polka dot."
1.
"The necktie is not Arthur's."
2.
The following statement is true.
"The necktie is polka dot."

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is Arthur's."

Here is how we solve the problem above.
Step 1.

Label the truth value of the statement in II.

(WRITE IN THE

CORRECT ANSWER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED BELOW):
Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The necktie is polka dot."
1.
"The necktie is not Arthur's."
2.
true ,
The following statement is (T/F/T or F)
"The necktie is polka dot."

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is Arthur's."

"
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The correct answer is

Step

2

Label the

-

t il? same or
,

M

T n (TRUE).

t ruth

similar to

value

th e

the statement in I. which is either

statement in

II

.

WRITE IN THE CORRECT

ANSWER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED BELOW:
Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The necktie is polka dot."
1.
(T/F/T or F)
2.
"The necktie is not Arthur's."
The following statement is true,
"The necktie is polka dot." T~

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is Arthur'

s

.

The correct answer is "T" (TRUE).

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

.

:
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—

Step 3-

1 th ^

truth value of th e remaining
staterent in

I

.

WRITE IN THE CORRECT A NSWER IN
THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW:
Suppose you know that:
I#

II

^

*
Both

°ne
.° f the followin E two statements is true.
mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The necktie is polka dot." T
2.
The necktie is not Arthur’s."
(T/F/T or F)
The following statement is true,
"The necktie is polka dot . ”“"T

statements are TRUE (then statement

2

statement is true (then statement

would be FALSE).

Step 4.

2

would be TRUE) or only one

With the information you have, CIRCLE THE CORRECT
ANSWER

(YES, NO or MAYBE):

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The necktie is polka dot." T
1.
2.
"The necktie is not Arthus's." T or F
The following statement is true,
"The necktie is polka dot." T

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is Arthur's."
YES

NO

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

MAYBE

Since "The necktie is not Arthur’s."

can be TRUE or FALSE, "The necktie is Arthur's," can be either TRUE

or FALSE.
GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

,

:

:
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The following problem we will solve
together (DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

'

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Robert will meet Richard."
2.
"Robert does not take the train."
The following statement is true,
"
"Robert takes the train."

Then would this be true?

"Robert will not meet Richard."
Here is how we solve the problem:

Step

Label the truth value of the statement in II

1.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false.
1.
"Robert will meet Richard."
2.
"Robert does not take the train."
The following statement is true
"Robert takes the train." (T/F/T or F)

Then would this be true?

"Robert will not meet Richard."

The correct answer is "T" (TRUE).

00 TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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step 2.

Label the truth value of the .statement
in

I.

which is either

the sane or sinilar to the statement
in II:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

'

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Roth nay be true. Both cannot be false.
1.
’’Robert will meet Richard."
2.
"Robert does not take the train." (T/F/T or F)
The .following statement is true,
"Robert takes the train." T

Then would this be true?

"Robert will not meet Richard."
The correct answer is "F" (FALSE).

If "Robert takes the train." is

TRUE, then "Robert does not take the train." is FALSE.

Step

Label the truth value of the remaining statement in

3.

I:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav .be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Robert will meet Richard." (T/F/T or F)
1.
2.
"Robert does not take the train." F
The following statement is true ,
"Robert takes the train." T“

Then would this be true?

"Robert will not meet Richard."
The correct answer is "T" (TRUE).

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

.

:
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otep 4.

With the information you have,
CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER

(YES, NO or MAYBE):

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

At least one of the following two
statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Robert will meet Richard." T
2.
"Robert does not take the train." F
The following statement is true,
"Robert takes the train." T

Then would this be true?

"Robert will not meet Richard."
YES

NO

The correct answer is "NO."

MAYBE

If "Robert will meet Richard." is TRUE,

then "Robert will not meet Richard." is FALSE.

00 TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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1rv the following three problems using
the labelling method.

For each

problem, CIRCLE THE ANSWER WHICH YOU THINK
IS CORRECT.
1.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

least one of the following two statements is
true.
Doth may be true.
Roth cannot be false.
1.
"Herman does not live in Chicago."
2.
"Herman is twentv-six years old."
The following statement is true,
"Herman lives in Chicago."
At

Then would this be true?

"Herman is not twentv-six vears old."
YES
2.

HO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Betty is not the same ame as Joel."
"Betty is twelve vears old."
2.
The following statement is true,
"Betty is twelve years old. 71

Then would this be true?

"Betty is the same age as Joel,"
YES
3.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you kno:^ that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The hat is not Mr. Levin's."
1.
"The hat is grey."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"The hat is Mr. Levin's."

Then would this be true?

"The hat is grey."
YES

NO

,

WHEN FINISHED, CO TO THE NEXT PACE

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:

1.

MO

2.

MAYBE

3.

YES

Count the number of problems you answered correctly.

answered all

3

correctlv go to page 21.

If you

Otherwise, read the explanations

of the problems you answered incorrectly on the following
pages:

problem 1 is explained on page 18; nroblem

2

on page 19; and problem

on page 20.

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED REVIEWING THE PROBLEMS 00 TO PAGE 21.

3

Problem 1.

Here is the problem correct lv labelled:

Suppose you know that:
I.

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Roth mav be true.
Roth cannot be false.
1.
"Herman does not live in Chicago." F
2.

II.

Question:

"Herman is twentv-six years old."

T

The following statement is true,
"Herman lives in Chicago." ”T

Then would this be true?

"Herman is not twenty-six vears old."
YES

Notice that statement 2:

NO

"Herman is twentv-six years old.

is TRUE; therefore, "Herman is not twenty-six vears old.

FALSE.

MAYBE

So the correct answer is "NO."

"

must be
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Problem 2.

Here is the problem correctly
labelled:

Suppose vou know that:
east one of the following two
be true.
Both cannot be
1.
"Bet tv is not the same age as
2.
Bet tv is twelve vears old,"
The following statement is true,
"Bettv is twelve years old, 71” T

^
J
Both^mav

II.

Question:

statements is true.
false.
Joel."

T or F

T

Then would this be true?

"Betty is the same age as Joel."
YES

N0

Notice that statement 1:

"Betty is not the same age as Joel."

is either true or false; therefore, "Betty
is either TRUE or FALSE.

MAYBE

is_

the same age as Joel."

So, the correct answer is "MAYBE."

Problem

3.

Here is the problem correctlv
labeller];

Suppose vou know that:
T
*

Least
^
Both may

one of the following two
statements is true.
be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The hat is not Mr. Levin's."
p
2,
"The hat is gray." T
The following statement is true,
’
"The hat is Mr. Levin's."
T
;

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The hat is gray."

YES

Notice that statement

NO

2:

MAYBE

"The hat is gray." is TRUE;

therefore, the correct answer is "YES."
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Trv the following three problems.

which you think is correct
1.

Tor each problep, circle the ansuer

.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II..

Question:

At

least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The pencil sharpener is not in Room 15."
2.
"The pencil sharpener is broken."
The following statement is true,
_
"The pencil sharpener is in Room 15."

Then would this be true?

"The pencil sharpener is not broken."

YES
2.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Sam does not play on the school’s baseball team."
1.
2.
"Sam is a pitcher."
The following statement is true,
"Sam plays on the school's baseball team."

Then would this be true?

"Sam is a pitcher."
YES
3.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Roth mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The notebook has a blue cover."
1.
"The notebook is not Joyce's."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The notebook has a blue cover."

Then would this be true?

"The notebook is Joyce's."
YES

NO
WHEN FINISHED, 00 TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE

,

:

Here are the three problems correctly
labelled and answered
!•

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two
statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Hie pencil sharpener is not in Poom 15.”
F
2.
"The pencil sharpener is broken."
T
The following statement is true
"The pencil sharpener is in Room 15." T

Then would this be true?

"The pencil sharpener is not broken."

YES
2.
3.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Sam does not play on the school's baseball team
2.
"Sam is a pitcher." T
The following statement is true,
"Sam plays on the school's baseball team." T

Then would this be true?

Sam is a pitcher."
NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The notebook has a blue cover." T
1.
"The notebook is not Joyce's." T or F
2.
The following statement is true,
"The notebook has a blue cover. " T

Then would this be true?

"The notebook is Joyce's."
YES

NO

WHEN YOU HAVE CHECKED YOUR ANSWERS ASK THE TEACHER FOR TEST IB.

BOOKLET

4
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INTRODUCTION

In this booklet you will be taught a
definition.

definition will help you do problems in the next booklet.

The
In this

booklet it is particularly important that you do not look
ahead to
answers or back to previous answers because that will interfere
with
the learning of the definition.
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In the

following problem vou will be given examples
of sentences in if-

then form and examples of sentences not in if-then
form.

of those examples

,

On the basis

see if you can answer the question.

Each of the following sentences is in if-then form:
1.

If the car is shiny, then the car is Jim’s.

2.

If Joel is Debbie's brother, then Joel is 4 years old.

3.

If the dog is Oinny's, then the cat is sandy colored.

Each of the following sentences is not in if-then form ;
1.

The car is shiny and the car is Jim's.

2.

Joel is Debbie's brother; then Joel is 4 years old.

3.

If the dog is Ginnv's, shouldn't the cat

be sandy colored?

Which of the following sentences is in if-then form ?
CHECK

(vO

THE CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

Sam went to the movies then Sam went home,

B.

If you see Susan, tell her that

C.

If the tree is

D.

The bike is a ten-speed and is painted red.

E.

If the pet is Sally's, then the pet is a turtle.

a

I

will see her tomorrow.

pine, then the tree is an evergreen.

The correct answers are C and E,

Notice that a sentence in

if-then form consists of an "if," followed by a sentence, followed by a
"then," followed by another sentence.
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Which of the following sentences is in if-then form ?

CHECK fy/) THE

CORRECT ANSWER(S).
A.

If,

Richard is Colleen's friend, then Richard likes to

play baseball.
B.

If Jim is going to work, tell Jim to pick up Irving.

C.

The dog ran into the street and then was hit by a car.

The correct answer is A.

Every sentence in if-then form has an if-part and a then-part.

For

example, in the sentence, "If George is Cora's brother, then George is
15 years old," "George is Cora's brother" is the if-part

15 years old." is the then-part.

,

and "George is

Notice that the word "if" is not

included in the if-part and "then" is not included in the then-part.
In the sentence, "If Gerald owns the car , then the car is brand
and

new," "Gerald owns the car" is the (if-part /then-part)
"The car is brand new" is the (if-part /then-part)

The correct answer is

:

•

"Gerald owns the car" is the if-part and "The

car is brand new" is the then-part .
years old.",
In the sentence "If Diane is Salilv's cousin, then Diane is 15
the if-part is:: CHECK

(^

)

THE CORRECT ANSWER.

A.

If Diane is Sally's cousin.

B.

If Diane is 15 years old.

C.

Diane is Sally's cousin.

D.

Diane is 15 years old.

:
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C is

the correct answer.

In the sentence "If the plant is watered, then
the plant will grow."

the if-part is
and the then-part is

The correct answer is?
In the sentence "If the plant is watered, then the plant will
grow."

the if-part is

" The

plant is watered ," and the then-part is "The plant

will grow. "

If a sentence does not contain the word "not," you form the

negation of the sentence bv
(1)

adding the word "not"

and

(2)

if necessary, making the appropriate grammatical changes.

Example

1.

The negation of the sentence

"Jim went to the store." is
"Jim did not go to the store."

Example

2

.

The negation of the sentence

"It is raining*" is "It is not raining."

Question:

What is the negation of the sentence "The hat is black."?

The correct answer is "The hat is not black

t?
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The negation of the sentence "Jane meets Susan."
is Mane does not meet

Susan."

Question

:

What is the negation of the sentence "Robert learned how to

swim."?

The correct answer is "Robert did not learn how to swim."

What is the negation of the sentence "Mary likes to plav tennis."?

The correct answer is "Mary does not like to play tennis."

If a sentence contains the word "not," you form the negation of
the sentence by:

and

(1)

removing the word "not"

(2)

if necessary

Example .

,

making the appropriate grammatical changes.

The negation of the sentence "Henry did not go to the basketball

game." is "Henry went to the basketball game."

Question:

What is the negation of the sentence "Susan is not tall."?

The correct answer is "Susan is tall."

Example.

The negation of the sentence "Herman is not at the farm." is

"Herman is at the farm."

Question:

The negation of the sentence "The book is not green" is:
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The correct answer is "The book is preen."

What is the negation of the sentence "The bike is not
blue."?

The correct answer is "The bike is blue."

GO TO NEXT PAGE

,

:

:
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RLAD THIS FRAJT' CAPE FULLY

— — nitl0n

*

In

mathematics,

a

sentence in if-then form means exactly

the same as the following
At least one of t he following two statements
is true.

be true

Both may'

Both cannot be false
1.

The negation of the if-part of the sentence.

2.

The then-part of the sentence.

At this point,

you are probably wondering why this

is

true.

Here is an explanation:

Now, we can make some substitutions into the above information.
Here is how:

Recall that if the negation of a sentence is FALSE
sentence is TRUE .

,

then the

For example, if "The car is not black" is FALSE, then

"The car is black" is TRUE.

So, if the negation of the if-part of the

sentence is FALSE, then the if-part of the sentence is TRUE.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PACE

Similarly,
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if the negation of the if-part of the sentence
of the sentence is FALSE .

is

TKUi:

.

then the

So, for possibility 1 and possibility

it

-part

2

in

the above box we can substitute "The if-part of the sentence if FALSE"
for "The negation of the if-part of the sentence is TRUE” and in

possibilities

3

and 4, we can substitute "The if-part of the sentence is

TRUE” for "The negation of the if-part of the sentence is FALSE."

If

we make those substitutions we get:

The information in the above box (which is equivalent to the

information in the first box) implies that the definition of a sentence
in if-then form means two things; first, when the if-part of the sentence
is TRUE, the then-part must be TRUE (Possibility 3); the then-part cannot

be FALSE (Possibility 4).

Second, the definition means that when the

if-part of the sentence is FALSE, the then-part can be either TRUE

(Possibility 1) or FALSE (Possibility 2).
For example, by our definition, the sentence "If the house is
two things:
on Pleasant Street, then the house is vacant" implies

First,

(the if-part) is TRUE,
if we know that "The house is on Pleasant Street."
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then "The house is vacant" (the then-part) must be TRUE,
it cannot be
FALSE,

Second, if we know that "The house is on Pleasant Street"
is

FALSE, then "The house is vacant" can be either TRUE or FALSE.
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IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT YOU REREAD THE PREVIOUS THREE
PAGES.

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

\

,

:
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In mathematics

,

a sentence in if-then

form means exactly the same as

the following:
At

be true

lSd.-sl

out:

of the following two statements is
true.

Both may

Both cannot be false
1.

negation of the if-part of the sentence

2.

The then-part of the sentence

For example, the sentence:

"If Willard lives on Willow Avenue, then Willard goes to
Central
High School."
means exactly the same as:
w At

least one of the following two statements if true.

may be true.

Question

Both cannot be false:

1.

Willard does not live on Willow Avenue.

2.

Willard goes to Central High School."

:

Both

The sentence

:

,

"If the scarf is blue and red, then the scarf is Melvin’s."
means exactly the same as

:

"At least one of the folioring two statements is true.

may be true.

Both cannot be false:

1.

The

2.

The scarf is

is not blue and red.
."

Both

""

s

:
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The correct answer is:

If the scarf is blue and red, then the scarf
is Melvin's."

means exactly the same as

:

At least one of the frllowing two statements
is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

1.

The scarf is not blue and red.

2.

The scarf is Melvin'

."

The sentence:

"If the boat is Kathy's, then it is on the lake."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is (true /false)
Both may be (true/false)

.

(true /false)

.

Both cannot be

.

1.

The boat (is /is not)

2.

The boat is on the lake,"

K athy's.

The sentence

"If the boat is Kathy's, then it is on the lake."
means exactly the same as

:

"At least one of the following two statements is (true /false)

true

,

(true /false)

Both may be (true /false)

false

true

.

.

is not

1.

The boat (is/is not)

2.

The boat is on the lake."

Kathy's.

Both cannot be

"
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The sentence:

If the animal is Carol’s pet, then the animal
is a snake."

means exactly the same as:
At least one of the following two statements
is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

(CHECK (n/) THE CORRECT ANSWER)
A«

B.

C.

1.

If the animal is not Carol's pet

2.

Then the animal is a snake

1.

The animal is not Carol's pet

2.

The animal is a snake

1.

The animal is Carol's pet

The animal is not a snake

B is the correct answer.

A is

incorrect because the words "if"

and "then" are included.

The sentence:

"If Aaron is in Mr. Hunter's class, then he is in the eighth
grade .

means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is

may be

.

Both cannot be

.

1,

Aaron is not in Mr. Hunter's class.

2.

Aaron is in the eighth grade."

.

Both

:

:
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The correct answer is

The sentence

"If Aaron is in Mr. Hunter's class, then he is in the eighth
grade

means exactly the same as

:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true .

Both

Both cannot be false.

1.

Aaron is not in Mr. Hunter's class.

2.

Aaron is in the eighth grade."

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:

may be true.

of the if-part of the sentence.

1.

The then-part of the sentence."

2.

A

Both

sentence in if-then form means exactlv the same as:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

1.

The negation of the if-part of the sentence.

2.

The then-part of the sentence."

A sentence in if-then form means exactlv the same as:
r
"At least one o the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both cannot be false:

1.

Negation of the

2.

The

of the sentence

Both

"
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A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same
as:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

1.

Negation of the if-part of the sentence.

2.

The then-part of the sentence."

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.
1
2

Both

Both cannot be false:

.

.

.

."

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.

mav be true.

Both cannot be false:

1.

The negation of the if-part of the sentence .

2

The then-part of the sentence .

.

Both

The sentence:

"If Jamie's team is the Atoms, then Jamie's team is in first

place ."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

1.

*

2

*

.

"

:

The sentence:
I

'F

Jamie's team is the Atoms, then Jamie's team is in

first place."

means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both cannot be false:

1.

Jamie's team is not the Atoms

2

Jamie's team is in first place .

.

Both

The sentence

.

:

"If the pants are Michael's, then the pants have cuffs."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is

Both may be

.

Both cannot be

1.

,

.

.

The sentence

"If the pants are Michael's, then the pants have cuffs."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is true .

may be true.

Both cannot be false .

1.

The pants are not Michael's .

2.

The pants have cuffs.

Both
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A sentence in if-then form means
exactly the same as:

"At least one of the following two statements
is true.

Roth

may be true.
-

-

•

-

1.
2.

The then-part of the sentence."

A sentence in if-then form means exactly
the sane as:

At least one of the following two statements is
true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false.

1.

The negation of the if-part of the sentence .

2.

The then-part of the sentence."

The sentence:

"If the animal is Wendv's, then it is a cat."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.
.

1.

2.

The animal is a cat."

Both cannot be false.
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The sentence:

"If the animal is Wendy's, then it is a cat."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both prmy be

,

1.

The animal is not Wendy's .

2.

The animal is a cat."

Both cannot be false.

The sentence:

"If the coat is Pat's, then the coat is light brown,"
means exactly the same as:
"At least
.

*

of the following

Both may be true.

statements is

Both cannot be false.

1.

The coat (is/is not)

Pat's.

2.

The coat (is/is not)

light brown."

:
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The sentence:

"If the coat is Pat's, then the coat is lipht brown."
means exactly the same as:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both

Both cannot be false:

1.

The coat (is/is not) is not Pat's.

2.

The coat (is/is not) is light brown."

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:
II
•

Both may be true.

Both cannot be false:

1.

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:
" At

may be true.

least one of the following two statements is true .

Both

Both cannot be false:

1.

The negation of the if-part of the sentence .

2.

The then-part of the sentence.

The sentence

"If the pants are Michael's, then the pants have no cuffs."
means exactly the same as:

:
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The sentence

"If the pants are Michael's, then the pants have no cuffs."
means exactly the same as:
"

At least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

Both cannot be false

Both

:

1.

The pants are not Michael's.

2.

The pants have no cuffs."

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:

A sentence in if-then form means exactly the same as:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.

Both cannot be false

:

1.

The negation of the if-part of the sentence.

2.

The then-part of the sentence.

Both

:
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Suppose you know that:

The information in the above box means exactly the same as

Suppose you know that:
I.

At

least one of the following two statements is true.

may be true.

[II.

Question:

Both cannot be false:

1.

"Louis is not Jim’s brother."

2.

"Louis is in the eighth grade."

"Louis is Jim's brother.

|

The information in the box below:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the horse is Sheryl’s, then the horse is brown."
"The horse is brown."

means exactly the same as:

Botti

:
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means exactly the same as:

Suppose you know that:
I

_

«•

"At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both may be true.

II

,

Both cannot be false:

1.

The horse is not Sheryls *s,

2.

The horse is brown.

11

"The horse is brown."

Suppose you know that:
I.

"If Horace lives on Houston Rd.

,

then Horace goes to

Northeast High School."
II.

"Horace lives on Houston Rd."

The information in the above box means exactly the same as

:
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Suppose you know that
I.

"If Horace lives on Houston Rd.

,

then Horace goes to

Northeast High School."
II.

"Horace lives on Houston Rd,"

The information in the above box means exactly the same as:

Suppose you know that:
I.

"At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both may be true.

II.

Both cannot be false:

1,

Horace does not live on Houston Rd.

2.

Horace goes to Northeast High School,"

"Horace lives on Houston Rd,"

BOOKLET

5

.
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INTRODUCTION

In this booklet vou will learn how to
do problems similar to

some of the problems you answered incorrectly
on the test you took

before starting booklet
booklet 4.
311(1

4.

This booklet is somewhat different than

You will be given a problem (or a proup of problems)
to do

depending on your answer(s) you will be told what page
to go to

next.

Also, this booklet will contain longer explanations (one
or two

pages) of problems answered incorrectly.

TO DO WELL IN THIS BOOKLET,

IT IS IMPORTANT TO READ THE EXPLANATIONS CAREFULLY.

Sometimes you may

need to read an explanation more than once.
Most students make more mistakes in this booklet than in

booklet 4.

So, if you do make mistakes, do not become overly concerned,

other students are probably making similar mistakes.

However, do read

the explanation of problems you answered incorrectly care fully

!
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In this frame vou will be piven a
problem to try to solve.

problem is one of the most difficult in this
booklet.

Therefore, if y OU

are not sure what the correct answer is
then circle MOT SURE .

DO NOT GUESS

Here is the problem:

Suppose you know that:
If the notebook is Floyd*
s,
II.

Question:

then the notebook is red."

"The notebook is red."

Then would this be true?

"The notebook is Floyd's."

(CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER)
YES

NO

MAYBE

The

NOT SURE

If vou answered YES, turn to pape
If you answered NO, turn to page

3.

3.

If vou answered MAYBE, turn to page 4.

If you answered NOT SURE, turn to page

3.
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Your answer was incorrect.
the most difficult in this booklet.

Don't

worn,

that problem is one of

Many students miss it the first

time.

Here is how the problem is solved:
We will use the following two step
process to solve the problem;

Step

1.

Step 2.

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent
problem.
Solve the easier problem.

Remember the problem:

Step

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.
The boxed in problem above is equivalent to the following:
Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

1.

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The notebook is not Floyd's."
1.
"The notebook is red."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The notebook is red."

Then would this be true?

"The notebook is Flovd's."
(

DO NOT ANSWER )

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier equivalent problem.
that since statement 2:

Recall

"The notebook is red." is TRUE, statement 1:

"The notebook is not Floyd's." can be either TRUE or FALSE; which means
that "The notebook is Flovd's." is either TRUE or FALSE. So the correct

answer is "MAYBE."
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Try the following problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the bike is Joan’s, then the bike
is not a ten speed.
"The bike is Joan’s."
Then would this be true?

"The bike is a ten-speed."

(CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER)
YES

NO

MAYBE
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If vou answered YES

,

turn to page 6,

If you answered NO, turn to page 7.
If you answered MAYBE, turn to page 6.

:
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Your answer was incorrect.

Here is the problem:

Suppose you know that
'If the bike is Joan's, then the bike is not a ten-speed,"
"The bike is Joan's."

!•

II.

Question:

.

Then would this be true?

"The bike is
(

a

ten speed."

DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

NO

The correct answer is "NO."

Step

1.

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The problem is equivalent to the following:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true,
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The bike is not Joan’s."
1.
"The bike is not a ten-speed."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The bike is Joan’s."

Then would this be true?

"The bike is a ten-speed."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

The solution to the easier problem is "NO," "The bike is a ten-

speed." is FALSE.
"The bike

From II
is_

,

we know that

Joan's." is TRUE

which means that
"The bike is not Joan's." is FALSE.
Therefore, if statement 1: "The bike is not Joan’s." is FALSE, then

So,

"The bike is not a ten-speed." must be TRUE.
"The bike is a ten-speed." must be FALSE.

So, the correct answer is "NO."
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Try the following five problems.

For each problem, circle the

answer which you think is correct .
1.

Suppose you know that:

"If the house is on Third Avenue, then the house is five
years old."
"The house is on Third Avenue."

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The house is not five years old."

YES
2.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

"if Leah is Howard’s sister, then Leah lives

in Abington."

"Leah lives in Abington."

II.

Then would this be true?

Question:

"Leah is Howard's sister."
NO

YES
3.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
"If the car is Pisha's, then the car is not brand new."
"The car is Risha's."

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The car is brand new."
4.

Suppose you know that:
"If Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics, then Ms, Johnson
knov/s Mr. Spirak."
"Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics."

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"Ms. Johnson knows Mr. Spirak."

NO

Y£2
5.

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the cat is Laura's, then the cat is named Strawberry."
"The cat is named Strawberry."
Is this true?

"The cat is Laura's."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:
5.

1.

NO

2.

MAYBE.

If you had

5

correct

p,o

to p. 23.

If you had 4 or less correct po to p. 9,

MAYBE

3.

NO

4.

YEf,
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In the

problems on p.

following frames, the correct solutions to the
five
7

will be explained.

When vou finish those frames, you

will be given five additional problems
CAREFULLY.

.

SO READ THE FOLLOWING FRAMES

Some frames vou may have to read two or three times.

It is recommended that you only read those frames which review

problems you did incorrectly (you may turn to p.

problems you had incorrect).
2

is on p,

is on p.

11; problem

14.

3

Problem

is on p.

1 is

8

to find out which

explained on p. 10; problem

12; problem 4 is on p. 13; problem

5

.
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Here is problem

1:

The correct answer is "MO."

Here is how the problem is solved.

Step

1.
Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.
The above problem is equivalent to the following problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The house is not on Third Avenue."
1.
"The house is five years old."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The house is on Third Avenue

Then would this be true?

"The house is not five years old."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

Step 2.

MAYBE

NO

YES

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember, if

"The house is on Third Avenue." is TRUE (by II.), then "The house is
not on Third Avenue." is FALSE.

Since statement 1:

Third Avenue." is FALSE, statement 2:

"The house is not on

"The house is five years old." is

TRUE, "The house is not five years old." must be FALSE.

answer is "NO."

So, the correct

2G7

Here is problem 2:

Suppose you know that:
T

"
Tf Leah is Howard's sister, then Leah lives in Abington."
"Leah lives in Abington."

*

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"Leah is Howard's sister."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

NO

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Step 1,

MAYBE
Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false.
"Leah is not Howard's sister."
1.
"Leah lives in Abington."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Leah lives in Abington."

"At

Then would this be true?

"Leah is Howard's sister."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember,

since "Leah lives in Abington." is TRUE (by II.), "Leah is not Howard's

sister." may be either TRUE or FALSE; therefore, "Leah is Howard's sister." may be either TRUE or FALSE.

So, the correct answer is "MAYBE."

,

:

.
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Here is problem 3:

Suppose vou know that:

—

If the car is Risha's, then the car is not brand new."
"The car is Risha’s."

I.

II.

Question:

“

"

Then would this be true?

"The car is brand new."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

NO

The correct answer is "NO."

Step 1.

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an equivalent easier problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following easier problem:

Suppose you know that:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false
"The car is not Risha's."
1.
"The car is not brand new."
2.
The following statement is true
"The car is Risha's."

I.

II.

Question

Then would this be true?

"The car is brand new."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember, since

"The car is Risha's." is TRUE (by II.), "The car is not Risha’s." must
be FALSE.

If statement 1:

statement 2:

"The car is not Risha's." is FALSE, then

"The car is not brand new." must be TRUE; therefore,

"The car is brand new." is FALSE.

So the correct answer is "NO."

:
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Here is problem 4:

Suppose you know that:
If Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics
knows Mr. Spirak."
"Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics."

I.

II.

Question

then

FIs.

Johnson

Then would this be true?
"Ms

.

Johnson knows Mr. Spirak."

(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

NO

The correct answer is "YES."

Step 1.

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following problem:

Step 2.

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember,

since "Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics." is TRUE (by II.), "Ms. Johnson
does not teach mathematics." is FALSE.

If statement 1:

does not teach mathematics." is FALSE, then statement 2:
knows. Mr. Spirak." must be TRUE.

"YES.

ff

"Ms. Johnson

"Ms Johnson

Therefore, the correct answer is

"
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Here is problem 5:

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Here is how the problem is solved:

Step 1.

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent
problem.
The above problem is equivalent to the
following easier problem:

Suppose vou know that:
"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"The cat is not Laura’s."
"The cat is named Strawberrv."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The cat is named Strawberry

I.

II.

.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The cat is Laura's."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO
Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem. Remember,
since statement 2:
"The cat is named Strawberrv." is TRUE (by II.),

statement 1:

"The cat is not Laura’s." mav be either TRUE or FALSE

Therefore, "The cat is Laura’s." is either TRUE or FALSE.
correct answer is "MAYBE."

So the
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1.

Trv the following five problems.
(

For each problem, circle

the answer which you think is correct
.

Suppose vou

that:

If the dofr is Justin's, then the
"The dor, is named Sandv."

I.

II.

Question:

knov;

dop, is

NO

Suppose you
I.

Question:

named Sandy."

Jus tin's."

jLb

II.

is

Then would this be true?

"The

2.

dop;

MAYBE

knov; that:

"If the coat is Sara's, then the coat is torn."
"The coat is Sara's."
Then would this be true?

"The coat is torn."
YES
3.

NO

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Merv is Mark's friend, then Merv is not a football
player ."
"Merv is Mark's friend."
Then would this be true?

"Merv is

a

football plaver."

YES
4.

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you knov; that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Hermit does not catch the train, then he is late
for work."
"Hermit is late for work."
Then would this be true?

"Hermit does not catch the train."

NO

YES
5.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Sherry is Bert's sister, then Sherry is twelve years old."
"Sherry is Bert's sister."
Then would this be true?

"Sherry is not twelve years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:
5.

1.

MAYBE

2.

NO.

If you had 4 or
If you had

3

5

correct

,

po to p. 26.

or less correct, po to p. 17.

YES

4.

MAYBE
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In the following frames, correct
solutions to the five problems
on p.

will be explained.

15

When you finish those frames, you will
be

given six additional problems to try.

CAREFULLY.

So, READ THE FOLLOWING FRAMES

Some frames you may have to read more
than once.

It is recommended that you only read
those frames which review
P£.°-blem5

.y°u dld

incorrectly .

You may turn back to p. 16 to find out

which problems you had incorrect.

problem

2

problem

5 on p.

on p.

Problem

1

is explained on p.

19; problem 3 on p. 20; problem 4 on p. 21; and

22.

18;

:
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Here's problem

1:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the dog is Justin's, then the dog is
named Sandy."
The dog is named Sandy."
Then would this be true?

"The dog is Justin's."
(DO NOT ANSWER)
YES

NO

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Step 1.

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The problem is equivalent to the following:

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

Question:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The dog is not Justin's."
1.
"The dog is named Sandy."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The dog is named Sandy."

Then would this be true?

"The dog is Jus tin's."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier equivalent problem.
Remember, since "The dog is named Sandy." is TRUE (by II.), "The dog
is
(

not Justin's." can be either TRUE (both

only

2

or FALSE.

I

and II true) or FALSE

true); which means that "The dog is Justin's." is either TRUE
So the correct answer is "MAYBE."
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Here’s problem 2:

Suppose you know that

"If the coat is Sara's, then the coat
is torn."
The coat is Sara's."

I.

II.

Question:

:

Then would this be true?

"The coat is torn."

(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

MAYBE

The correct answer is "YES."

Step

1.

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The problem is equivalent to the following:

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The coat is not Sara's."
1.
2.
"The coat is torn."
The following statement is true,
"The coat is Sara's."

Then would this be true?

"The coat is torn."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

NO

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.
since "The coat
is FALSE.

Sara's." is TRUE (by II.), "The coat is not Sara's."

Therefore, since at least one of the two statements (1 and 2)

must be TRUE, "The coat is torn." nust be TRUE.
is "YES

If

Remember that

So, the correct answer
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Here is problem 3:
S uppose

"

you know that:

"If Merv is Mark's friend, then Merv
is not
plaver."
"Merv is Mark's friend."

I.

II.

Question:

a

football

Then is this true?

"Merv is a football plaver."
(DO NOT ANSWER)
YES

N0

The correct answer is "NO."

Sten

1.

MAYBE
Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the nroblem to an easier eouivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following:

Step 2,

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier equivalent problem.
Remember if "Merv is Mark's friend." is TRUE (bv II.), then "Merv is not
Mark's friend." is r ALSE.

Therefore, since at least one of the two

statements (1 and 2) must be TRUE, "Merv is not
TRUE, which means that "Merv

correct answer is "MO."

is_

a

football plaver." is

a football plaver." is FALSE.

So the
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Here is problem 4:

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Step

1.

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

Hie above problem is eouivalent to the following:

Step 2.

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember, since

the train."
"Hermit is late for work." is TRUE (by II.), "Hermit catches

can be either TRUE (both 1 and

2

true) or FALSE (only

2

true); which

either TRUE OR FALSE.
means that "Hermit does not catch the train." is
So the correct answer is "MAYBE."
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Here is problem

5.

Suppose you know that

.|

Slierrv is Bert’s sister, then Sherry
is twelve vears old.'
"Sherrv is Bert's sister."

II.

Question:

—

"
:

Then would this he true?

"Sherry is not twelve vears old."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

^

NO

The correct answer is "NO."

Step

1.

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"Sherry is not Bert's sister."
1.
"Sherry is twelve years old."
2.
The following statement is true,

"Sherry is Bert's sister."
Question:

Then would this be true?

"Sherrv is not twelve years old."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember, if

"Sherry is Bert's sister." is TRUE (by II.), then "Sherrv is not Bert's
sister." is FALSE.

If "Sherry is not Bert's sister." is FALSE (2 above),

then "Sherry is twelve vears old."

must be TRUE (1 above); therefore;

"Sherry is not twelve years old," must be FALSE.
is "NO."

So the correct answer
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1.

Try the following six problems.

Tor each problem, circle

the answer which you think is correct
.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Hr. Hardin is Tim’s father, then Mr.
Hardin smokes
pipe."
"Mr. Hardin smokes a pipe."

a

Then would this be true?

"Mr. Hardin is Tim’s father."

YES

2.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the bike is painted blue, then the bike is Joan's."
"The bike is painted blue,"
Then would this be true?

"The bike is Joan's."
YNS

3.

HO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the clock is Joel's, then the clock is not electric."
"The clock is Joel's."
Then would this be true?

"The clock is electric."
YES

NO

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE

4.
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Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:
5.

If Aaron roes to the store,
then Aaron will meet Zachary.
"Aaron will meet Zachary,"

Then would this be true?

"Aaron goes to the store."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
6.

I.

II.

Question:

"If the doy. is Jeff's, then the dog is
The dog is Jeff's."

a

Saint Bernard."

Then would this be true?

"The dog is not a Saint Bernard."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the sweater is brown, then the sweater is Lynn's."
"The sweater is brown."
Then would this be true?

"The sweater is Lynn's."

YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:

NO

If Y ° U had

6.

—or

MAYBE

1,

2.

YES

3.

YES

6

correct

,

ask the teacher for test
2A

If you had 4 or less correct

,

po to p. 15

NO

4.

.MAYBE

"
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Try the following six
1.

problem.

For each nroblem, c l rcle

the answer which you think is
correct .

Suppose you know that:
?•
T
II.

”

J

Z
T
i
Carol?s brother, then Tom is six feet
?
tall."
?
"Tom is six feet tall."
it'

2.

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"Tom is Carol’s brother."
YES

N0

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
3.
I.

If the aouarium is Wendy's, then the aouarium holds ten
gallons
"The aouarium is Wendy's."
.

II.

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"The aquarium holds ten gallons."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Kathy is the same age as Harold, then Kathy is not
15 vears old."
"Kathy is the same age as Harold."
Then would this be true?

"Kathy is 15 vears old."
NO

YES

i

MAYBE
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4.

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the sweater is tom, then the
sweater is Louise's."
The sweater is Louise's,"
Then would this be true?

"The sweater is torn."

YES

->

•

NO

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the necktie is Arthur's, then the necktie
is wide
"The necktie is Arthur's."

"

Then would this be true?

"The necktie is not wide."
YES

6.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If the notebook is brown, then the notebook is Floyd's."
"The notebook is brown."
Then would this be true?

"The notebook is Flovd's."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct ansvrers are:
5.

NO

If you had

6.

5

1.

MAYBE

2.

YES

4.

MAYBE

YES.

or

f>

correct

,

ask the teacher for test 2 A.

If you had 4 or less correct, tell the
teacher

hov?

manv you had correct.

BOOKLET
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In this section, three rules will
be explained which will enable

you to do the type of problem in this
booklet.

To understand the rules

you should recall that sentences such as
"If the car is Peggy’s, then
the car is a Ford." are in if-then form and
that "The car is Peggy’s."
is the

if-part of the sentence and "The car is a Ford."
is the then-

part_ of the sentence.

Rule 1

Here are the three rules and examples:

Suppose you know that

:

A sentence in if-then form is TRUE

I.

and II.

the if-part of the sentence is TRUE.

Then the then-part of the sentence is TRUE.

Example

Look at the following problem (DO NOT ANSWER THE PROBLEM):

:

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If the tape recorder is Kevin's, then the tape recorder
is broken."
"The tape recorder is Kevin's."

Then would this be true?
"The tane recorder is broken."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Notice that you know that:
I.

A sentence in if-then form ("If the tape recorder is Kevin's,

then the tape recorder is broken.") is TRUE

and II.

the if-part of the sentence ("The tape recorder is Kevin's.")
is TRUE.

Therefore, bv rule 1, the then-part of the sentence:
is broken." is TRUE.

"The tape recorder

So, the correct answer is "YES."

:
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Kule

2

Suppose you know that

:

A sentence in if-then form is TRUE,

I.

and II.

the if-part of the sentence is TRUE.

rfhen

Example

the ne Pation of the then-part of the
sentence is FALSE.

Look at the following problem (DO NOT
ANSWER THE PROBLEM):

;

Suppose you know that:
"If the car is Jim's, then the car is white."
"The car is Jim's."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
"The car is not white."

YES

•

NO

MAYBE

Notice that you know that
I.

A sentence in if-then form ("If the car is Jim’s, then the

car is white.",) is TRUE

and II. the if-part of the sentence ("The car is Jim’s.") is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 2, the negation of the then-part

white." is FALSE.
Rule

3

:

"The car is not

So, the correct answer is "NO."

Suppose you know that:

:

I.

and II.

A

sentence in if-then form is TRUE,

the then-part of the sentence is TRUE.

Then the if-part of the sentence mav be either TRUE or FALSfi.

^
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1TTple

Look at the

:

f ollowinp

problem (DO NOT ANSWER THE PROBLEM):

Notice that vou know that
I.

A

:

sentence in if-then form ("If the pet is Steve's, then

the pet is a cat.") is TRUE

and II.

the then-part of the sentence ("The pet is a cat.") is
TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 3, the if-part of the sentence ("The net is Steve's.")
may be either TRUE or FALSE .

So, the correct answer is "MAYBE."

IN ORDER TO DO THE PROBLEMS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES, YOU WILL NEED TO

KNOW THE THREE RULES.
TO THE NEXT PAGE

YOU MAY WANT TO REREAD THE RULES BEFORE GOING

:
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Trv this problem (CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER)

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

If the boy is named Hank, then the bov is twelve vears
old,"
"The bov is named Hank."

Then would this be true?
"The bov is not twelve years old."

YES

NO

MAYBE

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THIS PROBLEM, GO TO TOE NEXT PAGE

:
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The correct answer is "NO."
I.

You know that

A sentence in if-then form ("If the
boy is named Hank,

then the boy is 12 years old.") is TRUE
and II.

the if-part of the sentence ("The boy is
named Hank.")
is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 2, the negation of the then-part:

"The boy is not

12 years old." is FALSE.

Try the following problem (CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER)

:

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If Janet is Jerry's sister, then Janet has brown eyes."
"Janet has brown eves."

Then would this be true?

"Janet is Jerry's sister."
YES

NO

WHEN .YOU HAVE ANSWERED, 00 TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE

:
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The correct answer is "MAYBE."
I.

You know that:

A sentence in if-then form ("If Janet is Jerrv's
sister,

then Janet has brown eves.") is TRUE,

and II.

the then-part of the sentence ("Janet has brown eyes.")
is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 3, the if-part of the sentence:

"Janet is Jerry's

sister." may be either TRUE or FALSE.

Try the following problem:

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If Barbara types all day, then Barbara is tired."
"Barbara types all dav."

Then would this be true?

"Barbara is tired."
NO

YES
a

00 TO THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE
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The correct answer is "YES."
I.

A sentence in if-then

You know that:

form ("If Barbara types all day,

then Barbara is tired.") is TRUE,

and II.

the if-part of the sentence ("Barbara types
all day
is TRUE.

Therefore, the then-part of the sentence:

"Barbara is tired." is TRUE.

ASK THE TEACHER FOR TEST 2B.

BOOKLET

7
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If a sentence does not contain the word
"not," you form the

negation of the sentence by:
(1) adding the word "not,"

and (2) if necessary, making the appropriate grammatical
changes.

Example

1.

The negation of the sentence

"Jim went to the store." is
"Jim did not go to the store."

Example 2.

The negation of the sentence

"It is raining." is
"It is not raining."

Question:

What is the negation of the sentence
"The hat is black."?

The correct answer is:

"The hat is not black."

What is the negation of the sentence
"Mary likes to play tennis."?

The correct answer is

"Marv does not like to play tennis."
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If a sentence contains the word
"not," you form the negation

of the sentence by:
(1)

and (2)

Example

removing the word "not,"

if necessary, making the appropriate
grammatical changes.

The negation of the sentence

:

:

"Henry did not go to the basketball game." is
"Henry went to the basketball game."

Question

:

What is the negation of the sentence
"Susan did not carry the record."?

The correct answer is *

"Susan carried the record."

What is the negation of the sentence
"The bike is not blue."?

The correct answer is

"The bike is blue."

:
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In the
,

following exercises capital letters,
such as A

X, Y, or Z, will represent sentences.

B

C

For example, in the

following

"If P, then Q."
”P." represents a sentence and "Q."
represents a sentence.

We could

let "P." represent "The car is Herman's."
and "0." represent "The car
is blue."

In that case,

"If

P^,

then Q."

would represent:
"

If the car is Herman’s

,

then the car is blue."

Or, we could let "P." represent "Sally is Jim's
sister." and
"Q." represent "Sally is twelve years old."

In that case,

"If P, then Q."

would represent:
"If Sally is Jim's sister , then S^an^ is^twel^ve^ years old."
Question:

If we let "P." represent:
"The cat is George's" and "Q." represent:

"The cat is brown.", then

"If P, then Q."

would represent:

The correct answer is "If the cat is George's, then the cat is brown."

:

:
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If we let "P." represent "Debbie is Sidney's
cousin." and "0."
represent "Debbie has black hair." then

"If Pj then Q."

would represent:

The correct answer is "If Debbie is Sidney's cousin,
then Debbie has

black hair."
The notation

not P." means "The negation of P."

if "P." represents "The necktie

is.

Por example,

Arthur's." then

"not P."

would represent
"The necktie is not Arthur's."

Question:

If "R." represents "The shirt is striped.", then

"not R."

represents
The correct answer is "The shirt is not striped."

If we let "P." represent "Bill plavs on the football team."
then "not P." would represent:

The correct answer is "Bill does not play on the football team."
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If "X." represents "The fish is not
Peggv's." then

"not X."

represents

:

The correct answer is "The fish is Pegpy's."

:

::
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If "B." represents "Daniel catches the train."
and "C." represents

"Daniel will meet Richard." then

I.

II.

—

“

"

Suppose you know that:

"If D, then C."
"C."

Then would this be true?
"not B."

——

—

——

"

"

'

'

—-

.

would represent
Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If Daniel catches the train, then Daniel will meet Richard."
"Daniel will meet Richard."

Then would this be true?

"Daniel does not catch the train."

Question:

If "H." represents "The car is Mr. HoUbrook's." and "J."

represents "The car is blue."
Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If H, then J."
"J."

Then would this be true?

"not H."

would represent:

then
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The correct answer is:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the car is Mr. Holbrook’s.
then the car is blue."
"The car is blue."

Then would this be true?

The car is not Mr. Holbrook’s."

If "L." represents "Joyce lives
in Kansas." and "M." represents
"Joyce is 32 years old." then
Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

'

“

"If L, then M."
"L."

Then would this be true?
"not M."

would represent:

The correct answer is

—

‘

:

—

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Joyce lives in Kansas, then Joyce is
"Joyce lives in Kansas."

Then would this be true?

"Joyce is not 32 years old."

32

years old."

”
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If "R." represents "The hat is Hr. Hall's."
and "S." represents
"The hat is rray." then
:

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"

'

"If R. , then S."
"not S,"

Then would this be true?
"R."

Would represent"

The correct answer is:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the hat is Mr. Hall's, then the hat is fray."
"The hat is not fray."

Then would this be true?
"The hat is Mr. Hall's."

:
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READ THIS

PAP-E

CAREFULLY

On the next four panes (pages
10, 11, 12 and 13) there are

twelve problems.

The nine problems on panes
10, 11 and 12 are answered

(the correct answer is circled).

problems.

On pane 13 there are three
unanswered

There are (at least) three patterns
in the answered problems

(panes 10-12).

If vou discover the patterns, vou will
be able to

correctly answer the three unanswered problems
on nape 13.
The following procedure is re commended
1.

Look briefly at the three unanswered problems
on page 13.
DO NOT TRY TO ANSWER THE PROBLEMS AT THIS POINT.

2.

Study the nine answered problems on pages 10-12 and see
if you can discover anv patterns which will help you

answer the three problems on page 13.

At times you may

want to refer to page 13 either to check vour patterns or
to compare the unanswered problems to the answered problems.
3.

When vou think you can answer the problems on page 13

correctly, circle vour answers.

1.

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

"If Barbara is in the eleventh grade
to Central High School."
"Barbara is in the eleventh grade."

,

then Barbara roes

Then would this be true?
2.

"Barbara does not go to Central Hiph School."
MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
3.

I.

II.

"If Joy is Melinda’s friend, then Jov likes to ski."
"Joy likes to ski."

Then would this be true?

"Joy is Melinda's friend."
YES

MO

Suppose you know that:
I

•

II.

"If the dungarees are Edward's, then the dungarees
have patches."
"The dungarees are Edward's."

Then would this be true?
"The dungarees have patches."

NO

MAYBE
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4.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the animal is Wendy's, then the animal
is not
"The animal is Wendy's."

a cat "

Then would this be true?
"The animal is a cat."

YUS

B.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.
II.

If the sweater is Sheila's, then the sweater is brown."
"The sweater is Sheila's."

Then would this be true?

"The sweater is brown."
MAYBE

6.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Willard lives on Willow Avenue, then Willard poes
to Dublin Hiph School."
"Willard poes to Dublin Hiph School."

Then would this be true?

"Willard lives on Willow Avenue."
YES

NO

7.
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Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the scarf is Melvin's, then the scarf
is brown."
"The scarf is brown."

Then would this be true?
8.

"The scarf is Melvin's."
YES
,

NO

Suppose you know that:
9.

I.

II.

"If the house is on Pleasant Street, then the house
is
not vacant."
"The house is on Pleasant Street."

Then would this be true?
"The house is not vacant."

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Aaron is in Mr. Hunter's class, then Aaron is in
the eighth grade."
"Aaron is in Mr. Hunter's class."

Then would this be true?
"Aaron is not in the eighth grade."
YES

3

<

>

MAYBE

"

,

.

question

1.

:
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Try the following three
problems (CIRCLE THE CORRECT
ANSWER)

Suppose you know that:
"If P, then Q."
"P."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?

"Q."
YES

2.

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If P, then Q. M
"Q.

Then would this be true?
"P."

YES

3.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If P. then Q."
"Q."

Then would this be true?

"not Q."
YES

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE PROBLEMS, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

:

:*07

Here
are the three problems you just tried.
1.

The correct answers to

the problems are circled:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If P, then Q."
"P."

2.
Then
would this be true?

"Q."
MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
3.

I.

II.

"If P, then Q."
"Q."

Then would this be true?
"P."

NO

YES

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If P, then Q."
"P."

Then would this be true?

"not Q."

3

YES

(

MAYBE

>

If you examine the nine answered problems closely you will

notice that all the problems answered "YES" (problems 3,
the pattern of the first unanswered problem on

answered "MAYBE" (problems 2,

6

p.

13).

5

and

8)

fit

All the problems

and 7) fit the pattern of the second
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unanswered problem on p. 13.
1*

14

anc*

All the problems answered "NO" (problems

*he Pattern of the third unanswered problem on
p.

13,

For example, here are the three problems with the answer "NO"
and how

they fit this pattern:

Suppose you know that:

"If P, then Q."
"P."

Then would this be true?
"not Q."

©

YES

Problem

1.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

"If Barbara is in the eleventh grade, then

—n

Barbara goes to Central High School."
"Q."
II.

"Barbara is in the eleventh grade."
rrp-n

Then would this be true?

"Barbara does not go to Central High School."
"not Q."

YES

Problem

4.

<S>

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

"If the animal is Wendy's, then
TTpTT

the animal is not a cat."
"qT"
II.

"The animal is Wendy's."
-

TTpTn

Then would this be true?

"The animal is a cat."
"not Q.“"
YES

do)
CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE

Problem 9.

Suppose you know that:
1

•

"If Aaron is in Mr. Hunter’s class, then

Aaron is in the eighth grade."
"n "
II.

"Aaron is in Mr. Hunter’s class."
r7
p7rr

Then would this be true?

"Aaron is not in the eighth grade."
"not Q."
YES

MAYBE

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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You may be wondering if the type of patterns
discovered in the
previous problems hold for every pair of
sentences substituted for "P."
and "Q."

The answer is yes.

In fact, we can state the following

general rule which we will call the Substitution
Rule:

For example, if we let "B." represent "The pants are Steward’s."

and we let "C." represent "The pants have no cuffs." thenthe following

problem (DO NOT TRY TO ANSWER THE PROBLEM):
Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If B., then C."
"not B."

Then would the following be true?

has the same answer as the problem below:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the pants are Steward’s, then the pants have no cuffs."
"The pants are not Steward's."

Then would this be true?

"The pants have no cuffs."
GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Decause of the substitution rule, we can state the
following two
step procedure for solving any problem involving if-then
sentences where

capital letters such as A, B, C,
Step

1.

,

X, Y or Z represent sentences.

Let each different letter in the problem represent
a

sentence.

Then create

a

new problem bv substituting the pro-

per sentence for each letter.
Step 2.

Solve the new problem.

The answer to the new problem

is the same as the answer to the original problem.

For example, suppose we are given the following problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If F, then G."
"F."

Then would this be true?
"not 0."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

MAYBE

Here’s how we can solve the problem:
Step

I.

Let "F." represent "The book is ninny's." and let "G."

represent "The book has a green cover."
has a green cover.

cover."

Since "G." represents "The book

"not G." represents "The book does not have a green

Substituting into the original problem, we can create the

following new problem given below:
Here is the problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the book is Ginny’s, then the book has a green cover."
"The book is Ginny's."

Then would this be true?
"The book does not have a green cover."
5)0

NOT ANSWER)
YES

NO
CONTI NUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

MAYBE

.
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We can solve the original problem
bv solving the new
You have already learned how to solve the
new problem.
The

Stop 2.
problem.

correct answer to the new problem is "NO."

So the correct answer to

the original problem is "NO." also.

Here are two hints which will help you not make
mistakes when solvinp

problems involving if-then sentences where capital letters
represent

sentences
I.

When picking sentences to substitute for the capital letters
follow

these two procedures

:

1.

Pick simple sentences

2.

Be sure that you do not know the truth value of the sentences.

The reason for rule

2

is that if you know the truth value of a

sentence, you may easily be mislead to the wrong answer.
Here are some examples of sentences that you probably know the

truth value for andj therefore, should not be substituted for the capital letters:

"Abraham Lincoln was the first president."
"2 + 2 = 4."
"I

(meaning you, the reader) had eggs for breakfast today."

"It is raining out."

To make up a sentence for which you do not know the truth valuo

,

it

helps to just make up sentences about people or objects you do not

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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"The hook is green,"
"The tree is a pine,"
"Mr,

Jacobs is 43 years old,"

"Morris' sweater is red."

II.

When substituting sentences for capital letters, be careful that

you substitute correctly for the negation of

a

sentence

.

A common

error is that students forget to change the sentence to the negation
when substituting.

For example, if "K." represents "The bike is

Jose's.", some students substitute "The bike is Jose's." for "not K.",
instead of the correct substi tution

:

"The bike is not Jose's."

HO TO THU NEXT PAGE.

:

Trv the following four problems

1.

(CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWERS):

Suppose you know that
I

"If S, then T."

.

"S."

II.

Then would this be true?

"T."
YES

2.

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

"If M, then Q."

I.

"0."

II.

Then would this be true?
"M."

YES

3.

Suppose you know that:

"If A, then D."

I.

"A."

II.

Then would this be true?
"not D."
YES

4.

Suppose you know that:

"If G, then J."
"J."

I.

II.

$

Then would this be true?
•

IP

YES

tf

NO

WHEN FINISHED, SHOW THE TEST TO YOUR TEACHER

MAYBE

BOOKLET

8

:

:

J in

In this section, three rules will be explained
which will enable

you to do the type of problem in this booklet.

To understand the rules

you should realize that the sentence "If P, then Q." represents

a

sentence in if-then form and that "P." represents the if-part and "Q."

represents the then-part of the sentence.

Here are the three rules and

examples
Suppose you know that

Rule 1 .

A sentence in if-then

Form is TRUE,
the if-part of the sentence is TRUE.

I.

and II.

Then the then-part of the sentence is TRUE.

Example.

Look at the following problem (DO NOT ANSWER THE PROBLEM):

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

"If P, then 0."
"P."

Then would this be true?
"Q."

Notice that you know that:
I.

and II.

A sentence in if-then form ("If P, then Q.") is TRUE,
the if-part of the sentence ("P.") is TRUE.

Then, by Rule 1, "0.", the then-part of the sentence, must be
So the correct answer is "YES."
TRIE.

Rule 2.

Suppose vou know that:
I.

and II.

A sentence in if-then form is TRUE,
the if-part of the sentence is TRUE.

Then the negation of the then-part is FALSE.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PACE.

:
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Example.

Look at the ^ollowinp problem (DO NOT ANSWER)

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

—

"If R, then T."
"R."

Then would this be true?
"not T."

Notice that you know that:
I.

and II.

A sentence in if-then form ("If R, then T.") is TRUE,
the if-part of the sentence ("R.") is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 2, the negation of the then-part ("not T.") is
FALSE, so the correct answer is "NO."
Rule

3

Suppose vou know that:

:

I.

and II.

A sentence in if-then form is TRUE,
the then-part of the sentence is TRUE.

Then the if-part of the sentence may be either TRUE or FALSE.

Example.

Look at the following problem (DO NOT ANSWER):

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

"If B, then C."
"C."

Then would this be true?

Notice that you know that:
I.

and II.

A sentence in if-then form ("If B, then C.") is TRUE,
the then-nart of the sentence ("C.") is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 3, the if-part of the sentence ("B.") is either
TRIE or FALSE. So, the correct answer is "MAYBE."

YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW THE THREE RULES IN ORDER TO DO THE PROBLEMS ON
THE FOLLOWING PAGES.
YOU MAY WANT TO REREAD THE RULES BEFORE GOING ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Try this problem (CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER):

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If X, then Z."
"X."

Then would this be true?

"not Z,"

YES

NO

WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE PROBLEM,
00 TO THE NEXT PAGE.

\

MAYBE

:

The correct answer is "NO."
I.

and II.

You know that

:

A sentence in if-then frrm ("If X, then Z.") is TRUE,
the if-part of the sentence ("X.") is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 2, the negation of the then-part ("not

Z.

)

is

FALSE.

Try the following problem (CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER):

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If B, then D."
"D."

Then would this be true?

"B."
YES

NO

MAYBE

"
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The correct answer is MAYBE.

You know that:

A sentence in if-then form (If B, then D.")is TRUE,
the then-part of the sentence ( M D, M ) is TRUE.

I.

and II.

—

Therefore, by rule 3, the if-part of the sentence ("B.") mav be
TRUE or FALSE.

Try the following problem (CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER):

Suppose you know that:

"If L, then P."

I.

"L."

II.

Then would this be true?
"P

.

YES

NO

MAYBE

321

The correct answer is "YES.”
I.

and II.

You know that:

A sentence in if-then form ("If L, then P.") is TRUE,
the if-part of the sentence ("L.") is TRUE.

Therefore, by rule 1, the then-part of the sentence ("P.") is TRUE.

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

Iry the following four problems

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

1.

Suppose you know that:
I

"If. F, then G. "

.

"G."

II.

Then would this be true?
"F."
YES

2.

HO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
"If X, then Z."
"X."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?

"not Z."
YES

3.

Suppose you know that:

"If V, then W."
"W."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
"V."

YES

4.

Suppose you know that:

"If M, then N."
"M."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
"N."
YES

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED, HAND IN THIS BOOKLET.

REVIEW BOOKLET
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Try the following four problems.
1.

For each one, circle the

answ or that vou think is correct,

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Doth may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Jane's toy is red,
1.
"Jane's toy i.s not a fire truck."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Jane's toy is a fire truck."

I.

'

1

II.

Questio n

Then would this be true?

:

"Jane's toy is not red."

;

YES

2,

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
At least one o f the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class."
1.
"Joe is in a second c.rade class."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Joe is in a second grade class."

I.

3.

II.

Quest ion

:

Then would this be true?

"Joe is in Mr. Harris'

class,"

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"The woman is not George's sister."
1,

"The woman is, named Jennifer."
The following statement is true ,
"The woman is George's sister."
2.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The woman is named Jennifer."

YES

NO

MAYBE

4.
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Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
1.
"Janet's toy is broken."
2.
"Janet's tov is not a doll."
The following statement is true,
"Janet's toy is broken."

Then would this be true?

"Janet's toy is a doll."
YES

NO

WHEN YOU HAM: FINISHED THE FOUR
PROBLEMS, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.

MAYBE
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ANSWERS

1.

:

NO

2

.

MAYBE

3.

YES

4

.

Count the number of questions you answered correct.lv.

If you had

4

correct turn to p, 16

If you had

3

or

levSs

.

correct turn to p.

4

,

MAYBE
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In the following pages, correct solutions to the four
problems
on p.

will be explained.

i

V/hcn

you finish those pages, you will be

given five additional problems to try.
CAREFULLY.

So, READ THE FOLLOWING FRAMES

Some frames you may have to read more than once.

It is recommended that you only read tho se frames which review

the prob lems von di d incorr e ctly.

You may turn back to p.

out which problems you had incorrect.

5-6

problem

pp. 11-12

2

on pp.

7-8

;

Problem

problem

1 is

to find

3

explained on pp.

problem

3 on pp.

9-10

rob lens

turn to d.13

;

.

When you have coim Toted reviewing the

t>

,

.

M

on

:

:
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Here

'

problem

s

1

(DO HOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

Suppose you know that
I,

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two state ments is true.

Both cannot be false:
Both ray be true.
"Jane’s toy is reel,"
1.
"Jane's toy is not a fire truck."
2.
The following statement is true,
"Jane's toy is a firetruck."
Then would this be true?

"Jane's toy is not red."

Solution:

The correct answer is "NO."

Here is how the problem is

solved
first, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by

bining the information in

I.

and II.

com-

Here's how:

of
In the problem, I. tells us that the following combinations

truth values of statements

Possibility

1

and

2

are possible:

"Jane’s toy is red." is TRUE
and "Jane's toy is not a firetruck." is TRUE.

1.

"Jane’s tov is red." is TRUE
or Possibility 2.
^
FALSE
and "Jane’s toy is not a firetruck." is
or Possibility

"Jane’s toy is red." is FALSE
and "Jane's toy is not a firetruck
3.

is TRUE

II. tells us that:

"Jane's toy is a firetruck." is TRUE,
wh i ch implies that:
be FALSE.
"Jane's toy is not a firetruck." must

So, only possibility

2

can be true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Therefore, the information in

I.

and II. can bo combined to

the following
’’Jane's toy is red.” is TLUE

‘1

and "Jane's tov is a firetrucV," is FALSE.
Now that we have combined the information in

problem is much easier to solve.

I.

and II., the

remember , the question was

:

Would this be true?
"Janie's toy is not red,"
l

NO

YES

When we combined

I

MAYBE

and II we found that:

"Jane's toy is red." is TLUE,<^

therefore, "Jane's toy is no t red." is FALSE.
is "NO

II

So the correct answer

:

330

Here’s problem

2

(DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

Suppose you knew that
!•

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Joe. is not in Ur. Harris’ class."
1.
"Joe is in a second grade class."
2.
The following statement is true,
"Joe is in a second grade class."

Then would this be true?
"Joe is in Mr. Harris'

Solution:

class."

The correct answer is "MAYBE,"

Here is how the problem

is solved:

First

,

we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in

I.

and 11.

Here’s how:

In the problem, I. tells us that the following combinations of

truth values of statements

Possibility

1

and

2

are possible:

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris’ class." is TRUE
and "Joe is in a second grade class." is TRUE.<c-

1.

f-|

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." is TRUE
and "Joe is in a second grade class." is FALSE.

Possibility

2,

Possibility

3.

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris’ class." is FALSE
and "Joe is in a second made class." is TRUE.^

II, states that:

"Joe is in a second grade class." must be true,

therefore, only possibility

1 and 3 can be

true

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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So, the information in I.

and II. can be combined -to the

following:

Possibility

1.

Possibility

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." is FALSE
3.
and "Joe is in a second grade cl ass." is TRUK,

"Joe is not in Mr, Harris' class." is TRUK
and "Joe is in a second grade class." is TRUK.

Now that we have combined the information in

problem is easier to solve.

and II., the

I.

Remember, the question was:

Would this be true?
"Joe is in Mr, Harris'
i

class."

YES

NO

MAYBE

If possibility 1 is true, then we would knov/ that:
"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." is TRUE,

which means that
"Joe is in Mr. Harris'

class," is FALSE.

Then the correct answer would be "NO."

However, if possibility

is true, then

3

"Joe is not in Mr. Harris' class." would be FALSE

which means that
"Joe is in Mr. Harris'

class." is TRUE,

Then the correct answer would be "YES."

However, WE DO NOT KNOW FOR SURE WHICH POSSIBILITY

IS

TRUE

.

'~.
So the statement "Joe is in Mr, Harris' class." mav be true or fals

Therefore, the correct answer is

"

MAYB E."

»

:

:

:
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Here's problem

3

(DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION):

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

Question

:

1

At least
Bo.ii may
"The
1.
2.
"The

one or the following iwo stateircnts is true.
be true, both cannot be false.
woman is not George's sister."
woman is named Jennifer."
'Die following statement is true,
"*
"The woman is George's sister,

Then would this be true?

"The woman is named Jennifer."

Solution

The.

correct answer is "YES."

Here is how the problem is

solved
First, we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in

Here's how:

and II.

I»

In the problem, I. tells us that the following combinations

of truth values are possible

Possibility

:

"The woman is not George's sister." is TRUE
and "The woman is named Jennifer." is TRUE,
1.

"The woman is not George's sister." is TRUE
and "The woman is named Jennifer," is FALSE.

Possibility 2.

Possibility

"The woman is not George's sister." is FALSE
3.
and "The woman is named Jennifer." is TRUE.

II. tells us that:

"The woman is George's sister." is TRUE,

which means that the statement:
"The woman is not George's sister." is FALSE.

Therefore, only possibility

3

can be true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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f>o,

the information in I. and II. can he corbined to the

following
"The woman is not George’

s

sister." is

and "The vom-n is named Jennifer," is TRUE.

«£

Now that we have combine-, the information in

problem is much easier to solve,

——

1'ALSL

I.

and II., the

remember the question was

Would this no true
"The woman is named Jennifer."

yes

maybe

no

When we corbined the information in

I.

and IT., we found that

"The woman is named Jennifer," is TRUE.<c

Therefore, the correct answer is "YES."

:

:
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Here is problem

4

(DO NOT ANSWER

TSiE

QUESTION):

Suppose you know that:
I.

II,

Ouc-'t i on

:

At .least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may he true,
Both cannot be false,
"Janet's toy is broken,"
1.
Janet's toy is not a doJl,"
2,
The following statement is true,
"Janet's toy is broken,"

Then would this be true?

"Janet's tov is

a

doll,"

correct answer is "MAYBE,"

Solution

Here's how the problem is

solved
First

,

we can convert the problem to an easier problem by com-

bining the information in
In the problem, I.

I,

and II.

Here's how:

tells us that the following combinations of

!

truth values arc possible:

Possibility 1. "Janet's toy is broken," is TRUE <<*
and "Janet’s toy is not a doll." is TRUE.
"Janet's toy is broken." is TRUE dr
and "Janet's toy is not a doll." is FALSE.

Possibility

2.

Possibility

"Janet's toy is broken," is FALSE
and "Janet's tov is not a doll." is TRUE.
3,

II. states that "Janet's toy is broken." is

Therefore, onlv possibilities

1

and

2

TRUE<

can be true.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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So, the information in I» and II, can bo
combined to the
fo.l

lowing

•

Possibility

1,
"Janet's toy is broken," is TRUE
and "Janet's toy is not a doll." is TRUE.

Possibility 2.

"Janet's toy is broken." is TRUE
and "Jan et's toy is not a doll." is FALSE.

Now that we have combined the information in

prob

1

'Mil

.is

I.

and II.

,

the

much easier to solve.

Remember, the question was
.,'ould

:

be^rueT

"Janet's toy is a doll."
YES

NO

If possibility

1

MAYBE

is true, then we would know that:

"Janet's toy is not a doll." is TRUE,

which means that:
"Janet's toy is a doll." is FALSE.
Then the correct answer would be "NO."
But, if possibility

2

is true, then

"Janet's toy is not a doll." is FALSE,

wh i ch me an is

t h at

"Janet's toy is a doll." is TRUE,
Then the correct answer would be "YES."

However, WE PO NO T KNOW TOR SUPE WHICH POSSIBILITY IF
So, the statement, "Janet's toy is a doll." may be

Therefore, the correct answer is

"

MAYBE ."

00 TO THE NEXT PACE.
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rue or false «

Try the following five problems.

For each one, circle the

answer that you think is correct .
1.

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.

I.

"Joan does not go to the library."
"Joan meets Susan."
The following statement is true ,
"Joan meets Susan."

1.
2,

II.

Question
1

:

Then would this be true?

"Joan goes to the library."

NO

YES
2.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
brother."
Cheryl’s
is
"Zacharv
1.
have
red hair."
does
not
"Zachary
2.
The following statement is true ,
"Zachary is not Cheryl's brother."

I,

II.

Question

:

Then would this be true?

"Zachary does not have red hair."
NO

YES
3.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
Leah's."
not
is
rabbit
"The
1.
ears."
long
has
"The rabbit
2.
true,
is
statement
The following
"The rabbit is Leah's."

Then would this be true?
"The rabbit has long ears."

YES

NO

MAYBE

.

4.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two
statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
1.
"The fishing pole is not Jof's."
2.
"The fishing pole is lightweight."
The following statement is true,
"The fishing pole is Jof's."

Then would this be true?

"The fishing pole is not lightweight."

YES

5,

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

Question

:

At least one of the following two statements is true
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"The doll is not Sharon's."
1.
"The doll has black hair."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The doll has black hair,"

Then would this be true?

"The doll is Sharon's."
YES

NO

MAYBE

WUEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE FIVE PROBLEMS, GO TO THE NEXT PAGE
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ANSWERS:

1.

MAYBE

2.

YES

3.

YES

GO TO PAGE 16

4.

NO

5.

MAYBE

"
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Try the following five problems.

For each problem, circle the

answer which vou think is correct.
Suppose you know that:

1.

"If the house is on Third Avenue, then the house is five
years old."
"The house is on Third Avenue."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?

Question:

"The house is not five years old."

HO

YES

MAYBE

•

I

Suppose you know that:

2.

I.

11

If Leah is Howard’s sister, then Leah lives in Abington.”
"Leah lives in Abington."

II.

Then would this be true?

Question:
;

"Leah is Howard’s sister."

NO

YES
3.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

"If the car is Risha's, then the car is not brand new."
"The car is Risha's."
II.
Question: Then would this be true?
I.

"The car is brand new."
4,

Suppose you know that:
Johnson
"If Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics, then Ms.
I.
knows Mr. Spirak."
"Ms, Johnson teaches mathematics."
II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"Ms. Johnson knows Mr. Spirak,"

MAYBE

5.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

named Strawberry."
"If the cat is Laura's, then the cat is
"The cat is named Strawberry.
Is this true?

"The cat is Laura's."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:
5

1.

HO

2

.

MAYBE

MAYBE

.

If you had

5

correct turn in this booklet.

I

If you had 4 or less correct go to p.

i
I

18.

3.

NO

4.

YES
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In the following frames, the correct solutions to the
five

problems on p. 16 will be explained.

When you finish those frames, you

will be given five additional problems.
CAREFULLY.

SO READ THE FOLLOWING FRAMES

Some frames you may have to read two or three times.

—

It is recommended that you only read those frames which review
I

problems you did incorrectly (you may turn to p.17 to find out which
problems you had incorrect).
2 is on p. 20

is on p. 23

.

;

problem

3 is

Problem
on p.

21;

1 is

explained on p.

problem

4 is on p.

3;

22;

problem

problem

5

.
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Here is problem

1:

The correct answer is "NO.”

Step

1.

Here is how the problem is solved.

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following problem:

Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
"The house is not on Third Avenue."
1.
"The house is five years old."
2.
The following statement is true ,
"The house is on Third Avenue
11

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The house is not five years old."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES

Step 2.

NO

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember, if

"The house is on Third Avenue." is TRUE (by II.), then "The house is

not on Third Avenue." is FALSE. Since statement 1: "The house is not on
is
Third Avenue." is FALSE, statement 2: "The house is five years old."
the correct
TRUE, "The house is not five years old." must be FALSE. So,

answer is "NO."

.
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then Leah lives in Abmgton.
"If Leah is Howard's sister,
"Leah lives in Abington."

I.

II,

Question

Then would this be true

:

"Leah is Howard’s sister."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

'^1

N°

YES

"MAYBE."
The correct answer is

solved:
Here is how the problem is

easier equivalent problem.
Convert the problem to an

Step 1.

problem:
equivale nt to the following
The above problem is

Suppose you know that:
two statements is true.
least one of the following
cannot be^false.
Both may be true. Both
sister.
"Leah is not Howard's
1,
"Leah lives in Abington.
2.
is true_,
The following statement
"Leah lives in Abington."

"At

I

II.

Then would this be true?
"Leah is Howard’s sister."

Question:

(DO NOT ANSWER)

ste p 2 .

MAYBE

NO

_____

YES

Solve the easier problem.

problem.
to solve the easier p
You should be able

Remember,

i

" Leah

'
s n £l H °Mard s

I
iKun (by
y
ton " is TRUE
Abington.
Since "Leah lives in
nrL.ean
_
pnK is Howard’ s sis—
r
tnuou, therefore,
TRirr or
nr FALSE;
TRUE
either
may be
oiestpr
Sister, " may
IM
Ynr »
MAYBE,
correct answer is
r
the
So
^
r&T
F
TRUE or FALoE^
ter." mav be either
H->.

•

,

,

.

,

.

.
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Here is problem

3:

The correct answer is "NO."

Step 1,

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an equivalent easier problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following easier problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false
"The car is not Risha's."
1.
"The car is not brand new."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The car is Risha’s."
Then would this be true?

"The car is brand new."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember, since

"The car is Risha's." is TRUE (by II.), "The car is not Rishat." must
be FALSE.

If statement 1:

statement 2:

"The car is not Risha’s." is FALSE, then

"The car is not brand new," must be TRUE; therefore,

"The car is brand new," is FALSE.

So the correct answer is

HO,

: :
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Here is problem 4:

Suppose you know that

"If Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics, then Ms. Johnson
knows Mr. Spirak."
"Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics."

I.
II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"Ms. Johnson knows Mr. Spirak,"

(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES
The 'correct answer is "YES."

Step 1.

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following problem:

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

Question:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
"Ms. Johnson does not teach mathematics."
1.
"Ms. Johnson knows Mr. Spirak."
2.
The following statement is true ,
Johnson teaches mathematics."
"Ms.

Then would this be true?

"Ms. Johnson knows Mr. Spivak."

(DO NOT ANSWER)
Ygg

Step 2.

NO

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem.

Remember,

IT.), "Ms. Johnson
since "Ms. Johnson teaches mathematics." is TRUE (by
Ms. Johnson
If statement 1.
does not teach mathematics." is FALSE,

statement 2: "Ms Johnson
does not teach mathematics." is FALSE, then
correct answer is
knows Mr. Spirak." must be TRUE. Therefore, the

"YES."

""
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Here is problem 5:

Suppose you know that:
"If the cat is Laura's, then the cat is named Strawberry."
"The cat is named Strawberry.

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The cat is Laura's."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

YES
•

,

The correct answer is "MAYBE."

Step 1.

NO

MAYBE

Here is how the problem is solved:

Convert the problem to an easier equivalent problem.

The above problem is equivalent to the following easier problem:

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
"The cat is not Laura's,"
1.
"The cat is named Strawberrv."
2.
The following statement is true,
"The cat is named Strawberry .

Then would this be true?

"The cat is Laura's."
(DO NOT ANSWER)

NO

YES

Step 2.

MAYBE

Solve the easier problem.

You should be able to solve the easier problem. Remember,
since statement 2: "The cat is named Strawberry." is TRUE (by II.),
statement 1: "The cat is not Laura's." may be either TRUE or FALSE

Therefore, "The cat is Laura's." is either TRUE or FALSE.
correct answer is "MAYBE."

So the
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,

Try the following five problems.

For each problem, circle

the answer which you think is correct .

Suppose you know that:

1.

"If the dog is Justin's, then the dog is named Sandy."
"The dog is named Sandy."

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The dog is Justin's."

YES
2.

NO

(Suppose you know that:

"If the coat is Sara's, then the coat is torn."
"The coat is Sara's."

I.

II,

Question:

Then would this be true?

"The coat is torn."
i

3.

MAYBE

YES

,

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

"If Merv is Mark's friend, then Merv is not a football
player."
"Merv is Mark's friend."

I.

II.

Question:

Then would this be true?

"Merv is a football player."
NO

YES
4.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Hermit does not catch the train, then he is late
for work."
"Hermit is late for work."
Then would this be true?

"Hermit does not catch the train."
NO
YES
5.

MAYBE

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

Question:

"If Sherry is Bert's sister, then Sherry is twelve years old."
"Sherry is Bert’s sister."
Then would this be true?

"Sherry is not twelve years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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The correct answers are:

1,

MAYBE

2.

YES

NO.

5.

GIVE THIS BOOKLET TO THE TEACHER
i

i

4.

MAYBE

APPENDIX B

THE PRETEST AND THE POSTTEST

TEST FORM A

NAME

STARTING TIME
FINISHING TIME
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS

On the following pages vou will be given
some problems in a special
type of reasoning called conditional reasoning.
Here is what a question
on the test might look like:

Example

1.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"Sue is three years older than Steward."
"Steward is ten years old."

Then would this be true?

"Sue is thirteen years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

In the example, "Suppose you know that" means that you should suppose
that the information given to you in I and II is true .
To answer the
question, use only what you are told in
and II.
'l

Here is what the possible answers mean:
YES means that it must be true.
NO means that it cannot be true.
MAYBE means that it may be true, or it may not be true
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is ^VES" or "NO."
.

Now, circle the answer to Example

1.

The correct answer is "YES," because if Steward is 10 years old
and Sue is 3 years older than Steward, then Sue must be thirteen years
old (10 + 3 = 13).
Try example 2.

CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT YOU THINK IS CORRECT.
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Example 2:

Suppose you know that:
I.

Exactly one of the following three statements is
true
THe”other two statements are false:
"Jim lives in New York."
1.
"Jim has brown hair."
2.
"Jim is a baseball player."
3.
The following statement is false:
"Jim lives in New York, 71
.

II.

Then would this be true?

"Jim is a baseball player."
YES

NO

MAYBE

The correct answer to Example 2 is "MAYBE."
From the information
we are given, we know that "Jim lives in New York." is false (from II.);
therefore, either "Jim has brown hair." is true or "Jim is a baseball
player," is true. But, since we do not know for certain which one is true
"Jim is a baseball player." may be either true or ^alse.

,

In some questions, capital letters (such as A, B, C,...., X, Y, or Z)
will stand for any simple sentence. A capital letter with the word "not"
in front of it (such as not A, not B, not C,...., not Z) will stand for
For example, if "P."
any simple sentence with the word "not" added to it.
stands for "Joel is tall." then "not P." stands for "Joel is not tall."

Try Example

Example

3.

CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT YOU THINK IS CORRECT.

Suppose you know that:

3.

I.

II.

"P."
"0."

Then would this be true?
"not P."

YES

NO

MAYBE
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^ ie correct answer is "NO," because no matter what simple
senten ce
stands for, if "P." is true, then "not P." must be false.
For
example, if "Joel is tall." is true, then "Joel 17'not tall.”
must be
false.
..

P. „

When doing the test remenber these general instructions:
*

!•

For each problem, CIRCLE the answer which vou think is correct,

2.

For each problem, CIRCLE only one answer (either "YES," "NO
or "MAYBE").

3.

If you wish to change an answer, erase vour first answer and
circle the new answer.

"
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

1.

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false:
"Myrna owns a car."
1.
"Myrna is not tall."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Myrna does not own a car."

Then would this be true?

"Myrna is tall."

NO

YES
2.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

3.

I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both cannot be false;
Both mav be true.
friend."
Tim's
is
"Justin
1.
old."
years
ten
is
"Justin
2.
true:
is
statement
The following
old."
years
"Justin is not ten

Then would this be true?

"Justin is Tim's friend."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If F, then H."
"not H."

Then would this be true?

"not F."
YES

NO

MAYBE

"
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible
answers:

4.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II*

"If the girl is named Eve, then the girl is
"The girl is 16 years old,"

16

years old."

5,

Then would this be true?
"The girl is named Eve,"

YES

6.

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Xj then Y.
"X."

Then would this be true?

"not Y."
YES

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both cannot be false:
may be true.
15 vears old."
not
"Joel is
1.
"Joel likes to sing."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Joel likes to sing."

Then would this be true?

"Joel is 15 years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Both
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Here is

a

reminder of the meaning of the possible
answers:

YLS
NO
MAYBE

7

.

The statement must be true,
The statement cannot be true,
The statement may be true or it may
not be true. You
were not told enough to be certain whether
it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If X, then Z."
"X.”

Then would this be true?
"Z."

YES

8.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose voU know that:
I,

II.

"If Herb goes to the airport, then Herb will meet Sharon."
"Herb goes to the airport."

Then would this be true?

"Herb will meet Sharon,"
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The dress is not Ms. Axler’s."
1,
"The dress is size twelve."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The dress is Ms. Axler’s."

Then would this be true?
"The dress is not size twelve."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Both

"
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Here is

10.

a

reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

YES
NO
MAYBE

he statement must be true,
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it may not bt true
not told enough to be ce rtain whether it is
1

’

You were
or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Elaine is in Mr. franklin's class, then Elaine is
senior,
"Elaine is a senior."

a

Then would this be true?

"Elaine is in Mr. Franklin's class."
YES

11.

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

12.

NO

II.

"If C, then B."
"B."

Then would, this be true?
"C."
YES

Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

"If Marilyn .is Harry’s friend, then Marilyn is a skier."
"Marilyn is Harry's friend,"

Then would this be true?

"Marilyn is not a skier."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the
possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true, You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

:

"If K, then L."
"K.”

Then would this be true?
"not L."
YES

14.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

Hi

At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be falsel
"Jennifer is not a college student."
1.
"Jennifer likes to dance."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Jennifer likes to dance."

Then would this be true?

"Jennifer is a college student."
YES

15.

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

"If A, then B."

II.

"A."

Then would this be true?
"B."

YES

Both
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it may not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

16.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

17,

At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be false;
"The coat does not belong to Ms. Biles."
1.
"The coat is brown."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The coat belongs to Ms. Biles."

Both

Then would this be true?
"The coat ih not brown."
MO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

18.
II.

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
may be true.
"Peggv is not at home,"
1.
"Peggy is playing with Richard."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Peggy is at home."
At

Then would this be true?

"Peggy is playing with Richard."
no

yes

maybe

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Mabel lives in Atlanta, then Mabel goes to Central
High School."
"Mabel lives in Atlanta."

Then would this be true?

"Mabel goes to Central High School."
YES

MO

MAYBE

Both
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Here is a reminder of the meaninp of the possible answers:

19.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it mav not be true. You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

20.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
mav be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Penny is not a student at Leeds High School."
1.
2.
"Penny is in the eleventh grade."
The following statement is true:
"Penny is a student at Leeds High School."

Both

Then would this be true?

"Penny is not in the eleventh grade."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
21.

I.

II,

"If the socks are Elaine’s, then the socks are green."
"The socks are green."

Then would this be true?
"The socks are Elaine’s."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If David is a football player, then David is a halfback."
"David is a football player."

Then would this be true?

"David is a half back."
YES

NO

MAYBE

:
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers
YES

The
The
The
not

NO
MAYBE
22.

statement must be true,
statement cannot be true,
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be cert ain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:

"If X, then M."

I.

"X."

II.

Then would this be true?
23.

"not M."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be false;
"Richard is not Janet’s friend."
1.
"Richard likes to skate."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Richard is Janet's friend."

I.

24.

II.

Then would this be true?

"Richard does not like to skate."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
"If R, then S."
"R."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
HQo

»

YES

NO

MAYBE

Both
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers;

25,

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement mast be true,
statement cannot be true,
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the pants are Gordon’s, then the pants are patched."
"The pants are Gordon’s."

Then would this be true?
26.

"The pants are not patched."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

27.

II.

"If the dog is Howard's, then the dog is a poodle."
"The dog is Howard's."

Then would this be true?
"The dog is a poodle."

no

yes

maybe

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the shirt is Brian’s, then the shirt is striped."
"The shirt is Brian's."

Then would this be true?

"The shirt is not striped."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning
of the possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

28.

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be
true,
You were
told enough to be certain whether it is
"YES" or

"NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

29.

At least one of the following two statements
is true.
may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"The toy is not Cheryl’s."
1.
"The toy is a fire truck."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The toy is a firetruck,"

Then would this be true?
"The toy is Cheryl’s."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

30,

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"The car is not Sara’s."
1.
"The car is painted green."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The car is Sara’s."

Then would this be true?
"The car is painted green."
YES

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If W, then Z."
"Z."

Then would this be true?
"W."

YES

Both

^

Here is

31.

a

reminder of the meaninp of the possible answers:

YES
MO
MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it may not be
true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or
"NO."

Suppose vou know that:
^

II.

^
Caroline is the same age as Dorian, then Caroline is
15 years old."
"Caroline is the same age as Dorian."

Then would this be true?
32.

"Caroline is not 15 years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

33.

II.

"If S, then L."
"S."

Then would this be true?
"L."

YES

Suppose you know that:
I.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
may be true.

"The hat is not brown."
"The hat is Mr. Johnson's."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The hat is brown."
1.

II.

Then would this be true?
"The hat is Mr. Johnson's."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Both
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

34.

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement mav be true or it mav not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is '’YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.

mav be true.
Both cannot be false:
"The car is not Ms. Hegy's."
1.
2.
"The car is blue.”
The following statement is true:
"The car is blue."

Then would this be true?
"The car is Ms, Hegy's."
YES

3b,

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II,

"If the couch is green, then the couch is brand new."
"The couch is brand new,"

Then would this be true?

"The couch is green."
NO

YES

36.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If M, then P."
"M."

Then would this be true?
"P."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Both
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

YES
37.

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it may not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO.”

NO
MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II,

38.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Roth cannot be false.
"Sam is not Jim’s brother."
1.
"Sam is 14 years old."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Sam is Jim’s Brother."

Then would this be true?

"Sam is 14 years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
39,

I.

II.

"If the aquarium is Ruth's, then the aquarium is broken."
"The aquarium is Ruth's."

Then would this be true?

"The aquarium is not broken."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

least one of the following two statements
Both cannot be false;
Both may be true.
"The notebook is not Linda's."
1.
"The notebook has a brown cover."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The notebook is Linda's."
At

j.s

Then would this be true?
"The notebook does not have a brown cover.'

YES

NO

MAYBE

true.
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible
answers:

40,

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement mav be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES” or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

IT.

"If C, then
”0."

D. M

Then would this be true?
41.

M C."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

42,

II.

"If Mr. Samuels is Doris’ uncle, then Mr. Samuels is a
teacher,
"Mr. Samuels is Doris’ uncle."

Then would this be true?
"Mr, Samuels is a teacher."

YES

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If L, then 0."
"L."

Then would this be true?
"not Q."
YES

"
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Here is

a

reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

YES

The
The
The
not

NO
43.

MAYBE

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES” or "N0. M

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Judy knows Jerry, then Judy lives in Philadelphia."
"Judy lives in Philadelphia."

Then would this be true?
44,

"Judy knows Jerry."
YES

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

45.

II.

"If P, then Q."
"Q."

Then would this be true?
"P .

YES

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true,
Both cannot be false;
may be true.
"The toy is not red."
1.
"The tov is George's."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The toy is red."

Then would this be true?
"The toy is George's."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Both

:
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Here is a reminder of the meaninp of the
possible ansv/ers:

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

46.

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If T, then V."
"T."

Then would this be true?
47.

"not V,"
YES

.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

48.

II.

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false:
"Jeff is not Aaron’s cousin."
1.
"Jeff lives in New York."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Jeff lives in New York."

At

Then would this be true?

"Jeff is Aaron’s cousin."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If L, then K."
”L."

Then would this be true?

"K.”

YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

49.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true,
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it may not be true.
You were
not told enough to be ce rtain whether it is "YES” or"N0."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

50.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"Mary is not Gwen's friend,"
1.
"Mary likes to play basketball."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Mary likes to play basketball."

Then would this be true?
"Marv is Gwen's friend,"
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
51,

I.

II.

"If the man is named Bernard, then the man is a musician."
"The man is named Bernard."

Then would this be true?

"The man is not a musician."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the belt is Betty’s, then the belt is black."
"The belt is Betty's."

Then would this be true?

"The belt is black."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers

52.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

:

statement must be true,
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
"If T, then S."
"T."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
53.

"not S."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

54.

"If the horse is Grover’s, then the horse runs fast."

II.

"The horse runs fast."

Then would this be true?
"The horse is Grover’s."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

"If L.
"N."

I.

II.

,

then N."

Then would this be true?
"T.

YES

"

NO

MAYBE

:
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers

1.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true,
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it mav not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true.
Both cannot be false.
"The cat is not named Tina."
1.
"The cat is Jamie’s."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The cat is named Tina."
At

Then would this be true?

"The cat is Jamie's."
YES

2.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

3.

I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"Wendy is not Lola's sister."
1.

"Wendy has blue eyes."
2.
The following statement is true;
"Wendv is Lola's sister."

Then would this be true?

"Wendy does not have blue eyes."

NO

YLS

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If R, then M."
"M."

Then would this be true?
"R."

YES

MO

MAYBE

TEST FORM B

NAME

STARTING TIME
FINISHING TIME

*

.

t
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GENERAL DIRECT TO! IE

On the Pol lowing paper, vou will be ftiven some problems in a special
type of reasoninp called conditional reasoning.
Here is v.’hat a question
on the test mipht look like:

Example

1.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"Sue is three years older than Steward."
"Steward is ten years old."

Then would this be true?

"Sue is thirteen years old."
MAYBE

NO

YES

In the example, "Suppose you know that" means that you should suppose
To answer the
that the information riven to vou in I and II is true
aVest ion", use' only what vou are told in 1 and II.
.

Here is what the possible answers mean:
YES means that it mus be true.
NO means that it cannot be true.
You were
MAYBE means that it mav bn true , or it may not be true
or NO.
^YES"
is
it
who
ther
certain
not told enoup.h to ue
.

'

Now, circle the answer to Example

1.

old
The correct: answer is "YES," because if Steward is 10 years
years
thirteen
be
must
then
Sue
and Sue is 3 years older than Steward,
old (10 + 3 = 13)

Try e xamp le

2

CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT YOU THINK IS CORRECT.

:

375

Example

Suppose you know that:

2

Exactly one of the following three statements is
The other two statements are false:
true.
"Jim lives in New York."
1.
"Jim has brown hair."
2.
"Jim is a baseball plaver."
3.
The following statement is false
"Jim lives in New York,"

I.

II,

:

Then would this be true?

"Jim is a baseball player."
NO

•

MAYBE

information
The correct answer to Example 2 is "MAYBE." From the
false (from II.),
we are given, we know that "Jim lives in New York." is
baseball
therefore, either "Jim has brown hair." is true or "Jim is a
one is true
which
certain
know
for
not
we
do
player." is true. But, since
"Jim is a baseball player." may be either true or false.
A, B, C,...., X, Y, or Z)
In some questions, capital letters (such as
with the word not
will stand for any simple sentence. A capital letter
or
Z) will stand
not
C,
t
^
in front of it (such as not A, not B, not
e
examp
or
added to it.
»
„
any simple sentence with the word "not"
for Joel is not tall.
stands for "Joel is tall." then "not P." stands
.

Try Example

Example

3.

CORRECT.
CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT YOU THINK IS

3.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"P."
”Q."

.

Then would this be true?
"not P."

YES

NO

MAYBE

,

376
The correct answer is "NO," because no matter what simple sentence
"P." stands for, if "P." is true, then "not P." must be false.
For
example, if "Joel is tall." is true, then "Joel is not tall." must be
false

When doing the test remember these general instructions:
1.

For each problem, CIRCLE the answer which you think is correct.

2.

For each problem, CIRCLE only one answer (either "YES," "NO,"
or "MAYBE").

3.

If you wish to change an answer, erase vour first answer and
circle the new answer.
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

1,

The
The
The
not

statement must be true,
statement cannot be true,
statement may be true or it may not be true. You we re
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
T,

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both may be true. Both cannot be false:
"Mvma ovms a car."
1,
"Myrna is not tall."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Myrna does not own a car."

Then would this be true?

"Myrna is tall."
NO

YES
2.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:

3.

I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.

Both cannot be false i
Both mav be true.
friend."
Tim’s
"Justin is
1.
"Justin is ten years old."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Justin is not ten years old."

Then would this be true?

"Justin is Tim’s friend."
no

Y£cj

maybe

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If F, then H."
"not H."

Then would this be true?
"not F."

YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

4.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true,
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or"NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the bov is named Jonathon, then the boy is 14 years old."
"The boy is 14 years old."

5.

Then would this be true?

"The boy is named Jonathon."
NO

YES

6,

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I,

II.

"If V, then W."
"V."

Then would this be true?

"not W."
HO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true. Both cannot be false:
"Debby is not 12 years old."
1.
"Debby likes to swim."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Debby likes to swim."
At

Then would this be true?
"Debbie is 12 years old."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

7.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement mav be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES'* or "NO."

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

"If L, then N."
"L."

8.

Then would this be true?
"N."

NO

YES

9.

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Shelly goes to the store, then Shelly will meet Judy."
"Shelly goes to the store."

Then would this be true?

"Shelly will meet Judy."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both mav be true.
Mr. Craig's."
not
are
shoes
"The
1.
nine."
size
are
shoes
"The
2.
is true:
statement
The following

"The shoes are Mr. Craig's."
Then would this be true?
"The shoes are not size nine."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is

10.

a

reminder of the meaninp of the possible answers:

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true,
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enouph to be certain whether it is M YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
T.

II.

"If Carl is in Ms. Tvler's class, then Carl is a sophomore."
"Carl is a sophomore."

Then would this be true?

"Carl is in Ms. Tvler’s class."
YES

11.

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

12.

NO

II.

"If L, then K."
"K."

Then would this be true?
"L."

YES

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Jane is Eve's friend, then Jane is
"Jane is Eve's friend,"

a

pood student."

Then would this be true?

"Jane is not a pood student."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

13.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it mav not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

:

"If F, then 0.”
’’F.’’

Then would this be true?
14.
’’not G."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

15.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both mav be true.
’’Midge is not a high school student."
1.
"Midge likes to cook."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Midge likes to cook."

Then would this be true?

"Midge is a high school student."
YES

NO

MAYBE

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If P, then 0."
"P."

Then would this be true?
" 0 ."

YES

:
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Here is a reminder o r the meaning of the possible
answers:

16,

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true,
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

17.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both mav be true.
Roth cannot be false;
"The toy does not belong to John."
1.
2.
"The tov is green."
The following statement is true:
"The tov belongs to John,"

Then would this be true?
"The toy is not green."

YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

18.

II.

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Roth mav be true.
"Mike is not at the playground."
1.
"Mike is playing with Willard."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Mike is at the playground."

Then would this be true?

"Mike is playing with Willard."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that
I.

II.

"If Pat lives in Syracuse, then Pat goes to Washington
High School."
"Pat lives in Syracuse."

Then would this be true?
"Pat goes to Washington High School."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

YES
NO
MAYBE

10.

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it mav not be true. You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES'* or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"Bill is not a student at Central High School."
1.
"Bill is in the tenth grade."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Bill is a student at Central High School."
At least one of the

Then would this be true?

"Bill is not in the tenth grade."
NO

YES

20,

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If the pants are Frank’s, then the pants are brown."
"The pants are brown."

Then would this be true?
"The pants are Frank's."

yrc

21.

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

pitcher."
"If Seth is a baseball player, then Seth is a
"Seth is a baseball player."

Then would this be true?

"Seth is a pitcher."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

22.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true
statement cannot be true
statement mav be true or it mav not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or ""NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"Tf T, then N."
"T."

.Then would this be true?
23.

"not N."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"Joan is not Bob’s friend."
1.
"Joan likes to ski."
2.
II. The following statement is true:
"Joan is Bob's friend."
I.

24.

Then would this be true?

"Joan does not like to ski."
yrc

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If C, then D."
"C."

Then would this be true?
"D."

YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:
YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true
The statement cannot be true.
The statement may be true or it may not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

25.

Suppose you know that:
I.

II,

"If the coat is Ms. Hunter’s, then the coat is torn."
"The coat is Ms. Hunter’s."

Then would this be true?
26.

"The coat is not torn."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

27.

II.

"If the fish is Joyce’s, then the fish is a swordtail."
"The fish is Joyce’s."

Then would this be true?
"The fish is a swordtail."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

"If the sweater is Wally's, then the sweater is red."
"The sweater is Wallv's."

Then would this be true?
"The sweater is not red."

YES

NO

MAYBE

386
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

28,

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be true,
statement cannot be true,
statement mav be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES” or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both mav be true.
"The animal is not Ben's."
1.
"The animal is a cat."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The animal is a cat."
At

I.

II.

29.

Then would this be

true?

"The animal is Ben's."

MAYBE

NO

YES

Suppose vou know that:
I,

30.

II.

is true.
At least one o^ the following two statements
Both cannot be false:
Both mav be true.
Kenny’s."
not
is
"The bike
1.
blue."
painted
is
"The bike
2.

The following statement is true:
"The bike is Kenny's."

Then would this be true?
"The bike is painted blue,"
vrc

NO

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
"If M, then P."
II. "P."
I.

Then would this be true?
"M.”

YES

NO

MAYBE

:
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Here is a reminder of the meaninp of the possible answers
YES
HO
MAYBE

31.

'

The
The
The
not

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO?"

Suppose you know that:
"If Chet is the same ape as Lamont, then Chet is 20 years old.
"Chet is the same ape as Lamont."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
32.

"Chet is not 20 vears old."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
"If R, then M."

I.

33.

"F."

II.

Then would this be true?
ItJ^

M

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

least one of the followinp two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both mav be true.
r
blue."
not
"The scar is
1.
"The scarf is Barbara's."
2.
The followinp, statement is true:
"The scarf is blue."
At

Then would this be true?

"The scarf is Barbara's."
YES

NO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaninp of the possible answers:

YES
IIO

34.

MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true,
The statement may be true or it may not be true.
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES

1

'

You were
or "NO."

Suppose vou know that:
At least one of the following two statements

X,

is true.

Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
"The truck is not Mr. Levin’s."
1.
"The truck is white."
2.
The following statement is true:

II.

"The truck is white."
35.

Then would this be true?
"The truck is Mr. Levin's."
yrc

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I,

36.

II,

curtains are
"If the curtains are flowered, then the
brand new."
"The curtains are brand new."

Then would this be true?
"The curtains are flowered."

NO

^YBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

"If W, then Z."

II.

"W."

Then would this be true?

"Z."

YES

MO

MAYBE

:
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Here is

a

reminder of the meaning of the possible ansv/ers

YES
NO
MAYBE

statement must be true.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it mav not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "HO."

The
The
The
not

'

37.

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Roth may be true.

I.

"Beth is not Sally's sister."
"Beth is 15 years old."
2.
The following statement is true:
"Beth is Sally's sister."
1.

II.

38.

Then would this be true?

"Beth is 15 years old."
yrc

MAYBE

NO

Suppose you know that:
I.

39.

II.

net
"If the fishing net is Steve's, then the fishing
is broken."
"The fishing net is Steve's."

Then would this be true?

"The fishing net is not broken."

Suppose you
I.

II.

"AYBE

NO

YF c

knov?

that:

statements is true
least one of the following two
false:
^be
Both cannot
Both may be true.
"The book is not Sheila's."
1,
"The book has a green cover."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The book is Sheila's."
At

Then would this be true?
"The book does not have
YES

a

MO

green cover.

MAYBE

i

:
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Here is a reminder of the meaninp of the possible answers

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be time.
statement cannot be true.
statement may be true or it may not be true. You were
told enouph to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

40,

Suppose you know that:

"If

I.

R,

then S."

"S."

II.

Then would this be true?
41.

"R."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
"If Ms. Cosby is Len’s aunt, then Ms. Cosby
"Ms. Cosby is Len's aunt."

I.

42,

II.

is

Then would this be true?
"Ms. Cosby is a doctor."

NO

YPc

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If V, then Y."
"V."

Then would this be true?

'Wt
Y£5

Y."
|MC

MAYBE

a

doctor."

391
N<“-re

is a reminder o* the meaninp of the possible answers:

YES
NO
MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true.
The statement mav be true or it may not be true.
You were
not told enouph to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

43.

Suppose you know that:

"If Noah knows Chris, then Noah lives in Seattle."
"Noah lives in Seattle,"

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
44.

"Noah knows Chris."
YES

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

45.

"If A, then B."

II.

"B."

Then would this be true?
"A."

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose vou know that:
I.

II.

followinp two statements
Both cannot be false.
Both mav be true.
"The plant is not a fern."
1.
"The plant is Emilv’s."
2.
The followinp statement is true;
"The plant is a fern."
At least one of the

Then would this be true?
"The plant is Emilv’s."

Yc"

NO

is true.
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Here

46,

5.s

a

reminder of the meaning of the possible answers:

YDS
NO
MAYBE

The statement must he true,
The statement cannot be true,
The statement may be true or it mav not be true.
You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES” or "NO,"

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If.P, then R."
"P."

Then would this be true?
47,

"not R."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

48.

II.

following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false.
Both may be true.
"Mike is not Susan's cousin."
1.
"Mike lives in Chicago,"
2.
The following statement is true:
"Mike lives in Chicago."
At least one of the

Then would this be true?

"Mike is Susan's cousin."
ypc

NO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If C, then B."
"C."

Then would this be true?
"B."

YES

NO

MAYBE

:
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Here is a reminder of the meaning of the possible answers

YES
WO
MAYBE

The statement must be true.
The statement cannot be true,
The statement mav be true or it may not be true. You were
not told enough to be certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

49.

Suppose you know that:
least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
"Allen is not Melvin's friend."
1.
"Allen likes to plav football."
2.
Tiie following statement is true:
"Allen likes to plav football,"

At

I.

II.

50.

Then would this be true?

"Allen is Melvin's friend."

WO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
51.

I.

II.

"If the woman is named Louise, then the woman is a teacher."
"The woman is named Louise."

Then would this be true?
"The woman is not a teacher."

vrc

MO

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

brown."
"If the tie is Paul's, then the tie is
"The tie is Paul's."

Then would this be true?
"The tie is brown."
YES

MO

MAYBE
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Here is a reminder of the meaninr of the possible answers:

52.

YES
NO
MAYBE

The
The
The
not

statement must be t^ue,
statement cannot be true,
statement may he true or it may not be true. You were
told enough to be certain whether it is "YES'* or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
I.

II.

"If Q, then P."
"

0 .”

Then would this he true?
53.

"not P.”

NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
I.

54.

II.

the turtle is Al's, then the turtle is painted."
"The turtle is painted."
"I

42'

Then would this be true?
"The turtle is Al’s."
NO

YES

MAYBE

Suppose you know that:
J.

II.

"If X, then Z."
"Z."

Then would this be true?
"X."

YES

NO

MAYBE
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‘r-trf:

is

-i

reminder c f hne mean: nr of the possible answers:

YES
NO
MAYBE

l.JSicJ

The
The
The
not

statement must be true,
statement cannot he true.
statement mav he true or it may not he true. You were
told enough to he certain whether it is "YES" or "NO."

Suppose you know that:
At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both nav he true.
Both cannot be false:
"The clog is not named Spot."
1.
"The dog is Steve's."
2.
The following statement is true:
"The dor is named Spot."

I.

II.

Then would this be true?
"The dog is Steve's."

NO

YES

2.[sicJ

Suppose vou know that

MAYBE

:

At least one of the following two statements is true.
Both cannot be false:
Both may be true.
Carol's brother."
not
is
Jerrv
"
1.

I.

"Jerr^ has brown hair."
The following statement is true:
"Jerrv is Carol's brother,"
2.

II.

Then would this be true?

"Jerrv does not have brown hair."
NO

YFS

MAYBE

you ^now that:

3. [Sic]^ uPP ose

"If S, then L."

T.

”L."

II.

Then would this be true?
I»C

o

t»

•

YES

NO

MAYBE

i
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